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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
When people communicate with each other, they use and interpret meaningful gestures in 
face-to-face everyday conversation. These gestures help them to express themselves and to 
understand others while they take turns in conversation.	 In spoken languages, these visible 
behaviors form an integrated multimodal system with speech, where the visible and audible 
signs are linked pragmatically, semantically, and temporally (McNeill, 1992; Kendon, 2004; 
Enfield, 2009a/b; Özyürek, 2014). In sign languages, visible behavior bears the entire load: 
People rely solely on visual-gestural communication when producing linguistic signs and 
communicative gestures, coordinating the movement, formation, and distribution of multiple 
bodily articulators, including hands, arms, facial expression, eye gaze, head and torso (Baker, 
1977; Baker-Shenk, 1983; Boyes-Braem & Sutton-Spence, 2001; Liddell, 1980, 2003; 
Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2001; Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1999; Vermeerbergen et al., 2007; 
Klima & Bellugi, 1979; Emmorey, 2001; Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006). But no matter what 
combination of modalities and semiotic resources is used, all language users are faced with 
the challenge of maintaining mutual understanding in the turn-by-turn flow of conversation 
(Clark, 1996). 
If we are going to understand how systems of turn-taking (Sacks, Schegloff & 
Jefferson, 1974)1 are managed in real time, it is crucial to understand how problems of 
perceiving or understanding are dealt with on the spot. After all, given the fast pace and 
constant forward progression of turn-by-turn conversation, if a problem is not dealt with 
immediately then the chance to address it may quickly be lost, decreasing the possibilities of 
                                                
 
1 ‘Talk is socially organized, not merely in terms of who speaks to whom in what language, but as a 
little system of mutually ratified and ritually governed face-to-face interaction, a social encounter’ 
(Schegloff, 1974:697).  
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ever dealing with the problem later. Extensive research has been done on face-to-face 
interaction to describe mutual understanding, common ground and intersubjectivity. 
However, little is known as to how these strategies are managed in different modalities of 
language, including the modality of perception (visual and auditory) and production (gestural 
and vocal) of both spoken and signed languages. In particular, little is known about how this 
works in face-to-face everyday interaction in sign language.  
Problems of perception or understanding in conversation occur very often, with requests 
for repair occurring on average once every 84 seconds (Dingemanse et al., 2015). To 
understand how these alerts are handled in real time, we must focus on the basic 
organizational structure of everyday conversation, in particular the sophisticated systems of 
turn-taking (Sacks et al., 1974; Stivers et al., 2009; Levinson & Torreira, 2015) and sequence 
organization (Clark, 1996; Schegloff, 2007). When a person asks a question, they are taking a 
turn at talk of the kind that obliges another person to produce an answer or other relevant 
response in the next turn. Different types of responses can be displayed in this next position. 
An addressee can simply answer a question directly if that is possible. But if they do not 
understand or do not hear the question clearly, they have the option of initiating repair in 
order to clarify the other person’s question by the questioner, for example by saying in 
English ‘Sorry?’, ‘What?’, ‘Huh?’, or ‘Can you repeat that?’ This is so-called other-
initiation of repair, abbreviated throughout this thesis as OIR, also termed as next turn 
repair initiator (Schegloff, et al., 1977; Dingemanse, et al., 2013; Dingemanse & Enfield, 
2015). 
The OIR system acts as the main guarantee of intersubjectivity or mutual understanding 
(Schegloff, 1992, 2000; Schegloff, et al., 1977) playing a crucial role in any kind of human 
interaction, regardless of the semiotic system employed (Enfield, 2009a/b). The phenomenon 
of repair has been traditionally defined based on spoken language in terms of strategies for 
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dealing with problems in speaking, hearing, and understanding, which can be initiated and 
carried out by either a speaker or hearer (Schegloff et al., 1977). Whether there is a 
conventionalized set of linguistic resources to indicate perceptual and understanding problems 
in a sign language based on naturally occurring data has been an open question until recently, 
with most work in the relatively new field of sign language linguistics focusing on 
grammatical properties, and not on issues of interaction. 
The goal of this thesis is to provide new insights on signed language analysis with the 
broader aim of gaining a better understanding of the general phenomenon of repair as a back-
up mechanism for possible threats to the collaborative progress of conversation. This thesis 
investigates how Argentine Sign Language (Lengua de Señas Argentina or LSA) users 
manage and resolve troubles of signing, seeing and understanding (rather than speaking, 
hearing and understanding) in naturally occurring interactions. The thesis draws on an 
extensive corpus of videotaped informal conversation (both dyadic and multi-party) among 
adults friends recorded in deaf associations and clubs in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The aim of 
this thesis is to provide both qualitative microanalysis and quantitative description of the use 
and regulation of the set of linguistic formats and pragmatic resources that signers use when 
dealing with perceptual and understanding problems in conversation. It focuses on repair in 
LSA as a visual and gestural system, which includes manual signs, non-manual signs, 
mouthing, head and upper-body movements.  
 This introductory chapter aims to provide the reader with a general introduction of the 
phenomenon of other-initiation repair used in everyday life. First, it provides a general 
theoretical background with the aim of contextualizing the topic of other-initiated repair. 
Second, it presents the general goals and aims of the thesis. Third, it introduces the analytic 
methods used, including conversational analysis and interactional linguistics. Finally, it 
provides an overview of the thesis.  
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1.1 Conversation analytic approach 
Conversation Analysis (CA) is an empirical approach to the study of human social 
interaction. It originated from ethnomethodological work in sociology (see Heritage, 1984) 
and it has become a rich interdisciplinary approach over the years with connections to 
sociology, anthropology, philosophy, linguistics, ethnography, and sociolinguistics. The 
object of study of CA is the organization of talk-in-interaction, including ordinary everyday 
conversation and institutional settings, involving the study of language use while performing 
ordinary social activities in their actual and natural contexts of occurrence. As Maynard 
(2013:28) puts it: ‘CA has utterly changed the landscape of “normal science” and behavioral 
inquiry in a way that revolutionizes the presuppositions, facts, concepts and analyses for 
inquiry into the domain of everyday talk and interaction.’ CA provides us with a 
methodological framework that enables us to come across with underlying mechanisms of 
human social communication that we will not otherwise have access to. 
One of the basic goals of CA is to identify practices and describe them in detail. 
These descriptions have been greatly benefited from technological progress in the last 
decades, especially, video recordings that have extended the description of social practices 
from exclusively audio-oral (telephone conversations) to bodily behavior (see Goodwin, 
2000; Kendon, Harris, & Key, 1975; Stivers & Rossano, 2010, and so on). The concept of 
practice is central to CA studies and it has been defined by Heritage (2011) as ‘any feature of 
the design of a turn in a sequence that (i) has a distinctive character, (ii) has specific locations 
within a turn or sequence, and (iii) is distinctive in its consequences for the nature of the 
meaning of the action that the turn implements.’ CA is a primarily a qualitative method that 
provides a microanalysis of the cases, looking case by case, accounting for both specific 
cases, and, at the same time, being able to draw generalization about practices based on a 
larger collection of cases. By investigating particular practices it is also common to find 
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deviant cases, less frequent cases in which participants depart from a pattern, which can be 
carefully studied to obtain a better understanding of the boundaries and complexities of a 
specific interactional phenomenon (see Schegloff, 1968). Cases are analyzed and selected not 
based on the researcher’s intuitions, but based on the observation of recurrent patterns in the 
data, and in the actions and conduct performed by the participants during a conversation. To 
show evidence of the understanding of the participants, it is necessary to look at the entire 
sequence, focusing on the recipient’s response as the main source of evidence. This implies 
analyzing a specific practice that might occur in a single turn relative to a prior turn and/or a 
consecutive turn.  
 Turns or turn-constructional units (TCUs) are the minimal units of the study of 
conversation. They are commonly made up of grammatical units,  utterances, clauses, phrases 
and lexical items realized phonetically. Two turns-at-talk or more are necessary to create a 
sequence. The basic units of sequences are adjacency pairs (Schegloff, 1968; Schegloff & 
Sacks, 1973; Schegloff, 2007), which consist of a first pair part (FPP) and a second pair 
part (SPP) such as question-answer, greeting-greeting, invitation-acceptance, and so on. 
Adjacency pair parts are governed by a principle of conditional relevance, in which the 
presence of one part requires the presence of a fitted second part, a response, to be successful. 
In the case of OIR sequences, this implies that the presence of a repair initiator by one party 
(Person B) requires the presence of a repair solution in the immediately next turn position by 
another party (Person A). The order in which these turns occur is not random, but follows a 
systematic sequence organization that is governed by the turn-taking system (Schegloff et al., 
1977). Turn-taking involves coordinating, negotiating and understanding a course of action 
turn-by-turn of at least two participants. It is prototypically organized following the one-
person-at-a-time rule. However, overlaps also occur in informal conversation (Levinson & 
Torreira, 2015), especially in nonverbal behavior and sign language conversation (see Chapter 
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2:36, Chapter 6, and Coates & Sutton-Spence, 2001; Kita, 1990; McNeill, 1992; Oloff, 2012; 
de Vos, Torreira & Levinson, 2015, for more details on the practice of overlap and hold in 
sign language).  
A core CA notion is action. As Schegloff (2007) puts it: ‘it is important to register that 
a great deal of talk-in-interaction – perhaps most of it – is better examined with respect to 
“action” than with respect to “topicality”, more for what it is “doing” than for what is it 
“about”.’ Some of the most commonly described actions are requesting, offering, asking, 
telling, and repairing. OIR is one of the actions people do when interacting with others. This 
action presents some common patterns or structures that both speakers and signers use. These 
can be identified and described in isolation after collecting a considerable number of cases. 
These cases are characterized as specific courses of actions that ‘get initiated, worked 
through, and brought to closure’, elements that can characterize a sequence as having a 
particular sequence organization (Schegloff, 2007:1). 
For example, in a question-answer adjacency pair, the first pair part (e.g., ‘What time 
is it?’) puts the other person in a position where they are obliged to respond appropriately. 
The preferred response to a question is an answer (e.g., ‘5 o’clock’) as illustrated in Example 
1a. 
Example 1a. Base question-answer sequence 
 
1 A  What time is it? FPP-initiated action  
2 B  5 o’clock            SPP-fitted answer (sequence closure) 
 
 
However, the normative obligation to deal with the question can also be handled by a non-
answer response that is still relevant to the question (e.g., ‘Sorry, I don’t have a watch’). 
Both answers and non-answer responses are adequate as second-pair parts to questions. These 
would be the preferred or fitted-responses, but if the recipient has problems understanding the 
question, the requested next relevant action will not be achieved. In these cases, languages 
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have resources to resolve problems and achieve mutual understanding. The practice of OIR 
could occur instead of a fitted answer as in the following version of the Example 1: 
Example 1b. Base question-answer sequence with an inserted OIR sequence 
 
1 A  What time is it? FPP-initiated action 
2 B  What?                                                 FPP1 - initiated action  (OIR) 
3 A  What time is it?                                SPP2    repair solution 
4 B  It’s 5                   SPP-resumes progressivity (Fitted answer-sequence closure) 
 
 
In this example, it can be seen how repair practices stop the progressivity of an ongoing 
conversation, requiring a side sequence to reestablish mutual understanding and move on. 
Another relevant concept in relation to OIR practices is preferred and dispreferred types of 
actions (Schegloff et al., 1977:369). OIR practices are dispreferred actions since they stop the 
natural flow of conversations. Technically, OIR sequences occur as post-first pair-part 
insertion sequences (see Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 for more details on this practice), that is, 
embedded in other sequences. Mutual understanding is achieved once B can provide A with a 
fitted answer, as in line 4. In Schegloff's (2007:99) terms, insert sequences put on hold the 
conditional relevance of a response to the first action, but a response to the initial action 
becomes immediately relevant once the insert sequence is complete.  
 
1.1.1 Conversational repair practices in interaction  
The ability to maintain mutual understanding, through monitoring and dealing with 
conversational problems originated by one's self and by others are basic practices of everyday 
social interaction. The multiple classifications of repair practices depend on two aspects, the 
participant who initiates or requests repair (self or other) thus starting the repair sequence, and 
the participant who causes and subsequently repairs the conversational problem(s) (self or 
Inserted sequence 
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other). In this thesis, we focus on repair cases that are initiated immediately after another’s 
participant turn, which we refer to here as other-initiated repair or OIR.  
Repair is common in everyday conversation (Schegloff et al., 1977). It has been 
described as part of a system of alternative practices in spoken languages used for handling 
difficulties in speaking, hearing, or understanding, and can be initiated either by a speaker 
(self-repair) or a hearer or next speaker (other-initiated repair, OIR) in the ongoing course of 
action (e.g. Schegloff et al., 1977; Schegloff, 1992; Sidnell, 2010; Benjamin, 2013; Hayashi 
et al., 2013). It is also used when a speaker’s utterance may be considered wrong, inaccurate, 
or inapposite (Drew, 1997), as well as for extended forms of action (beyond our scope here). 
These phenomena have been studied in English and several other languages, but despite 
recent advances in comparative work (Hayashi et al., 2013; Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015), we 
know relatively little about these types of interactional structures across the world’s 
languages, and even less with respect to sign languages. This thesis takes some initial steps 
based on what is known about other-initiated repair in spoken languages to investigate the 
management and resolution of OIR practices in a sign language. 
 
1.1.2  Self-initiated self-repair  
Self-initiated and other-initiated repair are both common practices in everyday interaction. 
However, it has been argued that there is a preference for self-repair – correcting with a 
higher frequency of use – in which the speaker who causes the trouble, takes the first 
opportunity to re-do or re-formulate a trouble turn (Schegloff et al., 1977). In Example 2, line 
2 we can observe a case of self-initiated repair in LSA. This case is initiated and resolved by 
the same participant (B). These two operations are produced in the same turn. Person A asks 
Person B a question, and B interrupts and repairs her own turn by correcting the last year she 
attended in high school:  
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original utterance 
                           self-initiated repair 
                                            corrected repair utterance 
      
  “I finished fifth,  no   I finished fourth year.” 
Example 2. Ayrolo_15568822 
  
                                                   question-eyebrows raised  ((Intonational markers))     
1 A    PRO2 LATER FINISH HIGH-SCHOOL PRO2 ((Capital letters indicate manual signs))     
                   Did you manage to finish high school? 
                                                                   
                                                                      head  nod-no 
2 B     HIGH-SCHOOL PRO1 FIFTH PRO1 FOURTH   
               High school, I finished fifth, no I finished fourth year 
 
Even though self-initiated repair and other-initiated repair have similar functions and are 
related due to their nature of dealing with problems during interaction, they are distinct 
phenomena that can be studied separately. Self-initiated repairs are produced as 
consequence of monitoring one’s previous and current speech, being initiated and solved by 
the person of the trouble source, commonly, in the same turn (Levelt, 1983; Seyfeddinipur, 
Kita, & Indefrey, 2008). Oher-initiated repairs instead are produced by a different person than 
the one of the trouble source, initiated in a subsequent turn, and generally, it could take 
several turns to be solved, involving the cooperation and organization of at least two different 
participants. Most importantly, they use different strategies to initiate repair, self-initiated 
repair for instance uses cut-offs, sound stretches, hesitations, etc., while other-initiated repair 
uses strategies such as: ‘huh?’, ‘what?’, ‘who?’, ‘sorry?’, what do you mean by that?, and so 
on. These differences clearly show that self- and other-initiated repairs entail distinct 
                                                
 
2 See section 2.3.8 and Appendix C for more details on conventions used in this thesis for sign 
language extracts.  
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sequential organizations, repair initiators and sources of trouble for dealing with problems 
during ongoing conversation (see Schegloff et al., 1977:365).  
 
1.1.3 Other-initiated repair sequence organization 
In contrast to self-initiated repair, OIR (Schegloff et al., 1977; Schegloff, 1992) involves 
distinct contributions from both speaker of the trouble source and the recipient who initiates 
repair. The repairable or trouble source, the initiation of repair, and the repair solution 
are separate elements in the repair sequence. The form of next turn repair initiator used may 
provide information that helps to locate or specify the trouble source produced by the speaker 
in his or her previous turn. 
Repair produces a break in the ongoing interaction and involves going back to repair 
what was said before by the previous speaker. Sidnell (2010:117) states that this practice, far 
from being simple, is an ‘extremely sophisticated ability to parse the emerging structure of 
utterances and to attend to multiple, simultaneous courses of conduct in interaction.’ When a 
person requests repair of another person’s prior turn, this action interrupts the progressivity of 
the ongoing interaction in order to first deal with the trouble. The first speaker (Person A) 
may not have even fully finished her turn when the addressee (Person B) initiates repair, 
before the interaction that this first turn was part of can continue. Person A needs to correct 
the problem to clarify or ground what he or she was saying to return to the main sequence 
(Jefferson, 1972, 1987). 
Two macro categories of OIR are defined by how they specify the scope of the 
problem. These are open and restricted categories of OIR (Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015).  
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       OPEN-CLASS                                                                                                                             RESTRICTED-CLASS 
unrestricted question-words → partial repeat + wh-word → partial repeat → understanding check 
 
WEAKER                                                                                                                   STRONGER 
 
Locating the trouble source: ordering of repair initiators 
(based on Sidnell, 2008:483, 2010:118) 
Diagram 1. Typology of repair initiators. 
 
Open-class repair is identified as the weakest type of repair initiation, as sketched in Diagram 
1 (Benjamin, 2013:19-66; Drew, 1997; Schegloff et al., 1977; Sidnell, 2010). It does not 
specify what the problem is or where it is located in the previous turn produced by Person A. 
It is commonly performed in English by words such as ‘what?’, ‘huh?’, ‘sorry?’, ‘hmm?’ and 
‘pardon?’ These formats show that the initiator of the repair has detected a problem in the 
previous turn, but without locating any particular part of it. These repair initiators point to the 
entire previous turn as problematic (see Chapter 3 on open-class repair initiators). Open repair 
formats contrast with those used for restricted type repair initiators, which include specific 
question-words like ‘who?’, ‘when?’, ‘They said what?’, etc. These specific types of repair 
initiators identify a problem with a specific part of the previous speech that needs to be 
resolved (see Chapter 4 on restricted type repair initiators).  
Trouble sources in spoken interaction may be caused by hearing or understanding 
problems. The former occurs in cases where we miss part or the entire communicative action 
delivered by another person due to a noisy conversational context that interferes with our 
conversation, or due to other issues such as distraction of attention or articulatory problems 
when speaking. The repair solution in these cases usually includes a repetition of the trouble 
source turn providing a second opportunity to hear it. Understanding problems, on the other 
hand, are generally related to the linguistic content of an utterance in a prior turn. This type of 
problem can be linked to different linguistic levels and constructions that might need to be 
repaired, such as word(s), phrase(s), a specific part of a turn, the intonational contours, and so 
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on. Regarding repair solutions, these may require adding extra information to clarify or to be 
more specific, modifying or rephrasing the prior turn, etc. 
 
1.1.4 Sign interaction  
Research on other-initiation of repair to date has been done almost exclusively on spoken 
languages, both in telephone and face-to-face interaction, with a limited sample of languages 
beyond English (see Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015, and Hayashi et al., 2013 for recent cross-
linguistic studies). Despite an explosion of research on sign language in linguistics and related 
fields (see some representative studies in were conducted by Herrmann, 2010; Baker, 
Bogaerde, Pfau, & Schermer, 2016; Crasborn & Van Der Kooij, 2013; Emmorey & Lane, 
2013; Klima & Bellugi, 1979; Kyle, Woll & Pullen, 1988; Lucas, 2001a; Miller, 1994b; 
Sallandre, 2007; Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2001; Zeshan, 2004, and so on), there is relatively 
little research on interactional structures and mechanisms in sign languages, especially where 
such research focuses on naturally occurring interaction; though we can note  exceptions like 
de Vos et al. (2015) in NGT and McIlvenny (1994, 1995) in FinSL. Sign language studies 
looking at discourse level and using conversation analytic methods have focused on more 
formal or institutional contexts like classrooms (Groeber & Pochon-Berger, 2014; Johnson, 
1991; Mather, 1996; Seo & Koshik, 2010), interviews (Dively, 1998), and sometimes in semi-
controlled pre-arranged settings, generally between two participants.  
 There have been a few studies that deal with aspects of turn-taking in American Sign 
Language (ASL; most references above) and British Sign Language (BSL) (see Baker, 1977; 
Wilbur & Petitto, 1983; Prinz & Prinz, 1985; Coates & Sutton-Spence, 2001), Finish Sign 
Language (FinSL) (McIlvenny, 1994, 1995); Brazilian Sign Language (LIBRAS) (Leite, 
2008; McCleary & Leite, 2012) and Sign Language of the Netherlands (NGT) (de Vos et al., 
2015). There are also studies in sign language and tactile sign language that describe some 
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repair practices, including Tactile Swedish Sign Language (SSL) (Mesch, 2000, 2001) and 
Tactile Australian Sign language (Auslan) (Willoughby et al., 2014).  
Only two previous studies of sign language have looked at repair practices in detail, 
but neither of them look at informal conversation or conversational sequential structures. Both 
of these studies were done on ASL in semi-formal settings; one focused on 
miscommunication in classrooms (Johnson, 1991) and the other was based on two recorded 
interviews between two deaf participants and a hearing interpreter (Dively, 1998:137-169). 
Johnson's (1991) study on miscommunication in university classrooms focused on conflicts in 
interaction among deaf students, interpreters and hearing professors. She looked at what was 
said by professors, what was transmitted by interpreters, and what was understood by deaf 
students. She focused mainly on problems of interpretation, with the interpreter as a third 
party in the interaction that may contribute to the overall miscommunication, which in such 
settings is largely due to language modality differences (visual and auditory channels). The 
author considers that interpreters generally need to adapt to different cultural and linguistic 
norms, but also that problems can arise due to interpreters' lack of knowledge about a specific 
topic. Johnson also proposes strategies for reducing miscommunication in university classes 
based on the analysis of the trouble sources of the problems caused by the roles of the two 
different language modalities in situations of interaction.   
 Dively's (1998) study of repair practices in American Sign Language (ASL) is based 
on two ethnographic interviews between two native Deaf informants and the author as 
interviewer. She provides examples of different practices of repair that show similarities with 
spoken English and Thai. Evidence supports the idea that the preference for self-repair over 
other-repair initiation can also apply to ASL. Interestingly, Dively describes two specific ASL 
lexemes used exclusively for self-repair. These are: ‘I-WRONG’ and ‘DON’T-KNOW’ signs 
while gazing at their hands. ASL signers display these strategies when they are not sure about 
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the use of their own fingerspelling. The former one is characterized by the use of nonmanual 
signs while the latter one uses both manual and nonmanual signs. She also highlights the 
predominant role of eye gaze for repair practices.  
In sum, sign language research up to now has not tended to focus on informal 
interaction among deaf signers. The closest approach to interactional studies related to repair 
has dealt more with problems in misunderstanding or communication between deaf and 
hearing participants, or with interpretational problems mediated by interpreters between deaf, 
and hearing participants. To the best of our knowledge, no research to date has systematically 
explored practices of other-initiated repair based on a large collection of cases of naturally 
occurring conversation in signed informal interaction. 
 
1.1.5 Repair practices in relation to non-verbal bodily behavior practices in interaction 
There is a relevant body of research on the use of nonverbal behavior in repair practices in 
spoken language conversation (see Egbert, 1996; Rasmussen, 2014; Seo & Koshik, 2010 
among other relevant studies), as well as in other conversational practices more generally (see 
some representative work by Enfield, 2009a/b; Goodwin, 2000; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986; 
Hazel, Mortensen & Rasmussen, 2014; Kendon, Harris, & Key, 1975; Mondada, 2007; 
Olsher, 2004; Raymond & Lerner, 2014; Stivers & Rossano, 2010; Streeck, 2012) .  
In relation to this study, two articles are especially relevant; one of them looks at the 
role of the re-establishment of mutual eye gaze in repair practices in relation to a formulaic 
German format bitte (Egbert, 1996), and the second one focuses on the exclusive use of 
gesture as resource of initiating repair based on classroom interaction in spoken English as 
second language (Seo & Koshik, 2010). 
 Egbert’s (1996) study focuses on bitte as a repair initiator in German. The author 
argues that this strategy is generally used in telephone conversation, but not commonly used 
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for repair in face-to-face interaction. However, in face-to-face conversation, when this form is 
selected it coincides with the re-establishment of mutual eye gaze between participants. This 
study adds evidence about the relevance of investigating eye gaze in connection with repair 
practices not only in signed conversation, but also in spoken conversation. Seo & Koshik’s 
(2010) study also shows evidence of the importance of looking at non-verbal practices in 
spoken language, especially in relation with repair strategies. It particularly looks at gesture as 
a generator of repair during conversational tutoring sessions in ESL (English as a Second 
Language) and they claim that OIR can be done exclusively through gesture without 
accompanying speech. They identified the use of two different types of gestures, as well as 
combinations of both of these, to initiate non-verbal repair, with a function similar to that of 
verbal open-class initiators. Eight native speaker tutors and eight non-native English speaker 
students from Korea participated in the study. One of the most salient movements that was 
identified as an indication of understanding difficulty by the initiator of the repair is a ‘head 
poke’ combined with an ‘upper body movement toward the speaker’ of the trouble source, 
sometimes performed with the ‘eyebrows scrunched’ (only performed by students in their 
data). The other is a sharp ‘head tilt’ and/or turn to the side. 
 
1.1.6 Other-initiated repair: this thesis 
In this thesis, we focus exclusively on other-initiated repair. The definition of the 
phenomenon of repair, one of the core mechanisms of linguistic interaction, has been 
expanded here to include the visual and gestural modality. It is described in this thesis as a 
natural practice in human interaction for handling problems in producing, perceiving and 
understanding, regardless of modality. As such, speakers and signers can initiate repair in 
moments when it is necessary to resolve problems online during conversation.  
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 Other-initiated repair occurs necessarily in dialogue, and specifically within the 
context of conversational turn-taking. A basic OIR sequence has a minimum of three turn 
elements. The center or pivotal point in the sequence is the initiation of repair (here referred 
to as T0). T0 points back to the previous turn and identifies it as problematic in some way. 
This previous turn is termed the trouble source of the sequence (referred to as T-1). Usually, 
T0 requests that T-1 should be resolved in some way: examples are ‘huh?’, ‘what?’, ‘who?’ 
Following T0 is the repair solution (or T+1), produced by the person who produced the 
original trouble source turn, which often displays a clarification or specification of T-1.  
 We refer to the producer of the trouble source and repair solution as Person A, and the 
person who initiates the repair sequence as Person B. If the repair solution by Person A is not 
sufficient to resolve the problem, then Person B might pursue a solution with another 
initiation of repair asking for more clarification or repetition, thus expanding the sequence. 
Once B is satisfied with the solution he or she may provide a signal of information uptake or 
simply resume the interrupted sequence at T-1 (Schegloff et al., 1977; Clark, 1996). This 
structure is illustrated in diagram 2: 
 	
 A   trouble source  T-1 
 B repair initiator   T0 
 A repair solution  T+1 
 B (OIR sequence closure/ T+2 resume sequence from T-1) 
Diagram 2. Other-initiation of repair sequence. 
 
Our focal point of interest here is the linguistic format of T0, the nuclear turn of the sequence, 
in which other-initiation of repair is done. T0 turns can display different forms to indicate 
different problems of perception or understanding in spoken language. In addition, we are 
also interested in the contextual principles for selection of one type of form over another, the 
kinds of functional outcomes that each type of form can have (that is, the repair operations 
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that the forms elicit in T+1) and the type of trouble sources (T-1) that have led an addressee to 
initiate repair. 
Sign language users (signers) coordinate a complex variety of body articulators besides 
the hands to communicate, such as parts of the face and head, body posture and mouth action. 
In order to initiate repair, LSA users may use one of these articulators or, more commonly, a 
synchronized combination of them. The components of sign language are analyzed as 
conjoined in unified composite utterances in which an interlocutor takes multiple elements 
and draws them together into a unified meaningful package (Enfield, 2009b) as represented in Figure	1.  
B: What? 
eyebrows 
together and 
lowered       
head forward 
H
O
LD
 
WHAT  
 
Figure 1. Person B, on the right, initiates an open-class type of repair on A’s prior turn (line 2). It 
displays difficulties in understanding the question posed in line 1 from the Person on the left. Manual 
and nonmanual signs come together to initiate repair in this sequence. The manual sign is produce by a 
content question-word ‘what?’ and the nonmanual components eyebrows-together and leaning 
forward.     This composite utterance is held together until the Person (left) of the trouble source (line 
1) repeats the question solving the understanding problem. 
 
1.1.7 Hearing and seeing in interaction 
There are obvious and important differences in the role of the visual modality between spoken 
and signed conversations. Even though these differences may affect greatly the ways in which 
people encounter and handle problems of perception and understanding, both use body 
movements, gestures and the visual channel to communicate.  
Signers and speakers need to coordinate, monitor and check other people’s attention 
when interacting. However, speakers do not need to look at each other’s faces to be able to 
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interact. In addition, they can manage multiple tasks involving visual attention simultaneously 
while talking to others. Speakers can talk right away without making eye contact or stopping 
other activities they might be doing. Differently, signers have to look at their addressee to be 
able to communicate. This restricts their communication to the exclusive use of face-to-face 
interaction (see Baker, 1977; Mather, 1996). As consequence, sign interaction demands a 
higher level of attention during conversation, which makes more difficult the possibilities of 
being involved in other simultaneous activities as occur spoken conversation. When starting a 
conversation signers often need to make an extra action or ‘move’ to get another person’s 
attention e.g. waving, tapping their hands on a table or another person’s arm (Baker, 1977).  
In the context of OIR, signers and hearers have to deal with different perceptual 
problems during conversation. While signers handle seeing problems, speakers generally have 
to deal with hearing problems. Perceptual problems (seeing or hearing) in conversation 
commonly occasion open-class requests for repair. Hearing problems occur often in noisy 
environments such as on the street, in the disco, in the restaurant, on the subway, and so on. 
They may also be occasioned due to lack of attention when the participants are involved in 
other tasks. Seeing problems, on the other hand, are commonly produced in cases when 
participants are interacting in multi-party conversations, for example. However, more work 
needs to be done to compare both modalities of language in this domain. 
 While comparison is still in its beginning stages, there have been recent suggestions of 
strong commonalities between signed and spoken conversations in the domain of other-
initiated repair. Enfield et al., (2013) compare linguistic and conversational mechanisms in 
relation to problems of understanding in a sample that included LSA contributed by the 
present author and 20 spoken languages from across the globe, with results suggesting 
linguistic and conversational universals in social interaction. Another study (Floyd, Manrique, 
Rossi & Torreira, 2016), focusing on the use of holds in OIR sequences in LSA and two 
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unrelated spoken languages, Italian and Cha’palaa, also suggests commonalities across signed 
and spoken languages concerning the function and timing of final-turn holds. In this study, 
bodily behavior configurations, including the head, face, hands, or torso, or any combination 
of these components, was compared when speakers initiated repair. This bodily behavior is 
characterized by the ‘frozen’ maintenance or holding of at least one of these components as a 
strategy for pursuing the resolution of understanding problems. This study has shown that in 
most of the cases the hold behavior was disengaged only once the person who has initiated 
the repair has heard or seen some or all of the repair solution offered by the person who 
produced the trouble source (see section 2.2.5 on Holds and Chapter 6 for more details on this 
phenomenon in LSA as well as, previous studies on holds).  
 
1.2 Goals and scope of the thesis and the research questions 
Mutual understanding is essential to be able to communicate, independently of the language 
system employed. We assume that LSA may have a repair system with a similar function to 
those seen in spoken language, but perhaps using different linguistic formats and 
conversational strategies to deal with everyday problems in conversation. The general goal of 
this thesis is to broaden the study of social interaction in the visual-gestural modality focusing 
on a specific conversational practice for displaying problems in understanding another person, 
that is, in so-called other-initiated repair sequences. In particular, this thesis uses material 
exclusively from LSA spontaneous conversation.  
 
The main research questions of this thesis are:  
 
• How do sign language users deal with breakdown in conversation, and how do they 
manage to achieve mutual understanding in everyday face-to-face conversation? 
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Or,  
• How do they signal and resolve troubles in perceiving and understanding? 
 
More precisely, 
  
• What are the visual-gestural elements they use to indicate a conversational problem 
and how do their co-participants manage to resolve them in ongoing conversation? 
 
 
 Different types of linguistic resources are examined in the visual-gestural domain and 
compared with previous studies on spoken language. These studies have described problems 
of understanding focusing exclusively on the spoken channel of communication, especially in 
telephone conversation, so LSA provides an opportunity to look at these issues in the context 
of face-to-face conversation in the visual modality. In relation to these questions, based on the 
results of this study we aim to enhance our understanding of the common conversational 
mechanisms and resources that signed and spoken interactions share, as well as the modality 
differences seen when dealing with breakdowns in everyday conversation in signed as 
compared to spoken languages.  
 
The specific aims of this thesis are:  
 
• to identify and describe a set of formats and practices used to request and achieve 
repair, focusing on the multimodal visual-gestural components within the sequential 
context of conversational repair;  
• to provide a quantitative distribution of the formats found;  
• to introduce a previously undescribed practice of OIR as part of the inventory of OIR 
practices that have been identified in this thesis as an indirect practice for repair 
initiation (see Chapter 5),  
• and to compare such practices to explicit (direct) practices of OIR. 	
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1.3 Methods  
This thesis is based on analyses of video recordings of naturally occurring interactions using 
qualitative methods of conversation analysis (CA) and linguistics combined with quantitative 
distributional analysis of the data.  
 
1.3.1 Interactional analysis 
Other-initiated repair turns in all languages are produced by complex composite utterances 
(Enfield, 2009) that use many linguistic resources for requesting repair. The design of these 
TCUs could involve different linguistic levels of composition including prosodic, 
intonational, syntactic, morphologic, semantic and discursive elements, as well as multiple 
possible combinations of these levels. In more specific terms, some of the main linguistic 
elements used when initiating repair in spoken languages are: questioning intonation; 
interjections; unrestricted and restricted question-words such as: ‘what?’, ‘who?’, ‘when?’, 
‘where?’; the use of repetition of specific words, phrases, clauses, full utterances; questions 
dealing with semantic ambiguity in general, such as inquiries about person and place 
reference, and so forth.    
 
1.3.2 Quantitative analysis 
Although CA is traditionally a qualitative method of analysis (Schegloff, 1993), it has been 
shown in previous studies that it is possible to combine it with quantitative methods 
(Dingemanse et al., 2015; Enfield, Stivers, & Levinson, 2010; Heritage, 2007; Robinson, 
2007; Stivers & Rossano, 2010), and that doing so provides relevant information about the 
distribution of different practices in interaction. To rigorously analyze a particular 
phenomenon in interaction is necessary to thoughtfully design a coding system and 
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systematically create a collection of cases (see section 2.3.6 in Chapter 2 for more details on 
the coding system used in this thesis).  
In this thesis, we are able to show the frequency of use of the different formats and 
types of OIR in LSA based on a large collection of cases (see Chapter 3, section 3.2 for a 
general overview of the quantitative distribution of cases). Quantitative information is also 
important for comparing not only the set of formats used for a particular practice in one 
language, as in this thesis, but also to compare specific formats and practices across languages 
and modalities to enhance our understanding of both particular and general phenomena in this 
domain.  
 
1.4 Overview of the thesis 
Adopting the methodology of interactional linguistics and conversation analysis, and by 
providing a quantitative distributional study of discourse, this thesis contributes to the 
investigation of other-initiated repair in Argentine Sign Language (LSA). The set of 
conversational practices identified and described in this dissertation are based on a large 
corpus of video-recorded of naturally occurring conversations in LSA. The LSA 
Conversational Corpus is presented in Chapter 2, which also provides a preliminary 
background for the rest of the chapters of this thesis. It introduces a brief description of the 
LSA grammar in relation to the OIR topic. It also explains the coding schema used for the 
selection and collection of the data as well as ethical procedure. Chapters 3-6 are based on 
published articles. Chapters 3 and 4 describe explicit (open and restricted) formats of OIR 
while Chapters 5 reports on a previously un-described implicit practice to signal troubles in 
conversation. In addition, Chapter 6 explores the use of a fundamental conversational practice 
to achieve mutual understanding in the visual and gestural modality.  
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Chapter 3 focuses on the description and analysis of explicit open-class requests for 
repair. It starts by describing minimal explicit and open-class resources, involving a broad set 
of uses of exclusively nonmanual markers (NMMs), and then (looks at/investigates) 
composite formats of intonational NMMs for questions and manual signs, using unrestricted 
question-words with meanings similar to those in spoken language (e.g. ‘what?’). The chapter 
gathers the subset of options for requesting repair of another person when the problem 
involves seeing the semantic content of an utterance or having difficulties understanding the 
entire prior turn. Open-class is the weakest type of the formats and contrasts with restricted 
formats.  
Chapter 4 focuses on the restricted-class of repair initiators, which delimit the scope of 
the trouble source with respect to the prior co-participant’s turn. This chapter classifies 
restricted formats into three types. These are organized depending on their understanding 
from weakest to stronger ones. The first one is the request type that requests specification of a 
particular bit or reference from a prior turn (trouble source), including content question-words 
(e.g. ‘who?’, ‘where?’, etc.). The second one is the offer type that requests confirmation by 
(near)repeating part of the prior turn. And the third one is the alternative question type that 
requests disambiguation between at least two alternatives that have not been presented in a 
prior turn.  
Chapter 5 looks at an implicit practice that we have termed the freeze-look response. In 
order to study in more detail this practice and to compare implicit and explicit practices, we 
have focused exclusively on question-answer sequences. This (prolonged) eye gaze is 
characterized by a noticeable absence of response after a question has been asked. Instead the 
addressees hold their bodily position completely still while looking directly at the questioner. 
The producer of the trouble source who asks the focal question treats this behavior in the 
same way as an open-class OIR by re-doing the prior turn.   
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Chapter 6 investigates a fundamental practice for achieving mutual understanding that 
is present in all OIR formats in LSA. This is the hold-look bodily behavior of the producer of 
the OIR, which immediately follows the initiation of repair, indicating that an unresolved turn 
(the repair solution) is pending and needs to be attended to. In this study, we focus on the 
function and timing of this behavior in relation to the two subsequent turns (T+1 and T+2).  
Finally, in Chapter 7, we conclude by summarizing the main findings of the thesis and 
their implications for our understanding of practices for maintaining mutual understanding in 
a language of a different modality.  
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2 ARGENTINE SIGN LANGUAGE: GRAMMAR, INTERACTION AND CORPUS 
2.1 Sign linguistics overview 
From a sociolinguistic point of view, signed languages usually constitute minority languages 
that are in permanent contact with the surrounding spoken languages used by the non-deaf 
majority (Lucas, 2001b). However, signed languages are not derived from the spoken 
languages they are in contact with, and they do not simply reflect the linguistic structure of 
the spoken majority language. On the contrary, these languages have their own well-
developed grammars with their own distinct rules, and other signed and spoken languages 
may also influence them. Spoken and signed languages have quite different origins. However, 
there are borrowings from spoken languages into signed languages, although not usually the 
other way around. This one-way influence illustrates the situation of signed languages as 
minority languages in an unequal relationship with the official spoken language(s) used in a 
country, which are culturally and socially dominant. A common example of code-mixing 
from a spoken language to a signed language is the use of mouthing and finger spelling 
(Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006:474) (see the following examples in LSA for more details 
Extract 1:72, Extract 10:88, Extract 27:138).  
Signed languages are recognized as complex (visual-gestural) natural languages that 
are on a par with spoken languages in every aspect of linguistic organization (see Boyes-
Braem, 1990; Emmorey, 2001; Klima & Bellugi, 1979; Klima et al., 2006; Sandler & Lillo-
Martin, 2001; Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1999). They are characterized by the exclusive use of 
visual perception of bodily movement patterns to convey meaning. They are considered to be 
the legitimate primary languages of deaf communities, and are often learned in the context of 
an educational system for deaf people. 
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 Stokoe (1960) demonstrated that the signs of signed languages are not holistic gestural 
forms, but consists of signs that can be analyzed in smaller compositional parts comparable to 
the morphemes and phonemes of spoken languages. The author’s description is foundational 
for sign linguistics showing evidence of the striking similarities between signed and spoken 
languages. Stokoe characterized the structure of manual signs as composed of three parts that 
combine simultaneously: handshape, orientation and movement of the hands.  
Many linguists, beginning with Newkirk (1998), have argued that there is also a 
relevant consecutive structure in the phonology of signs. ‘Consecutive’ structure refers to the 
production of one sign after the other to deploy distinct elements, such as signs conveying 
pronominal and verbal information (e.g. a pronominal sign such as ‘I’ followed by a another 
independent sign such as the verb ‘work’, as in LSA ‘PRO1 WORK’). In contrast, a 
simultaneous construction involves more than one bodily articulator in parallel, combining for 
instance manual signs with facial expressions or other non-manual markers such as head or 
torso. Signed languages, including LSA, generally combine consecutive strings of manual 
signs with simultaneous non-manual markers to form different grammatical constructions.  
The aims of this chapter are (a) to introduce a brief sketch grammar of LSA focusing on 
the most productive aspects of the structure of LSA in close relation to the content of this 
thesis, (b) to describe the LSA Conversational Corpus created for this study from 2011 to 
2014, and (c) to provide a description of the coding schema for the selection and collection of 
the data provided in this thesis. This chapter does not intend to be a fully description of the 
language, but to provide a linguistic background for the following chapters.  
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2.2 Argentine sign language (LSA): grammar and interaction 
2.2.1 Socio-educational context 
Argentine Sign Language (LSA) is the natural language of Deaf people3  in Argentina. 4 
However, most deaf or hard of hearing people are trained at deaf schools to communicate by 
the use of speech and lip-reading instead of sign language. Oralism is a dominant ideology 
and methodology that is still used for deaf education in many countries, including Argentina. 
Nowadays, the implementation of bilingual education is trying to combine both signed and 
spoken communication (see Behares & Massone, 1996 for more details on educational 
situation of the deaf in Argentina).  
Members of the LSA community vary with respect to their linguistic background and 
the age and context of their acquisition of LSA: a small minority are deaf with deaf parents, 
while most are deaf with hearing parents, and others are hearing but have learned to use the 
language, for example because their parents or other family members are deaf. Beyond the 
schooling system, deaf clubs and associations provide a context in which LSA is used and 
learned.  
 
2.2.2 Linguistic context 
LSA was influenced by an older form of Italian Sign Language (Lingua dei Segni Italiana, 
LIS) due to the large-scale immigration of Italians, among them teachers and deaf immigrants 
                                                
3Deaf with capital letter is a common way to refer to a cultural-linguistic group or community of deaf 
people, and deaf to refer to refer to individuals with hearing loss.  
 
4According to the last official report (INDEC) in 2010, there are nearly 300,000 hearing-impaired 
people in Argentina out of a total population of the country of over 40 million people (INDEC, 2010). 
However, there are no official surveys regarding LSA users since not all of them have received a 
bilingual education in LSA and spoken Spanish (Bittles & Black 2010; Bittles et al. 1991; Tucci et al., 
2010). 	
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working in deaf schools,5 especially after the First World War (Veinberg, 1996). Previous 
work on the language includes a description of the grammar (Curiel & Massone, 2004; 
Massone & Machado, 1994; Veinberg 1993), dictionaries (Curiel & Massone, 2004; 
Massone, 1993) and work on deaf bilingual education, interpretation among other relevant 
matters (Behares et al., 1990; Veinberg, 1996).  
LSA uses various morphosyntactic and intonational resources to deal with daily 
conversational problems that affect conversation. This section will provide a general guide for 
the reader to understand the most important grammatical elements connected to the topic 
addressed in this thesis. More detailed explanations about some specific elements will be 
provided in the different chapters when needed. 
 Sign languages have complex linguistic structures involving both simultaneous and 
consecutive combination of multiple articulators as mentioned earlier in this chapter. Sign 
languages use both the hands and arms as their main bodily articulators, and combine them 
with non-manual markers (NMMs), such as facial expression, head and torso movements that 
convey information at different linguistic levels.  
 
2.2.3 Manual signs 
Signers use manual and non-manual signs to communicate. When using manual signs, they 
can be used independently or in coordination. Signs can be articulated with one hand while 
the other hand is in resting or non-signing position. When using both hands, these can be used 
in parallel like mirror images or in interdependency. In this last case, one hand is the 
dominant and the other is non-dominant. 
                                                
5The first deaf school in Argentina and one of two first in Latin America opened in Buenos Aires in 
1857. 
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2.2.4 Phonology 
In spoken language the stream of speech can be analyzed into meaningful parts or words, and 
these can be further analyzed into meaningless elements or phonemes. Changing one of the 
minimum linguistic elements or phonemes can modify the meaning of a word creating 
minimal oppositional pairs. Some examples in spoken English are: ‘cat’ and ‘cut’, or ‘meet’ 
and ‘mean’. This phenomenon is known as double articulation (Martinet, 1984). In the same 
way, a combination of different meaningless elements can form meaningful signs in signed 
languages. Every sign consists of one handshape, one location (also called place of 
articulation), one or more movements and orientation. The three first parameters were 
considered initially (e.g. Klima & Bellugi, 1979; Sandler, 1989; Stokoe, 1960), and hand 
orientation was included later (Sandler, 1989).  
 
Handshape: The hand can use a variety of configurations to form a sign. These 
configurations are related to the position of the hand and fingers. These can be bent, open, 
curved, round, etc. Figure 2 shows the most common handshapes used in LSA. Although, 
many handshapes are common across signed languages, the system of hand configurations is 
different for every signed language (Battison, 1978; Sandler, 1996). Similarly, every spoken 
language consists of a limited number of phonemes, many of them also common across 
spoken languages. Every configuration is named according to the letter or number of the 
alphabet they represent such as: FIVE, C-hand, L-hand, and so on. See Figure 2 for more 
details on LSA most common hand configurations. 
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Figure 2. Common handshapes in LSA. 
 
Otherwise the use of the same handshape may correspond to different meanings based on 
differences in location, movement and direction of the signs. Figure 3 and 4 shows two signs, 
BROWN and SWEET, with the same handshape (L-hand) and place or articulation (chin), but 
they differ in the types of movements and forms of the handshapes. BROWN moves the index 
finger, using the L-curved form, stretching and curving the finger, locating the chin as point 
of contact with the thumb, while SWEET uses the L- straight form locating the index finger in 
contact with the chin and moving the hand along the chin from left to right.	 
 
 
Figure 3. Sign BRAWN employs an L-handshape with the thump in contact with the chin and with 
the index finger moving from extended position (left) to curved position (right). 
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Figure 4. Sign SWEET adopts an L-handshape moving the hand rubbing the index finger from left to 
right side of the chin.  
 
Location or place of articulation: ‘Location’ refers to the position of the hand in the signing 
space. Manual signs can be produced making contact at specific locations on the face 
(forehead, cheeks, chin, mouth, etc.), head (sides, top), ears, body (the shoulders, the chest, 
the arm, the neck, etc.) or neutral space (produced in front of the body). Figure 5 and 6 
present an example of minimal pair that differs only in place of articulation. The sign for the 
numbers EIGHT and THREE in LSA have the same handshape, but different place of 
articulation. EIGHT is produced on the right side of the forehead, whereas THREE is 
displayed in neutral signing space in front of the signer. 
 
 
Figure 5. Sign EIGHT utilizes a THREE-
handshape with a thumb in contact with the 
right side of the forehead. 
  
 
 
 
Figure 6. Sign THREE uses the same 
handshape as the sign for number EIGHT 
(Figure 4), nonetheless the location of the sign 
is different. Sign THREE is located in neutral 
signing space in front of the signer.
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Movement: Often signs involve the movement of one or both hands, and/or fingers. Hand(s) 
can move toward different directions (e.g. up, down, central, etc.) and take different forms 
(e.g. straight or curved). Fingers can also move by for instance closing, opening, wiggling and 
bending. The sign YOUNG in LSA moves both hands rotating their wrist downward as 
shown in Figure 7 Figure 8 shows another example in LSA for the sign WOMAN that uses a 
TWO-handshape, moving a hand horizontally with oscillatory movements.  
 
 
Figure 7. The sign YOUNG involves the rotation of the wrists downward. 
 
Figure 8. The sign WOMAN includes an oscillatory movement of the hand. 
 
 
Hand orientation: The hand(s) can be oriented in a diversity of positions. Different 
orientations of the hand(s) may mark lexical and morphological contrasts. Some of the most 
common orientations of the palm(s) are: upward, downward, toward the body, away from the 
body, palm together or facing each other as the examples of the verb ‘TO-GO’ (Figure 9) 
shown below.  
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Figure 9. The sign TO-GO uses the palms together moving the dominant hand away from the signer. 
 
Similarly to in the phonology of spoken languages, a change in any of these formal elements 
can change the meaning of a sign. 
 
 
2.2.5 Hold 
The phonetic phenomenon manual hold has been argued to play a role at various levels of the 
linguistic structure in many sign languages, including lexical phonology (Liddell & Johnson, 
1989), prosody (Crasborn, 2011; Nespor & Sandler, 1999; Sandler, 2010), morphology 
(Engberg-Pedersen, 1994; Schembri, 2003), syntax (Friedman, 1975; Kimmelman, et al., 
2016) and discourse (Liddell, 2003; Liddell, et al., 2007). It has been revealed to have a rich 
and diverse number of functions including marking topic, focus, and so on. Similar 
phenomena have been referred to as: simultaneous articulation, manual simultaneity, manual 
spreading, simultaneous construction and buoy among others denominations, depending on 
the perspective, some of these terms focus on the form or a particular function at various 
linguistic levels as referred to above. 	
Manual hold is thus directly associated with the structure of sign languages and its 
capacity for many different types of sign combinations, in which both hands may complement 
each other by simultaneously displaying different functions. Dominant and non-dominant 
hands are also common ways to describe cases of holds. For instance, the non-dominant hand 
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may be held in space after articulating a sign while the dominant hand continues to move 
(Nilsson, 2007).	
 Definitions of simultaneous constructions have generally included two distinct types 
of sign constructions. ‘The first involves the fully simultaneous production of distinct signs. 
The second type involves holding a hand shape forming part of one sign while the other hand 
simultaneously produces different signs’ (Miller, 1994a:133, on Quebec Sign Language, 
SLQ). A similar phenomenon known as manual spreading is defined when ‘the full final 
state of one hand of a one-handed or two-handed sign is maintained and overlaps with one or 
more different signs that are subsequently articulated by the other hand’ (Sáfár & Crasborn, 
2013). In relation to discourse studies, some of the functions of these manual spreading are 
buoys, which have been identified as conceptual landmarks helping to guide the discourse 
(Liddell, 2003). Vogt-Svendsen & Bergman (2007) have also referred to the function of buoy 
with the function of marking temporal and spatial relations between entities. Other authors 
have argued that the buoy functions can be analyzed in terms of traditional linguistic 
categories, without the need of a sign-specific concept of buoy (Kimmelman et al. 2016).	
 The idea of simultaneity is related to the signed language articulators, which have 
traditionally been described mainly in relation to the hands as two visible and somewhat 
independent articulators, providing signed language with a basic simultaneous character. In 
contrast, spoken language has been characterized in relation to one single set of linguistic 
articulators, the vocal tract, leading to a linear speech signal (but see Ladd, 2014). In this way, 
both language modalities have often been regarded to consist of only the major articulators, 
associating signed language only with visible manual aspects of communication and spoken 
language only with vocal and auditory ones. These approaches have not considered the use of 
both modalities, including the rest of the body to communicate, as part of the linguistic 
system. 
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2.2.6 Non-manual markers (NMMs) 
Non-manual markers in signed languages convey information through different channels such 
as facial action (eyebrow, forehead, eye gaze, nose, mouth, tongue and cheek), head, shoulder 
and upper-body positions. They can add grammatical and pragmatic information to manual 
signs. NMMs are suprasegmental features6 in signed languages spreading over a group of 
signs, clause or utterance like intonation in spoken languages (Sandler, 2010). 
The use of NMMs is not random in signed languages, but is restricted and regular. As 
has been shown by many researchers, NMMs can vary their functions at different linguistic 
levels, including, morphology, semantics, syntax, discourse and conversational structures. 
Manual signs in LSA, as in other signed languages, often use an obligatory non-manual 
component as part of the sign or lexeme. In addition, NMMs play a predominant role in 
syntactic structures to indicate the type of utterance that a signer is intending to produce and 
they are often prolonged across an utterance or phrase. 
In this thesis, we refer to the use of non-manual markers in relation to conversational 
usage as part of repair practices. The following NMMs play a role in repair practices. 
 
Eyebrow movements: Eyebrows raised (ER, Figure 10) and eyebrows pull together (ET, 
Figure 11) are the most common practices that accompanied repair initiations. They are used 
in combination with other NMMs or used alone. They are commonly used as ‘prosodic’ 
question markers in many signed languages, although their functions can be different across 
signed languages (Dachkovsky & Sandler, 2009; Wilbur, 2013; Zeshan, 2004). 
 
                                                
6 Suprasegmental features refer to prosodic features in phonetics such as stress or tone that may be 
displayed to a string syllables, word or group of words such as a clause or sentence when talking. 
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! !
Figure 10. Eyebrows raised. 
 
 Figure 11.Eyebrows pull together. 
  
Figure 10.Figure 11.Figure 12.Figure 13.Figure 14.Figure 15.Figure 16.Figure 17. 
Head movements: Head backward (h-bw), head forward (h-fw), head tilt (h-tilt), head side-
to-side and nodding (nod). They generally co-occur with other NMMs, especially with 
eyebrow movements. Among the different types of head movements, head backward is the 
most common in repair practices in LSA (Manrique, 2016). Other common practices of head 
movements are the use of nodding for confirmation or the use of head side-to-side for 
negation in declarative utterances (Curiel & Massone, 2004; Zeshan, 2004). 
 
Wrinkled nose: Another NMM used in LSA with the same function as bringing one’s 
eyebrow-together. However, this practice is less common and to the best of our knowledge 
has not been reported before in any grammatical description of LSA. We interpret that its use 
could be in some occasions related with a higher level of intensification. We have detected 
this use in the LSA conversational corpus in multi-party conversations, and in situations 
where there could be some visibility or attentional difficulties. For instance, when signing 
with more than one person or when signers are not close enough (see Extract 7 in Chapter 3). 
Leaning forward/backward: Torso movements such as leaning forward or backward are 
frequent in signed and spoken conversation reporting an important role in repair practices (see 
Li, 2014; Rasmussen, 2014 for similar practices in spoken conversation). Addressees 
commonly lean forward or backward when they have problems understanding another person. 
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In general, this practice is used in combination with other NMMs such as eyebrow and head 
movements (see Extract 1, 10 and 14, in Chapter 3, this thesis).  
 
Mouth actions: In this thesis we refer to four types of mouth actions (1) puckered lips 
forward (LPF) (see Extract 8 in Chapter 3), (2) puffed cheeks out (see Extract 9), (3) open-
mouth and (4) closed mouth downward. They are less frequent than eyebrow movements in 
the LSA corpus and often combined with other non-manual markers (see Chapter 3, for 
examples in LSA and  Bickford & Fraychineaud, 2006; Woll, 2008 for more details on mouth 
actions in ASL and BSL).  
 
2.2.7 Personal pronouns 
References within the pronominal system in LSA are indicated with pointing signs featuring 
an extended index finger. It includes first, second and third person singular (see Figures 12-
14) and plural. Second and third person plural forms may indicate a precise number of people 
with one sign by employing the fingers distinguishing between two, three or four, or a higher 
amount. This is two, three, four people and so on. Personal pronouns are used with non-
deictic verbs as described previously. 
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!
Figure 12. Pronominal 
sign indicating first 
person singular 
‘I’ (PRO1). 
 
!
Figure 13. Pronominal 
sign indicating second 
person singular 
‘you’ (PRO2). 
 
!
Figure 14. 
Pronominal sign 
indicating third person 
‘she’. ‘he’ or 
‘it’ (PRO3). 
 
  
2.2.8 Demonstrative pronouns 
Both proximal (HERE, Figure 15) and distal (THERE, Figure 16) demonstratives signs are 
also marked with pointing with an extended index finger. LSA also use pointing signs to 
indicate location references in the sign space. 
!
Figure 15. 
Demonstrative 
pronoun  
HERE (PT:HERE). 
 
!
Figure 16. 
Demonstrative 
pronoun THERE 
(PT:THERE).  
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2.2.9 Word order  
LSA has been described as a verb-final language (see Curiel & Massone, 2004 for more 
details on word order in LSA). The authors refer to SOV as the unmarked order for utterances 
with transitive predicate, and SV for intransitive predicate, which also demonstrates the 
grammatical autonomy in relation to spoken Spanish with a basic SVO (Massone & 
Machado, 1994). LSA word order is not entirely fixed, however, since some variation on this 
order can be observed in informal language usage.  
In addition, LSA shows the use of ellipsis of verbs, subjects and objects. These cases 
occur when the elided information is available in previous utterances or immediate context. 
For instance, first-person singular (I, PRO1) is commonly omitted when signing because it is 
implicit in verbs without personal inflection (Curiel & Massone, 2004). 
 
2.2.10 Morphosyntax 
Individual signs are not the most minimum analytic element in signed languages. On the 
contrary, they include a complex simultaneous layered morphology. LSA is an agglutinative 
and polysynthetic language due to their high use of polymorphemic words in contrast with 
analytic languages that may consist of one morpheme per word or synthetic languages that are 
in the middle of the continuum between polysynthetic and analytic languages, most of Indo-
European languages falling into this last group.  
LSA includes both simultaneous and sequential morphological processes. 
Simultaneity has a central function in signed language grammar, especially in relation to 
morphological and syntactic functions. Some morphological processes can also be sequential 
through the use of affixes added to the root of signs to indicate gender and/or number, for 
instance. The verb system of signed languages is a clear and central example of their 
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polymorphemic signs. In general, verbs in signed language are inflected incorporating person, 
place, time, aspect and syntactic functions. However, not all verbs are always inflected for all 
categories.  
Massone and Machado (1994) classify the LSA verb system as featuring two main 
categories deictic and non-deictic verbs. Deictic verbs incorporate reference and location 
making a morphosyntactic use of the signing space when marking arguments in the verbs. In 
this group of verbs, Massone and Machado distinguish agreement and special-locative 
verbs. The former incorporates the subject and/or object of the argument(s). These are 
commonly used in transitive utterances. The utterances with these types of verbs do not need 
to add a pronominal reference to their predicates, which is indicated by the location and 
direction of the movement of a sign. For example, the verb TO-TELL in LSA can incorporate 
the subject and object arguments in its configuration. Figure 17 shows an example of the 
transitive construction PRO1-TELL-PRO2 (‘I tell you’). Another example of this type is the 
verb TO-LOOK, which only incorporates the object (LOOK-PRO2), and needs to add another 
independent sign to indicate a personal pronoun as subject (PRO1 LOO-PRO2). Spatial-
locative verbs incorporate iconic depictions of signs, instead of syntactic information as in the 
agreement cases described. This type of verbs commonly indicates directionality between two 
locations in space, marking the initial location when a sign starts and the end location when a 
sign ends.  
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!
Figure 17. The verb TO-TELL including two 
arguments, subject and object (PRO-TELL-
YOU). The utterance starts close to the chest of 
the signer (PRO1), marking directionality from 
the signer to the addressee (PRO2), without 
changing the configuration of the sign.  
 
 
In contrast, non-deictic verbs do not incorporate arguments such as subject, aspect 
and/or object. Common non-deictic verbs are verbs of state or process used in intransitive 
utterances.  Examples 2 and 4 (Figure 18-19) present cases of intransitive utterances in LSA. 
 
Example 3. 
              BABY SLEEP  
              The baby sleeps. 
BABY SLEEP  
Figure 18. The first image represents the sign for BABY and the second image represents the sign for 
the verb TO-SLEEP. 
 
Example 4. 
             CAR BREAK 
The car is broken. 
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PRO1(I) CAR BREAK- -BREAK  
Figure 19. The images represent the following signs: PRO1 (I), CAR, TO-BREAK (starts of the sign), 
TO-BREAK (end of the sign). 
 
Descriptions of other signed languages have distinguished between closed word 
classes such as connectors, nonmanual signs, discourse particles, indexical signs, and so on, 
and open classes including, for instance multifunctional items and verbal signs (see Zeshan, 
2003 on Indo-Pakistani Sign Language, IPSL). LSA follows this general typological trend, 
with large open lexical classes like verbs and nouns and smaller closed classes of grammatical 
markers of different kinds. 
 
2.2.11 Declarative and interrogative utterances 
Declarative and interrogative utterances do not differ in their word order in LSA (Curiel & e, 
2004). Nonmanuals mark the distinction between declarative and interrogative utterances as 
shown in Example 5: 
Example 5. 
                                    Q-ET ((nonmanual mark for question, Q:question, ET:eyebrows-together)) 
A: SECRETATY WHO 
     Who {is the} secretary?  
 
          B: PT-PRO3 GREEN GREEN ASK. 
                 Ask her (pointing) the-one-on-green. 
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Negation is also realized in the form of head movements, as a side-to-side headshake, often in 
combination with other facial NMMs. This practice has been found across different sign 
languages (Zeshan, 2004). Wh-questions, are also marked by interrogative pronouns like 
‘what?’ (‘qué’ in Spanish), which are located in final position (Curiel & Massone 2004:81). 
Curiel and Massone also describe how different content question-words in LSA 
(WHO, WHERE, WHEN, etc.) are distinguished by the use of mouthing in Spanish (‘quién’, 
‘dónde’, ‘cuándo’, etc.), except for the pronoun ‘what’. Even though LSA has different 
manual signs to distinguish different question words in their repertoire of interrogative 
pronouns, they are additionally marked through NMMs. 
 In contrast, interrogative question words like those used to initiate repair in the LSA 
conversational corpus are produced in initial position or independently. In addition, signers 
often make exclusively use of NMMs to initiate a question-like turn when they initiate repair 
(see Chapters 3 and 4 for more details). NMMs play a fundamental role as question markers 
and as repair initiators to signal troubles in signed conversation. 
There are clear distinctions between standard interrogative questions that are used to 
ask for new information, and those used to initiate repair on another person's previous turn. In 
this thesis, we only focus on the second type of questions. These question-like utterances, 
other-initiated repair, interrupt progressivity (the ongoing course of action) during 
conversation targeting something that was just said or done by a co-interlocutor is somehow 
not clear to the addressee and needs to be fixed.  
 
2.2.12 Mouthing and fingerspelling 
Mouthing and fingerspelling play an important role in signed conversations in relation to 
repair practices. Voiceless mouthing is a common practice in signed language. It is commonly 
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used to refer to proper names, particularly, those names that do not have a specific sign to 
refer to. Mouthing can also help to disambiguate meaning during conversation when a sign 
could indicate more than one referent. Another practical usage of mouthing is when signers 
cannot use their hands to sign because they are busy performing other activities such as: 
cooking, working, driving, holding a baby, etc.  
  Despite all the previous uses of mouthing it often causes troubles in understanding 
during conversation (see Extract 4 and 11 in Chapter 3, this thesis). These problems usually 
originate from perceptual difficulties of not seeing clearly or missing part of the word. When 
these problems occur in repair sequences signers resolve them by using fingerspelling instead 
or by mouthing again repeating the misperceived word. Fingerspelling is a resource unique to 
sign language and has been described at different grammatical levels (Battison, 1978; 
Brentari, 1994; Schembri & Johnston, 2007; Sutton-Spence, 1999), except for conversational 
structures and practices. 
 
2.3 The Argentine Sign Language Conversational corpus 2010-2014  
2.3.1 Data collection and corpus  
The video corpus was collected between 2010 and 2014 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The 
LSA cases collected and analyzed for this study has been drawn from a large corpus of 
conversational video recordings. The cases describe in the following chapters have been 
selected from segments of between 10 and 20 minutes from different recordings to ensure a 
variety of interactions and participants. A total of 11 dyadic (5) and multi-party (6) everyday 
interactions were sampled for this thesis, totaling 1 hour and 50 minutes of conversation.  
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2.3.2 Settings 
The LSA data was recorded in Deaf clubs and Associations in Buenos Aires, Argentina where 
LSA signers usually meet to interact and share in social, educational, sport and political 
activities. The recordings were filmed using two high definition cameras (Canon HDV) 
without modifying the natural and daily environment of the signers where they normally carry 
out their activities. The recordings were done as unobtrusively as possible. 
 LSA is the natural language used by Deaf communities in Argentina, where there are 
more than forty associations led by Deaf signers. The oldest of these associations is the Deaf 
Association for Mutual Aid (Association de Sordomudos de Ayuda Mutua-ASAM). This was 
the first deaf association in Argentina and in Latin America more generally when it opened in 
1912 as a pioneer organization for defending the rights of ‘Deaf communities’, led 
exclusively by Deaf people. The other institutions include the Argentine Association for Deaf 
Women (Asociación Argentina para Sordomudas, Casa Hogar), which opened in 1932, the 
Argentine Deaf Confederation (Confederación Argentina de Sordos, CAS), founded in 1957, 
and the Deaf Argentine Association (Asociación Argentina de Sordos (ASO). 
The most important characteristic of Deaf associations in Argentina is that these are 
places where Deaf people can meet with others who share the same background (language, 
deafness, social difficulties, and, so on). Most Deaf signers with hearing families consider 
themselves and their families to belong to two different cultures: Deaf culture and Hearing 
culture.  
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2.3.3 Participants 
All participants were adults and native or fluent signers7 of LSA. Both men and women took 
part. In the selected part of the corpus (see section 2.3.1 this chapter), 59 signers have 
participated, ranging between 20 and 80 years old, and including 35 men and 24 women. 
Participants were not given any specific instructions or tasks to perform. 
	
2.3.4 Data collection 
The corpus on which this work is based was constructed in accordance with CA methods for 
gathering data and with a set of guidelines developed by and for the members of a 
comparative project for selecting and coding fragments of the corpus from which this thesis is 
part of (see Dingemanse et al., 2016) 8. Here are some key properties of the data: 
§ Recordings were made on video with two HD cameras focused on the same scene. 
 
§ Informed consent was obtained by those who participated (see 1.5.5.1 below). It was 
written in Spanish9 and interpreted in LSA. 
 
§ Target behavior was spontaneous conversation among people who know each other 
well (family, friends, neighbors, acquaintances), in highly familiar environments 
(homes, village spaces, work areas). 
 
                                                
7We classify native signers as proficient individuals that have been exposed to a sign language, in this 
case LSA, from birth or infancy from their caregivers. Proficient signers are deaf or hard or hearing 
individuals that have been exposed to LSA in the early adult life of later and are proficient signers.  	
8This research was conducted as part of the European Research Council project Human Sociality and 
Systems of Language of Use (European Research Council Starting Grant 240853 HSSLU), led by Nick 
Enfield and hosted by the Max Planck Society. 
 
9Almost all the signers that participated in the recordings speak and read spoken Spanish with different 
levels of proficiency.	
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§ Participants were not responding to any instruction, nor were they given a task—they 
were simply aware that the researcher was collecting recordings of language usage in 
everyday life.  
 
§ From multiple interactions that were collected in the larger corpus, the selection for 
analysis in this thesis was of a set of 10-minute segments, taken from as many 
different interactions as possible (allowing that some interactions are sampled more 
than once), to ensure against any bias from over-representation of particular 
interactions or participants. In total the collection of cases was taken from eleven 
conversations, five of them were dyadic and six were multi-party.  	
2.3.5 Collection of cases: identification and coding  
Sequences of other-initiation of repair in LSA were identified and annotated, using multiple 
tiers in ELAN (Wittenburg, et al., 2006) to code information about grammatical, pragmatic 
and sequential properties of each case. Independent tiers were created per participant to 
annotate grammatical and pragmatic information including independent tiers for signers’ right 
and left hands, and for nonmanual markers including: eyebrows (raised, together), eyes (wide 
open, squint, closed), eye gaze, wrinkled nose, mouth gestures, mouthing, head movements 
and upper-body movements. Figure	 20 provides a screen shot of a typical OIR sequence in 
the coding software. Each example was identified with a unique ID, and the three central 
turns (T-1, T0 and T+1) mentioned in section 2.3.8. 	
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Figure 20. Example of video data analysis using the multimodal software ELAN: identification and 
annotation of cases based on synchronized video recordings of LSA Conversational Corpus. 
 
2.3.6 The coding scheme 
The coding system employed for this thesis was designed as part of a cross-linguistic project 
including 11 spoken languages from around the globe, and one sign language (LSA) (see 
Dingemanse et al., 2016 for more details on the coding schema). The coding scheme is 
organized in six parts (A-F) to provide information about the core OIR sequence (initiation of 
repair T0, trouble source T-1and repair solution T+1) and its conversational context for every 
case collected.  
 
Part A: basic data: this section presents the basic data for every OIR sequence. Every 
single case is annotated with a unique identifier. Transcripts and translations are also 
provided for easy access for comparative analysis in both the cases of every language and 
across languages. 
 
A0. Language 
A1.  Unique identifier 
A2.  T-1 transcript (if+ bodily behavior) 
A3.  T-1 translation 
A4.  T0 transcript (if + bodily behavior) 
A5. T0 translation 
A6.  T+1 transcript (if + bodily behavior) 
A7.  T+1 translation 
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Part B: T0 (repair initiation): this section describes every initiation of repair case 
regarding its position in the conversation, subtype of repair, linguistic elements used 
to initiate repair and other information for a detailed qualitative analysis.  
 
B1 What is T0?10 
 
OIR 
QNR 
other 
B2 What other action does T0 
perform?11 
no other action   
surprise/disbelief   
disaligning action  
non-serious action  
other 
B3 What is the position of T0 in 
the in-progress OIR 
sequence?12 
one and only  
first of non-
minimal  
other  
last of non-minimal 
B4 How does T0 target the 
problem to be repaired?13 
 
open  
restricted  
alternative question  
external  
B5 What type of open repair 
initiation is this?14 
interjection  
question word  
formulaic  
visible only  
B6 Does T0 include any 
repeated material from T-
1?15 
full  
partial  
no  
B7 Does T0 involve a content-
question word? 
yes  
no 
B8 Does T0 make 
(dis)confirmation relevant? 
yes  
no 
B9 Is there ‘added’ explicit 
marking of the T0 
function?16 
yes  
no 
                                                
10The function of question B1 is to distinguish core cases of other-initiated repair (OIR) from question 
formatted news receipts (QNR, like really?, he did?) and from repair-initiator formats used for other 
purposes (e.g. huh? as a response to summons (Schegloff 1997), ‘WHAT!’ as an exclamation of 
surprise) (see Kendrick’s, 2015a for more examples in English from boundary cases). 
 
11[Only answer B2 if B1 = ‘OIR’ or ‘other’]. OIR can display other actions such as surprise or 
disbelief, disagreements, challenges, rejections, jokes, teases or other actions. All remaining questions 
are only answered for core OIR cases, i.e. B1 = ‘OIR’. 
12An other-initiation of repair may occur on its own or as part of a more extended repair sequence. 
 
13Distinguishes the subtypes of repair initiator (see section 3.2.1 for more details).  
 
14[Only answer B5 if B4 = ‘open’]. 
 
15[Only answer B6-B8 if B4 = ‘restricted’, ‘alternative question’, or ‘external’]. 
 
16Added linguistic material may accompany explicit OIR. Some examples in English are ‘what do you 
mean by X?’, ‘y’ mean X?’, ‘Sorry, I couldn’t hear you?’, and so on.   
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B10 Is T0 simple or complex?17 simple 
complex  
 
 
Part C: T-1 (repairable or trouble source turn): this section describes the trouble 
source turn and its relation to the conversational context in which it is produced.  
 
 
C1 What is the sequential status of T-1?18 FPP  
SPP  
Other 
 
C2 Is there a cut-off, unit restart, and/or 
um/uh in T-1? 
yes  
no 
can’t tell 
 
C3 Is there noise or overlapping talk during 
T-1? 
noise  
overlap  
no 
can’t tell 
 
C4 Could the trouble be due to not being 
able to see something, for example, a 
speaker or referent? 
yes  
no 
can’t tell 
 
C5 If yes, briefly describe the visual problem 
from C4 
[full text] 
C6 During T-1, is B involved in a parallel 
course of action that is demanding on B’s 
attention? 
yes  
no 
can’t tell 
 
 
Part D: T+1 (repair solution): this section refers to the repair resolution turn relative to 
the trouble source turn (T-1).  
 
D1 Does T+1 repeat any material from T-1? full  
partial  
no 
D2 If a repeat, have dispensable items been 
left off?19 
yes  
no 
D3 Is T+1 a modified version of T-1? 
 
yes  
no 
D4 Does T+1 include a (dis)confirmation of 
T0? 
yes  
no 
can’t tell 
D5 Is there ‘added’ explicit marking of the 
T+1 function? 
yes  
no 
 
 
 
Part E: Visible behavior: this section addresses visible behavior in relation to T-1, T0 
and T+1. 
                                                
17The initiation of repair turn may be produced by a single repair initiation (simple) or by more of one 
initiator (complex). Complex initiation of repair turns should occupy one intonation unit. 
 
18See section 1.1 for a description of FPP (first pair part) and SPP (second pair part).	
19[Only answer D2 if D1 = ‘full’ or ‘partial’]. 
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E1 During T-1, is A gazing at B at some 
point? 
yes  
no 
can’t tell 
E2 During T-1, is B gazing at A at some 
point? 
yes  
no 
can’t tell 
E3 Around T0, does B move their body or 
head so as to increase perceptual access? 
yes  
no 
can’t tell 
E4 Around T0, is there easily noticeable 
facial action by B? 
yes  
no 
can’t tell 
E5 Is any behaviour held by B from around 
T0 at least until the beginning of the 
repair solution (eye gaze, head position, 
body posture, manual co-speech gesture 
or signs, facial articulation)?20 
 
yes  
no 
can’t tell  
 
 
 
Part F: Sequence: this section provides details about the conversational context in which 
the OIR sequence occur, including number of participants and their participation in the 
repair sequence.  
 
F1 What is the participation framework during this 
sequence? 
dyadic  
multi-person  
can’t tell 
F2 Do more than two people contribute to this OIR 
sequence? 
yes  
no 
F3 Is there intervening material between T-1 and 
T0? (This could be a TCU, a full turn or even 
multiple turns.) 
 
yes  
no 
 
 
2.3.7 Ethical procedure 
The materials were collected with fully informed consent under formal ethics clearance 
approved by the funding body (European Research Council) and the host institution (Max 
Planck Society), in line with ethical guidelines of the DOBES program (Documentation of 
Endangered Languages). All the videos were recorded in institutional settings where the 
relevant authorities authorized the recordings in advance. All participants were informed 
about the purposes of the research (namely, the study of language use in naturally occurring 
                                                
20See chapter 5 for more details on this bodily practice and its role in the repair sequence.  	
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interactions) and all gave consent before being filmed. Participants signed informed consent 
statements that provided information about the study, the researchers, and the institutions 
responsible. They gave permission for the data to be used for research and educational 
purposes including academic and educational publications. The informed consent form was 
written in Spanish (see Appendix C, p. 210 this thesis) and translated into LSA.  
The LSA Corpus forms part of the Browsable Corpus of the Max Planck Institute for 
Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, and the actual access takes place through their online IMDI 
corpus browser. It will become an open access online corpus of movies, some of them with 
annotations of LSA for research and educational purposes. The existing corpus will also be 
available at the local language achieve in Buenos Aires, Argentina.21  
	
2.3.8 Annotation and glosses 
A selection of extracts of the OIR cases sampled has been transcribed as examples to illustrate 
the distinct practices of OIR for this thesis. The transcription included the information 
presented in Diagram 3, using between a minimum of one line and a maximum of five lines at 
any given time, corresponding to the tiers in the ELAN coding. Two lines are distinguished 
for nonmanual markers (NMMs), the first one for head movements (e.g. h-down = head-
down) and the second one for facial movements (e.g. ET = eyebrows-together). The line 
below NMMs information (see schema below) indicates the extension and alignment of 
NMM (above the line) in relation to manual markers (below the line) that are often produced 
in overlap. In general, one line is used for manual sign glosses (mainly lexical information, 
illustrated in line 3 below) giving single-word translations into English in capital letters. In 
                                                
21This archive was created as part of an agreement between a local governmental research institution 
in Argentina, National Scientific and Technical Research Council (CONICET), and the TLA unit of 
the Max Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen for archiving endangered languages. 
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some examples it is also relevant to include more information to indicate distinctive use of the 
separate hands. In these cases, one line is used for right hand and another one for left hand. 
Mouthing is also used frequently in OIR practices and a separate line indicates its use (see 
line 4) after the manual glosses when it is relevant. The last line corresponds to the free 
English translation in italics. Here is an example, illustrating the distinct lines for 
representation of each of the formal aspects that we coded.  
A large open bracket indicates when overlapping turns are produced between 
participants. At the end of line 3, the timing information of the duration of a sign is indicated 
between parentheses in seconds (1.7). In line 4, double parentheses contain additional 
comments from the transcriber (see Appendix B for a full description of conventions used in 
the examples in this article p. 208). 
 
                                                                                                   
    Q-ET------------H (hold)                                   (1) NMMs located on the upper-face (‘eyebrows-together’) 
    Q-NW--------H_LPF                                             (2) NMMs located on the lower-face (‘wrinkled-nose’ and   
                                                                                                          ‘lips puckered forward’)  
                                           
                                                                                    line for prosodic information  
                                                                                           timing information 
2 B WHAT--------------H (1.7)                     (3) manual signs indicated in capital letters (Person B, T0)  
        Qué ((Spanish wh-q word for what))                (4) mouthed words in Spanish 
        What?                         (5) free English translation 
      brackets indicate overlap between participants  
                     Q-ET------------ -H                               NMM  
                   h-bw-------------H                                head movement (‘head-backwards’) 
3 A              WHEN PRO2 COME WHEN                      manual signs (Person A, T+1)  
                When are you coming?  
Diagram 3. Description of sign language extract for sequential conversational analysis. 
 
Besides the transcription of some of the OIR cases presented with a description of the 
main turns, a summary of every example is also provided in this thesis for faster access to the 
data, including only the main OIR sequence (T-1, T0 and T+1) in free English translation. 
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This chapter has provided background of the LSA grammar in relation to interactional 
practices as well as, a description of the corpus, coding, glosses and collection of the data that 
are relevant to understand the following chapters. The next chapter describes the classification 
of other-initiated repair in LSA and focuses on the analysis of open-class repair initiators. 
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3 EXPLICIT OPEN CLASS REQUESTS FOR REPAIR22 
3.1 Introduction 
When we do not understand, or hear what other people have just said, we have been taught to 
kindly ask them to repeat, especially when we learn another language. For instance, some of 
the first phrases that we learn as nonnative speakers of English are: ‘I’m sorry, I don’t speak 
English very well, could you please repeat your question?’ However, in everyday informal 
conversations English speakers do not commonly use elaborate phrases like: ‘Could you 
please repeat what you have just said because I could not understand you?’ Instead, they often 
use words such as ‘huh?’ or ‘what?’ or less often, utterances like ‘sorry?’ or ‘pardon me?’ 
These question-like formats have been described by Schegloff, (2004) as unspecified 
interrogatives, or as open class repair initiators (Drew, 1997). They are characterized by 
the way they leave the cause and type of the trouble source of perceptual or understanding 
problems during conversation unspecified or open to interpretation. In contrast, there are other 
types of requests for repair that narrow down the location of the trouble source of the prior 
talk to a specific part of what has been said such as: ‘What do you mean by X?’, ‘who?’, a 
partial repetition of the prior turn (‘Jane went where?’), etc. (see Chapter 4 for more details on 
restricted type of repair). These formats show that only part of the prior utterance has been 
missed, but not the entire utterance or turn, as in the case of open-class request for repair.  
In Example 6 from spoken English, below, Speaker D asks the question, ‘Wul did'e 
ever get married 'r anything?’  Speaker C is the addressee. Instead of answering the question, 
C requests a repetition of the question using the linguistic device ‘hu:h?’ as a strategy to 
initiate repair by the other speaker. 
                                                
22 A summary of this chapter has been published as Manrique, E. (2016). Other-initiated repair in 
Argentine Sign Language, Open Linguistics, 2(1): 1-34. doi:10.1515/opli-2016-0001. 	
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 Example 6.  [CD:SP:25] (from Schegloff et al., 1977) 
 
  1  A  Wul did'e ever get married 'r anything?   Question     Trouble source                     (T-1) 
  2  B  Hu:h?                                 Initiation of repair               (T0) 
  3  A  Did jee ever get married ?                                              Repair solution                    (T+1) 
  4  B  I have  no idea.         Answer to the question     Resumes progressivity          (T+2) 
 
Each line in the example shows a move within a sequence of other-initiated repair (OIR), 
labeled as ‘T0’. This indicates a problem with D’s prior turn (T-1). Speaker C cannot answer 
the question, perhaps because he could not understand or hear Speaker D. However, Speaker 
C’s initiation of repair does not specify the cause (whether it has to do with hearing or 
understanding) or a precise location of a problem in the prior turn. Instead, C targets the entire 
turn as troublesome with this open format. This open-class initiation is possible evidence that 
Speaker C could not hear or understand the preceding turn. But it shows that C could at least 
recognize that the prior speaker (D) has in fact said something. 
 In line 3 in the previous example, speaker D resolves the problem by redoing the 
previous turn, repeating the question, ‘Did jee ever get married?’ This appears to resolve the 
current understanding problem allowing speaker C to answer the question (in line 4) and close 
the repair sequence. 
The other-initiation of repair initiates an insert sequence (see more details on this type 
of sequence in Chapter 1, section 1.1.3; and Schegloff, 2007). Together, lines 2 and 3 in the 
example above are inserted between a question and its answer, postponing the resolution of 
the sequential structure launched by the question. The inserted sequence, as well as the 
sequence of question and answer that has been momentary disrupted, is an adjacency pair 
(Schegloff, 1968; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). This is a sequence of two turns, where the first 
pair part requires a second pair part to be performed by another person in order for the 
sequence to be complete. Typical examples are question-answer or greeting-greeting 
sequences. The second pair part is normatively required by a conditional relevance principle 
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(Schegloff, 1968; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973), which specifies that a second pair part (e.g., 
repair solution or answer) is relevant to the initiated sequence and is expected to occur in the 
next consecutive turn. Its absence would be notable and sanctionable. 
Example 7 shows a similar case with a different open-class format to request repair: in 
this case, repair is initiated with an unrestricted question word ‘what?’ instead of ‘huh?’, and 
it is also resolved by an almost verbatim repair solution. 
 
Example 7. [NYE:2:26] (from Schegloff et al., 1977) 
 
  1  B  Were you uh you were in therapy with a private doctor? 
  2  A  yah A: Have you ever tried a clinic?      T-1 
  3  B  What?       T0 
  4  A  Have you ever tried a clinic?     T+1 
  5  B ((sigh)) No, I don't want to go to a clinic.    T+2 
 
Other-initiation of repair using a word resembling ‘huh?’ has been proposed to serve 
universally, as one the most common practices to deal with problems of hearing and 
understanding across spoken languages (Dingemanse et al., 2015). Formats like ‘what?’, and 
more apologetic forms such as ‘sorry?’ and ‘pardon me?’ are also common practices to handle 
troubles in conversation in English, but they are less common across languages (Dingemanse 
& Enfield, 2015). Open-class strategies for other-initiation of repair are characterized by the 
use of minimal linguistic resources, such as the interjections mentioned already. This 
characterization also applies in signed languages and gesture. In many signed languages it is 
also possible to initiate repair using open wh-question forms like ‘what?’ We might ask if 
there are also interactional devices similar to ‘huh?’ in signed language. 	 This chapter focuses on the use of open-class requests for repair in a South American 
sign language, Argentine Sign Language (LSA). The goal of this chapter is to answer the 
following questions: 
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• What do open-class requests for repair look like in a signed language and how are 
these types of requests resolved? 
 
• What are the similarities and differences between what is observed in a signed 
language and what has been found in spoken languages? 
 
More specifically, 
• do signed languages have similar linguistic formats comparable with interjections, 
unrestricted question words like ‘what?’, or more polite formats of the type of ‘sorry?’ 
or ‘pardon me?’ as in some spoken languages? 
 
This chapter approaches those questions by pursuing the following aims: 
• To provide a body of evidence for the rich and systematic set of visual-gestural 
devices to initiate open-class repair in a signed language, LSA; 
 
• to identify and describe the visual-gestural and linguistic characteristics of practices of 
other-initiation of repair; 
 
• to analyze a set of cases from systematically collected and coded naturalistic data; 
 
• to provide a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the data sampled. 
 
 This chapter is organized as follows. We first provide quantitative results of the data 
collected, describing and providing examples of the most minimal or economical open-class 
practices in terms of physical production to request repair in LSA. Second, we describe and 
analyze detailed examples of cases in excerpts from the LSA corpus that use manual signs and 
non-manual markers (NMMs), as well as an example of intensification of the manual question 
sign ‘what?’ Third, we summarize the findings of this chapter and provide final remarks. 
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Further implications of these findings for multimodal interaction are discussed in the last 
chapter of this thesis. 
 
3.2 Results 
In every segment of conversation selected (around 10 minutes) there have been found, 
approximately, between 6 and 40 initiations of repair in LSA. Table 1 presents 213 OIR cases 
extracted from the LSA Conversational Corpus. Around 90 percent of the cases are explicit 
requests for repair while only 10 percent is implicit repair initiators. Implicit practices for 
repair are related to indirect practices to indicate problems in conversation (see Chapter 5 for 
more details on these practices). From the explicit types, restricted type repair initiators are 
nearly twice as frequent as the open type.  
 
Type Subtype Frequency  Proportion 
Explicit         
(on-record) 
 
Open 
Non-manual 51 23% 
Question-word 13 6% 
Formulaic 0 0% 
Restricted 
Request type (asking for specification) 15 6% 
Repetition (asking for confirmation) 56 26% 
Offer (asking for confirmation) 52 24% 
Alternative question (asking for 
confirmation) 3 1% 
Implicit 
(off-record) Open  Freeze-look response 23 14% 
                          Total 213 100% 
Table 1. Frequency of types of repair initiator in the LSA corpus 
 
There are 64 open-class cases (29 %), 30 of which are from dyadic conversations and 
34 of which are from multi-party conversations. These open-class requests are subdivided into 
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NMMs formats and the wh-question word ‘what?’ NMMs are the most common cases, almost 
3 times more frequent than the question-word ‘what?’ 
For restricted cases, repeating the problematic part of the previous turn and offering a 
candidate understanding (‘you mean Maria?’) are much more frequent than restricted 
question-words such as ‘who?’, ‘when?’ and ‘where?’ for instance. Alternative questions are 
the least frequent strategies from the OIR collection in LSA with only 1% of the cases. In 
addition, formulaic requests for repair such as ‘sorry?’ or ‘pardon me?’ have not been 
observed in the sample. 
 
3.2.1 Typological classification of other-initiated repair 
The following description presents some basic classification of format types for other-
initiation of repair (see also Dingemanse et al., 2016) observed for LSA in this thesis. It 
distinguishes explicit and implicit practices, as well as open and restricted types, including 
their corresponding subtypes. ‘On-record’ and ‘off-record’ speech acts are two type of 
strategies (Brown & Levinson, 1987) that refer to direct and indirect speech acts. Other-
initiated repair sequences have traditionally been described as direct, on-record, speech acts. 
In this study, we aim to contribute to the classification and description of repair practices by 
looking also at implicit (off-record) practices. 
 
Explicit (on-record) types of initiators: 
Open. Open type repair initiators are requests that indicate some problem with the prior 
talk while leaving open what or where the problem is exactly (see Chapter 3). 
Non-manual markers (NMMs). In signed language, open repair initiators include 
non-manual markers (e.g., LSA eyebrows-together could be translated as ‘Huh?’ in 
English), which could be comparable with interjections in spoken language 
produced with questioning intonation (e.g., English ‘huh?’). 
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Question-word (‘what?’). An item from the larger paradigm of question words in 
the language. Usually a THING interrogative, sometimes a MANNER interrogative. In 
LSA question-words are produced by manual signs. 
 
Formulaic. Expressions not incorporating interjection (or NMMs) or question-
word, often managing social relations or enacting politeness (e.g. English 
‘pardon?’). The use of this type of format as initiator of repair has not been found in 
the LSA conversational corpus 2010-2014. 
 
Restricted. Restricted type repair initiators restrict the problem space in various ways by 
locating or characterizing the problem in more detail (see Chapter 4). 
Request type (asking for specification/clarification). Typically done by content 
question-words, often in combination with partial repetition. 
 
Offer type (asking for confirmation). Typically done by a repetition or rephrasing 
of all or part of T-1. 
 
Alternative question. Repair initiator that invites a selection from among 
alternatives. This external repair initiator address problems about unexpressed 
elements of T-1.  
 
Implicit	(off-record)	type	of	initiator:	
Freeze-look response. Notable or pointed absence of response after a question has been 
asked. It is performed by an addressee by holding their hands and body in a still position 
and looking directly at the questioner at the time a response is expected. This practice 
prompts a questioner to re-do the question (see Chapter 5). In this thesis, we have only 
looked at question-answer sequences in order to understand more clearly this previously 
undescribed phenomenon, but it may occur in other type of sequences.  
 
The formats mentioned are not used exclusively for requesting repair, and they can 
also be used for other type of actions that are not directly addressed in this thesis, such as 
indicating surprise, disbelief or disagreement, teasing, and also act as a practice for pursuing a 
response or to secure somebody’s attention (see Bolden, Mandelbaum, & Wilkinson, 2012; 
Kendrick, 2015; Selting, 1996; Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006 for more details on these 
practices). These other conversational functions can be identified by the sequential contexts 
where they are produced. In the case of repair practices, after initiated repair on another 
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person previous turn, he or she is expected to fix the problem to be able to move on in a 
conversation, but if other actions are performed different actions are expected as continuation. 
In this thesis, the analysis of different types and subtypes of repair practices is further 
described in separate chapters. This chapter focuses on open-class type and two subtypes, 
nonmanual minimal initiators and the manual initiator ‘what?’ in combination with 
nonmanuals. Chapter 4 describes restricted type and subtypes of repair instances, and Chapter 
5 concentrates on implicit practices of repair. 
	
3.2.2 Evidence of minimal non-manual visual-gestural resources to request for repair 
The LSA repair system incorporates many non-manual markers. They are the most frequent 
type of formats used in doing open OIR in LSA. In addition, they are the most minimal 
explicit linguistic forms in terms of articulatory effort. Another relevant characteristic is that 
these articulators are located mainly on the face, providing faster, more direct and easier 
access by both the producer and recipient. One or more contractions of the facial muscles can 
produce these facial actions. Those produced in the upper part of the face are the most 
efficient signals of problems during face-to-face interaction in LSA. One of the reasons is that 
signers direct their attention to the face rather than the hands, which are generally perceived in 
peripheral vision (Bavelier et al., 2000; Proksch & Bavelier, 2002). For instance, drawing 
one’s eyebrows together may indicate a problem of understanding about what has been signed 
before with no need to use manual signs. However, restricted formats do need to use manual 
signs to narrow down the location of the problem. 
  The use of non-manual markers alone to initiate repair in LSA can be compared with 
the use of non-vocal signals or communicative gestures in spoken languages. Consider, for 
instance, facial gestures, head and body movements to indicate problems in perceiving or 
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understanding in more focused face-to-face interaction (see Levinson, 2015). In spoken 
languages, these signals are often combined with linguistic vocal forms to initiate repair, but 
they are used alone as well, and indicate problems during online interaction (see Egbert, 1996; 
Levinson, 2015; Rasmussen, 2014; Seo & Koshik, 2010 for examples in spoken languages). 
 Non-manual markers in signed language could also be compared or related to the use 
of interjections in spoken languages. Interjections such as ‘huh?’ in English can be compared 
in terms of minimal effort and questioning prosody (as discussed by Dingemanse et al., 2013) 
with the use of eyebrows-together and eyebrows-raised in LSA (see examples in Extract 1, 
Extract 2 and Extract 3). Furthermore, voiceless mouthing such as the open mouth gesture in 
LSA resembles ‘huh?’ in English or ‘ah?’, ‘eh?’ in Spanish for instance (Extract 9). In what 
follows, some examples of the use of non-manual markers in doing OIR in LSA are analyzed. 
 Extract 1 shows a composite OIR utterance consisting of raised eyebrows combined 
with head backward and the upper-body leaning forward by person B, who holds still this 
body posture toward person A (line 4) requesting in this way that person A resolves the 
problem. In this example, Person B (Figure 22, on the left) recognizes that person A (on the 
right) is signing to him, but he realizes this only after the beginning of A’s turn. This is 
functionally similar to the interjection strategy used in spoken language (e.g., ‘huh?’ in 
English; see Dingemanse et al., 2013). This format is common when there is a problem of 
perception or seeing problem — i.e., when person B has not (clearly) seen what person A has 
just signed. In this thesis we refer to ‘seeing problems’ when there is a problem of perception 
in comparison with ‘hearing problems’, which are largely described in the literature on 
conversational analysis (Schegloff et al., 1977). 
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Summary23: Extract 1 
3  A    Did you finish?                                                                                           T-1 
4  B    Huh?                                                                                                    T0 
   5  A    {To pay} the money, did you finish?                                                            T+1 
 
Extract 1 24ASAM_392140 
 
1 A     HEY-B 
             Hey 
 
2 B     ((attending to another participant)) 
 
                                                               Q-ER 
3 A    FINISH---------------------H                   T-1 
             Did you finish? 
                                                                      h-bw 
                                                                               Q-ER 
   4  B    ((Attending C)) Leaning forward--------H  T0 
                                        Huh? 
                      
                                                                                     Q-ER 
5  A                                                           MONEY FINISH=                                   T+1 
                                                                   {To pay the} money, {did} you finish? 
                
6  B     =FINISH SEND READY 
               I have finished it, I sent it, it’s read 
  
 In this example, we can distinguish two different seeing problems. In the first one (line 
1-3, Figure 21), person B is not attending when person A is trying to get B’s attention and 
signing. Then, person A, who is looking at B, resolves this problem by holding his hands up, 
combined with a questioning face (raised eyebrows), until B looks at him (line 3). 
 
                                                
23 A summary of every example is provided in this thesis for faster access to the data, including only 
the main OIR sequence (T-1, T0 and T+1) in free English translation. 	
24 The OIR examples extracted from the LSA Conversational Corpus (2010-2014) are enumerated 
independently as Extracts to distinguish them from the rest of the examples presented earlier.  
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3 A: Did you finish? (T-1) 
 
Figure 21. ‘Did you finish?’, person A on the right asks person B on the left (line 3). 
 
4 B:(Huh? (T0)   
5 A: {To pay the} 
money, {did} you finish? 
(T+1) 
 
Figure 22. ‘Huh?’, Person B on the left, initiates repair on A’s previous turn by raising his eyebrows, 
head backward and leaning forward (line 4).  
 
Once person B looks at person A, A redoes his previous turn by near-repeating the question 
(line 5) produced in the trouble source (line 3). In contrast, in the second seeing problem in 
the OIR sequence, person B recognizes that person A is directing his attention towards him 
and that A has signed to him. However, B does not know what has been signed in the 
previous utterance produced by A, except for the manual sign that A held waiting for B’s 
attention. B deals with it by initiating repair (line 4). In the next turn, person A resolves the 
problem by signing first the reference that was omitted (‘To pay the money’), and then by 
repeating the question produced in the trouble source (‘Did you finish?’).	
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 Extract 2 shows a different eyebrow action, bringing the eyebrows together, combined 
with a head movement toward person A. Person A mouths the name of a fish species (sole, 
‘lenguado’ in Spanish) that is harder to recognize than a manual sign, even though person B is 
looking at A. Then, A resolves the problem by repeating the name of the fish, using mouthing 
again and simultaneously adding fingerspelling. 
 
Summary: Extract 2 
1  A    What about sole?                                                                                 T-1 
2  B    Huh? ((Eyebrows-together combined with head movement))                T0 
3  A    Sole ((finger-spelling and mouthing instead of sign as in line 16))       T+1 
                         
Extract 2 ASAM_990990  
                  h-bw 
                 Q-ET 
1 A    L sole ((lenguado))                                                                                T-1 
               What about Sole?      
 
                  h-bw    
                  Q-ET    
2 B                                                                                               T0 
         Huh?  
 
3 A    L-E-N-G-U-A-D-O/lenguado--H PT------H                                      T+1 
            Sole 
       (…)         
                                      
4 B    OM PRO1 LIKE NOTHING+ PRO1 LIKE NOTHING 
               Ahh, I do not like any of it, I do not like it. 
 
In Extract 3, both eyebrow movements just described —eyebrows raised and 
eyebrows together— are performed consecutively (line 2). In line 1, there is a problem of 
seeing when person A starts a new turn (Figure	 23, left side of the table) and person B (right 
side of the table) is not looking at A. Then, in line 2 (see Figures 24-25), B recognizes that A 
is signing to him and initiates repair by raising his eyebrows first, followed by eyebrows 
together and the manual sign ‘wait’.  B’s non-manual and manual signs are held until A 
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resolves the problem by repeating the partially missed turn, adding a clarification at the end of 
T+1 (line 3). 
 
Summary: Extract 3 
 
1 A    I’m not gonna tell them, right? ((While B is eating and not looking at A))        T-1 
2 B     Huh? What? Wait.                                                                                           T0 
   3  A    I’m not gonna tell them, you take care there are thieves                                T+1 
         ((in the neighbourhood where his friend is going to move)) 
 
Extract 3 ASAM_616130 
 
                                          Q-ER                       Q-ER-H 
1 A    PRO1 SAY-NOT PRO3 PRO1   PU------H                                                       T-1 
              I’m not gonna tell them, right?  
  
                                                            Q-ER-ET 
2 B                                                  WAIT---H=                                                      T0    
                                                         Huh? what? Wait 
 
3 A    =PRO1 SAY-NO  PRO3 PU TAKE-CARE THIEVES                                              T+1  
I’m not gonna tell them, you take care there are thieves  
             ((Referring to the neighbourhood where his friend is going to move)) 
 
4 B                              PU 
               Sure. 
 
1 A: I’m not gonna to tell them (T-1) 
 
Figure 23. ‘I'm not gonna tell them, right?’, person A (left) asks person B (right), while B is eating 
and not looking at A in line 1. 
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2 B:(Huh? (T0)   
 
Figure 24. ‘Huh?’, person B (right) initiates repair on person A's prior turn using three consecutive 
formats (line 2). First, B raises his eyebrows; second he brings his eyebrows together; and third, he 
raises his left hand ‘wait’ (see Figure 25). 
 
 
2 B:(Huh?, wait (T0)   
3 A: I’m not gonna to tell them… (T+1) 
 
Figure 25. ‘Huh?, wait’, person B (right) raises his eyebrows (see Figure 24); second he brings his 
eyebrows together and raises his left hand ‘wait’ (line 2). 
 
 
 
Extract 4 shows a similar case with two consecutive initiators of repair (line 3). In the 
second initiation of repair the recipient adds wrinkled nose, an open mouth gesture 
resembling an interjection in spoken language, and a pointing gesture with his index finger up 
(Figure 27). In the first initiation, person B raises his eyebrows and leans forward (see Figure 
26). 
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Summary: Extract 4 
 
 1 A    Hey, Who is R ((sign name))?  (...)                                                       T-1 
 3 B    Huh? Wait, what?                                                                                T0 
4 A    Who is R? How do you know him?                                                       T+1 
Extract 4 ASAM_ 591060 
 
                                Q-ET     
1 A    HEY R ET-WHO                                                                                   T-1 
            Hey, who is R ((name-sign))? 
 
                                         Q-ET 
2       NO  C PT-THERE NO 
            No,  C there, no? 
                                           Q-ER-H   Q-WN 
3 B           ((leans-forward)) OM PT-UP                                                         T0 
                   Huh? Wait, what? 
 
 
                                                 Q-ET 
4 A    R WHAT-como know-him                                                                  T+1 
            Who is R? How do you know him? 
       
             nod: NO++ 
5 B     PRO3++ ((mouthing)) 
             No, I don’t know him, he knows him 
 
3 B:(Huh?...  
1 A: Hey, who is R 
((name-sign))? (T-1) 
 
 
Figure 26. ‘Huh?’, person B (left) initiates repair on person A’s previous turn by raising his eyebrows 
and head first, line 3.
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3 B ...wait, what? (T0)   
4 A: Who is R? How do 
you know him? (T+1) 
 
Figure 27. ‘Wait, what?’, person B, also in line 3, after raising his eyebrows and head at the 
beginning of line 3, opens his mouth (OM) and raises his index finger up. 
 
 
Wrinkled nose (WN) is another common non-manual marker format identified for 
initiating repair in LSA. An example is shown in Extract 5 where the wrinkled nose action is 
produced alone, with the arms in resting position. As in the previous examples the solution is 
provided by a partial repeat adding the missed reference (COLONIA, summer school for 
kids, line 3). 
 
Summary: Extract 5 
 
1 A    Now, ((has it)) finished?                                                                      T-1 
2 B    Huh?                                                                                            T0 
3 A    Now, the summer school for kids                                                       T+1   
  
Extract 5 Swimming_pool_ 526292 
 
                          Q-ET 
1 A     NOW FINISH                                                                                       T-1 
             Now, ((has it)) finished? 
 
                                           h-bw 
2 B     ((Looking toward A)) WN                                                                     T0 
        Huh? 
 
3 A    NOW PT-THERE COLONIA                                                                    T+1 
             Now, there, the summer school for kids 
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          nod: YES+++ 
4 B  
             Ah, yes. 
 
 
Also among the non-manual markers used for OIR in LSA are four types of mouth 
action (see also Chapter 2 for more details on mouth actions): (1) puckered lips forward, (2) 
puffed cheeks out, (3) open-mouth and (4) closed mouth downward. The last two types are 
functionally similar to interjections in spoken language, such as ‘huh?’, ‘hm?’, or ‘ah?’, 
‘eh?’, ‘hmm?’ (in spoken English and Spanish respectively). Note that the facial actions in 
signed language, LSA in this case, are more pronounced than in spoken language. They are 
less frequent than eyebrow actions in the LSA corpus. They are often combined with other 
non-manual markers and frequently function as intensifiers. 
Lips puckered forward (LPF) is produced with both lips pushed forward. It is a 
similar facial action to lip pointing in spoken language (Enfield, 2009b). In LSA, LPF can be 
coordinated with other facial and head movements. An example is shown in Extract 6. Person 
B (line 2, Figure 28, on the left) uses only his lips puckered forward as indication of a 
problem during the interaction. Before the OIR in line 2, person B is attending to person A, 
while he is drinking ‘mate’25 with his right hand, and keeping his left hand in a resting 
position. In line 3, person A resolves the problem by partially repeating T-1, the trouble 
source of the sequence, and adding more information specifying the reference of the verb 
(‘The assembly’).  
 
Summary: Extract 6 
 
1 A    Has the decision been made?                                                                                  T-1 
2 B    Huh? ((gazing A, no-answer))                                                                                  T0 
3 A    The decision of the assembly                                                                                  T+1 
 
 
                                                
25 	Mate is an Argentinian drink, similar to green tea. 
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Extract 6 CAS_51440 
                                                                                                                h-bw-H 
                                                                                                                          Q-ET 
1 A    WHAT DECISION/decision MAKE-PAST READY-----------------H (1.4)                T-1 
            Has the decision been made? 
  
                                                                                                  eyes-blink  
2 B    ((drinking and holding mate with one hand))         ((gazing A)) LPF                           T0 
                                                                                         Huh?                                                              
3 A    FINISH DECISION ASSEMBLY DETERMINATION                                                           T+1 
            The decision of the assembly.  
 
          nod: yes++ 
4 B     
            Yes, yes.  
 
 
2 B:(Huh? (T0)   
1 A: Has the decision been made? (T-1) 
 
Figure 28. ‘Huh?’, person B, on the left, initiates repair on person A’s previous turn by pushing his 
lips forward, line 2 (T0). 
 
 
The mouth action of (2) puffing out one’s cheeks combined with eyebrows together is 
another common format to indicate understanding problems in LSA. This mouth gesture has 
been described and analyzed in other signed languages including ASL, BSL and NGT, with a 
range of functions when combined with a manual sign (see Lewin & Schembri, 2013; Sutton-
Spence & Woll, 1999 for BSL; Crasborn et al., 2008 for NGT). 
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 In Extract 7, person B initiates repair with puffed cheeks out, combined with his head 
backwards and bringing his eyebrows together (line 2, Figure 30). This composite action is 
held for nearly 3 seconds, until A (with help from person C) resolves the trouble source (line 
3 and 4). 
 
Summary: Extract 7 
 
1 A  Hey, what has happened with Name26 ((name-sign))? I haven’t seen him.    T-1 
2 B  Huh?                                                                                                       T0 
3 A  Name, what has happened with him?                                                           T+1 
 
Extract 7 ASAM_107207  
 
                                                                                    Q-ER 
1 A  HEY WHAT NAME PRO3 NO SEE-PRO1-NOT                                                 T-1 
   Hey, what has happened with Name ((name-sign))? I haven’t seen him. 
 
                                           h-bw 
                                              Q-ET-H    
2 B  Puffed-cheeks------H (3.0)                                                                       T0 
   Huh? 
 
                                                     Q-ET-H 
3 A  NAME PU PRO3 SN WHAT-H                                                                         T+1 
   Name, what has happened with him? 
 
4 C  NS ((corrects the name-sign NS- that Person A produces in the previous turn)) 
                       
                  
                    nod: yes++ 
5 B  KNOW-NOT 
   Ah, yes, I don’t know. 
 
In line 3, Person A resolves the problem by partially repeating the trouble source turn 
displayed in line 1 (Figure 29) and changing the position of the question-word ‘what?’ It is 
located at the beginning of the utterance in the trouble source and shifted to the end of the 
utterance in the solution turn.  
                                                
26 We use ‘Name’ instead of using the real name of the person is mentioned in the example.  
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1 A: What has happened with 
‘Name’ ((name-sign))? (T-1) 
 
Figure 29. ‘What has happened with ‘Name’ (name-sign)? I haven’t seen him’, Person A (left) asks 
Person B (right) about another person, line 1 (T-1). 
 
 
 
2 B:(Huh? (T0)   
3 A: ‘Name’, what has 
happened with him? (T+1) 
 
Figure 30. ‘Huh?’, Person B (right) initiates repair on Person A’s previous turn by puffing his cheeks 
out and simultaneously bringing his eyebrows together and his head backwards (line 2). 
 
 
Extract 8 and Extract 9 show a third type of mouth practice produced with the mouth open. 
This is a common voiceless mouth practice in LSA that resembles the vocal interjection 
‘ah?’/‘eh?’, used as interjection to initiate repair in spoken Spanish (see Dingemanse et al., 
2015). This practice is generally produced in combination with other NMMs  as described in 
the next examples. 
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	 In Extract 8, Person B initiates repair with an open mouth gesture (line 3, Figure 32). 
This action is combined with eyebrows raised and leaning forward. This on-record initiation 
is preceded by a delayed off-record freeze-look response (0.6 seconds) (for more details on 
implicit freeze-look responses see Chapter 5). 
 The trouble source is produced by a pointing sign indicating the location of a place 
together with mouthed name of the place by Person A (line 1, Figure 31). Person A maintains 
the pointing sign until Person B does an on-record open OIR. At the beginning of line 2, 
when the mouthing is produced, there is an overlap of both signers that could interfere with 
Person B lip-reading. 
 Person A resolves the trouble source by repeating the mouthed reference of the place 
(line 4). The trouble source seems to be a seeing problem more than an understanding one. 
Person A has not used fingerspelling as in the previous examples. 
 
Summary: Extract 8 
 
1 A    There ((mouthing name of a place))                                                               T-1 
3 B     Huh? ((Signing in overlap)) ((Freezes leaning forward slowly))                        T0 
4 A    ((Repeats the name of the place using mouthing))                                          T+1  
Extract 8 ASAM_ 1905382 
 
1 A     PT-THERE-------------------------------------------H                    T-1 
              Mouthing-place-name 
             There, (name of a place). 
                     
             leaning forward slowly 
2 B     ((signing in overlap)) ((Freeze-look)) (0.6)  
 
             leaning forward-H               
                                  Q-ER 
3 B    OM                                                                                                             T0 
         Huh? 
  
4 A    -PT-THERE---------------------------H                                                 T+1 
             mth-(…)  
             There ((Repeats the name of the place)) 
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          nod: YES++ 
5 B     
             mth: it-seems-so 
            Yes, yes, it seems so. 
 
 
1 A: There, (name of a place). (T-1) 
2 B:(((Freeze-look))  
 
Figure 31. Person B, on the right, performs a freeze-look position before the explicit initiation of 
repair (line 2). 
 
 
 
3 B:(Huh? (T0)   
4 A: There, ((repeats the name 
of the place)). (T+1) 
 
Figure 32. ‘Huh?’, Person B, on the right, initiates repair by opening her mouth, accompanied with 
leaning forward and a hand retraction of the previous held sign, line 3 (T0). 
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Extract 9 shows another example of open mouth to initiate repair combined with head 
movement (head backward) and eyebrow movements (eyebrows raised). In this example a 
group of friends are chatting about factories and companies that are re-opening. Person B 
initiates repair on Person A (line 2, Figure 34). The trouble source of this sequence may have 
been caused by difficulties lip-reading the place reference (the name of a company) mouthed 
by Person A (in line 1, Figure 33). Then, Person A resolves the sequence by repeating the 
name of the company, but using fingerspelling instead (line 3). (See similar trouble source 
and resolution in Extract 2). 
 
Summary: Extract 9 
 
1 A    ((Mouthing (mth) of a company’s name))                                                          T-1 
2 B     Huh?                                                                                                               T0 
3 A    Um, umm... Cele(..)                                                                                          T+1 
 
Extract 9 ASAM_ 61480 
 
1 A    mth: (company’s name)                                                                                   T-1 
          (Company’s name) 
 
                                                           h-bw-H 
                                                    Q-ER-H (0.9)              
2 B    ((holding hands from previous turn))                                                               T0 
          OM---------------H 
          Huh? 
 
3 A    H- (hesitation) C-E-  L-E mth-(…)                                                                  T+1 
          Um, umm... Cele(..)    
 
                                                                     h-bw-H 
4 B                      HEY PT NO+ THERE-IS-NOT 
                                       mth:(company’s name) 
                                          Ah, {you mean} ((mouthing a company’s name)), no, it’s not that one. 
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1 A:  ((mouthing company’s name)) (T-1) 
 
Figure 33. (‘Company’s name’), Person A, on the left side of the arrow, mouths the name of a 
company to Person B, on the right of the arrow, line 1 (T-1). 
 
 
4 B: Huh? (T0) 
3 A:  Um, umm…Cele (..) (T+1) 
 
Figure 34. ‘Huh?’, Person B, on the right of the arrow, initiates repair on Person A’s previous turn by 
opening his mouth and lifting his head backwards, line 2 (T0). 
 
As has been shown above in extracts 1, 2, and 7, head movements are another 
important resource for initiating repair in LSA. The most frequent head movement for 
initiating repair in LSA is head backward (see Extract 1, Extract 5, Extract 7 and Extract 9). 
Extract 10 shows another case initiated with a head backwards movement combined with 
eyebrows together (Figure 36, line 2) and with the hands held or suspended in the form of the 
previous manual sign configuration. This example is a pursuit case preceded by an off-record 
initiation of repair (see Chapter 5 on implicit OIR). We refer to pursuit cases when there is 
more than one initiator of repair, and the sequence is expanded because the resolution of a 
problem is not accepted by the addressee who pursues a better solution.  
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This sequence begins with a question from Person B, holding the sign configuration 
until the answer is given. Person B keeps his manual and non-manual markers suspended 
(Figure 35 and Figure 36). This may be because Person A has not yet provided a satisfactory 
answer to Person B. Then B, while maintaining his hands suspended, initiates repair by 
moving his head backwards and bringing his eyebrows together. Person B also suspends this 
non-manual configuration until Person A provides a satisfactory resolution of the trouble 
source (line 3). Thus, Person B (left) releases his body position (line 4, Figure 37) by pointing 
toward Person A and opening his mouth wide (‘Ah!’). The utterance displayed in line 4 
function as an uptake closing the sequence. 
 
Summary: Extract 10 
 
1 A     I sent it {the documents} to the office at the congress. ((Answer to a question))   T-1 
2 B     Huh?                                                                                                                    T0 
3 A     I paid, I don’t know. ((Mouthing))                                                                         T+1 
 
Extract 10 CAS_ 579890 
 
1 A    PU Congress ((Answer to a question))                                                                T-1 
             I sent it {the documents} to the office at the congress. 
 
                                             h-bw-H 
                                             Q-ET-H 
2 B     ((holding previous signs))                                                                                 T0 
             Huh? 
 
             mth: (...) 
3 A    PAY PU--------------------H                                                                       T+1 
             mth: (...) 
             I paid {it}, I don’t know. ((Mouthing)) 
 
             OM-H 
4 B     PT-NOW NOT GIVE NOT         
        Ah, you don’t have it yet. 
 
5 A    NO 
            No
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1 A:  I sent it ((the papers)) to the 
office at the congress (T-1) 
 
Figure 35. ‘I sent it {the documents} to the office at the congress’. Person A, on the left, answers a 
question from Person B, on the right. But, A’s answer is not satisfactory to Person B who continues 
holding his body question posture from previous turn, line 1 (T-1). 
 
2 B: Huh? (T0)  
 
Figure 36. ‘Huh?’, Person B, on the right, initiates repair on Person A’s previous turn by bringing his 
eyebrows together and raising his head-backwards, without retracting the end of the previous sign, line 
2 (T0). 
4. B: Ah, …    
3 A:  I paid {it}, I don’t 
know. ((Mouthing)) (T+1) 
 
Figure 37. ‘Ah, …’ Person B (left) releases his body position (line 4) by pointing toward Person A 
and opening his mouth wide giving an uptake after the resolution of the sequence. 
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The trouble sources of the cases described are different problems of seeing related to attention 
(Extract 1, Extract 3 and Extract 4), lip-reading difficulties (Extract 2 and Extract 9) and 
understanding problems (Extract 5, Extract 6, Extract 7 and Extract 8). Generally, the solution 
provided in response to an open type repair initiator is a partial or full repeat of the trouble 
source turn. Sometimes the solution turn is a reformulation or reinforcement of the trouble 
source turn, for example by repeating a mouthed utterance while adding simultaneous 
fingerspelling to the mouthed trouble source (as shown in Extract 2 and Extract 9).  
 LSA presents multiple resources to initiate open-class repair with non-manual markers 
including: eyebrow actions, mouth signs or gestures, wrinkled nose, lips puckered forward, 
puffed cheeks, squinted eyes, head and upper-body movements. Among the different types of 
non-manual markers, the face presents more possibilities of articulation than the head and 
upper body. Facial actions are the result of contractions of the facial muscles, whereas head 
and upper-body movements are inclinations or bent positions forward, backward or to one 
side. Head and upper-body movements could be also used as intensifiers performing 
contrastive movements, for instance, raised eyebrows with head down or eyebrows brought 
together with head lifted. Non-contrastive movements of the head and eyebrow are also 
common in LSA based in the LSA conversational corpus (see also Curiel & Massone, 
2004:84). More work need to be done on contrastive and non-contrastive combination of 
nonmanual features to get a deeper understanding of its syntactic and pragmatic functions.  
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3.2.3 Manual question-word: ‘What’ combined with non-manual markers 
LSA has different forms to indicate question words, with meanings such as ‘what’, ‘when’, 
‘where’, ‘who’ and ‘which’. The question-word based format ‘what?’ is the prototypical form 
for initiating open repair. It involves manual (one-hand) and non-manual (eyebrows together) 
actions combined.  These can also be accompanied with a forward lean and head movement to 
emphasize an utterance, depending on the sequence, and on the distance and body position of 
the participants. Timing information is also important for OIR in LSA. A repair initiator is 
usually held in a static position until the solution of the trouble source is satisfactorily 
provided (see Floyd, et al., 2016). 
Extract 11 shows an open type wh-question word format (‘what?’) to initiate repair 
(line 4, Figure 39). The question pronoun ‘what’ is a manual sign produced generally with 
only one hand, putting the fingers of one hand together with an upward movement. It is 
combined with bringing the eyebrows together and leaning forward toward the other signer. 
All these coordinated manual and non-manual marker movements are held static until the 
trouble source is resolved (line 5). 
 
Summary: Extract 11 
 
3 A     Why did the oldest of your sons leave?                                                                    T-1 
             I haven't seen him anymore he disappeared he travels lot. 
4 B     What?                                                                                                                      T0                                                                        
5 A     Your son, the oldest, he has left?                                                                            T+1 
Extract 11 ASAM _161970 
 
                                      Q-ER 
1 A    CHILDREN TWO GOOD 
             Are your two children OK?  
                                                      nod: YES + 
2 B     GOOD VERY-GOOD VERY-GOOD 
        Good, very good very good.  
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                                                                                                                Q-ET 
3 A    WHY OLDEST LEAVE-PAST SEE DISAPPEAR LEAVE LEAVE LEAVE=                            T-1 
            Why did the oldest of your sons leave? 
            I haven't seen him anymore he disappeared he travels lot. 
                         
                             leaning-forward 
                                             Q-ET-H 
4 B    WHAT -------------H                                                                                         T0 
            What? 
 
 
                                   h-bw            leaning-forward 
                                        Q-ET                        Q-ER-H 
5 A    PRO2 SON OLDEST LEAVE-PAST-----H                                                                 T+1 
       Your son, the oldest, {he has} left? 
                        
6 B                                     THE-OLDEST SHIP SHIP WORK 
                                            The oldest works on a ship he works on a ship. 
 
3 A:  Why did the oldest of 
your sons leave? (T-1) 
  
Figure 38. ‘Why did the oldest of your sons leave?’, Person A (left) asks Person B (right) a question, 
line 3 (T-1).  
 
4 B: What? T0 
5 A:  Your son, the oldest, 
{has he} left? (T+1) 
 
Figure 39. ‘What?’, Person B (right) initiates repair on Person A's prior turn with a wh-question word 
combined with eyebrows together, line 4, (T0). 
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Person A (left) produces the trouble source of this sequence displayed in line 3 (Figure 
38), which A resolves in line 5. Figure 38 and 39 show a clear contrast between the body 
positions performed by Person B (right) before the repair is initiated, and also illustrates how 
different bodily elements (head, eyebrows, hand, and torso) are combined simultaneously to 
request repair on A’s previous turn. The fact that Person B is able to answer in line 6 shows 
evidence that the sequence has been successfully repaired. 
 
Intensifier for question word   
Extract 12 provides another example of a prototypical case of open type repair initiation 
adding extra elements as intensifiers. In line 2 (Figure 40), Person B initiates open OIR with a 
general question word using two hands instead of the standard format with only one hand (see 
Extract 11). Additionally, Person B uses eyebrows together combined with wrinkled nose, 
intensifying the use of intonational question markers as well. Both instances of intensification 
indicate the possibility of different levels of intensity in LSA. 
 
Summary: Extract 12 
 
1 A    My wife {lives} here.                                                                                        T-1 
2 B     What?                                                                                                        T0 
3 A    My father and mother {live} there, but my wife {lives} here.                             T+1 
 
Extract 12 CH_65385 
 
1 A     [WIFE WOMEN HERE HOUSE THERE++---H (0.4)                                            T-1 
       My wife {lives} here, my {parents} house is there.   
  
                                    Q-WN  
2 B     RH:WHAT--------H (0.8) PU                                                                         T0 
             LH:WHAT--------H 
             What?    
 
3 A     RH: FATHER MOTHER-------H   
             LH: -THERE-----H (0.7) THERE                                                                      T+1 
            There, my father and mother {live} there 
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                                                                                    h-down-H 
                                                                                                       Q-ER  
4 B    SN-FANTA-FE PT-THERE----------------H SANTA-FE 
             mth:santa-fe 
             In Santa Fe there? 
                                                                               
                                                                                                  nod: YES 
5 A                                                        RH: SANTA-FE---H 
                                                      LH: PT-THERE-H SOUTH-H 
                                                                                  Yes, there, Santa Fe,  
 
 
6 B               VENADO-TUERTO SOUTH SANTA-FE 
                       venado-tuerto  
                       Venado Tuerto Santa Fe South 
 
                       leaning backwards 
                       OM---H 
                       Ah! 
 
2 B: What? T0 
1 A:  My wife (lives) there, my 
(parent’s) house is there (T-1) 
 
Figure 40. ‘What?’, Person B (right) initiates repair by wrinkling his nose and bringing his eyebrows 
together in combination with a general question sign produced in parallel with both hands instead of 
the standard format with only one hand. 
 
In both examples, Person A resolves the problem by near-repeating the question. The 
solution turns are not verbatim repeats of the trouble source. In Extract 11 Person A specifies 
the reference of the trouble source ‘Your son, the oldest’ (line 5) that was omitted in the 
trouble source by only signing ‘…the oldest…?’, and then near-repeats the question ‘…{he 
has} left?’. Extract 12 is similar, where Person A specifies the person reference in the solution 
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turn, ‘my father and mother…..’. This example is upgraded to a restricted type of initiation 
after Person A provides the solution to the open repair initiation. 
 
3.3 Conclusion 
Returning to the questions posed at the beginning of this chapter, it is now possible to state 
that Argentine Sign Language, LSA, has a conventionalized set of unrestricted or open-class 
strategies to deal with troubles in perceiving and understanding (see Chapter 3-6 for more 
details on other formats to initiate repair in LSA). Despite some cultural and modal 
specificities, this study has shown evidence that LSA has similar repair mechanisms to what 
has been reported for spoken language (Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015).  
The inventory of open-class requests for repair in LSA includes the use of the 
unrestricted question-word ‘what?’ delivered with questioning intonational markers and the 
use of a rich set of minimal resources. Formulaic formats such as ‘sorry?’ or ‘pardon me?’ 
have not been identified in the LSA conversational corpus 2011-2014 as common practices to 
initiate repair in informal conversational contexts. LSA has lexemes equivalent to both ‘sorry’ 
and ‘pardon’ as part of its inventory of signs, but they are not commonly used. 
The focus of this chapter has been the description and analysis of open-class requests 
for repair. In addition, this study has also provided an account of the basic repair sequence, 
including turns proceeding and following a repair initiator. The full other-initiated repair 
sequence includes the prior turn or trouble source, as well as the repair solution, the turn 
posterior to the initiation of repair.  
One of the most significant findings to emerge from this study concerns use of a large 
set of minimal resources. In spoken languages, minimal repair initiators include elements like 
interjections; while in signed languages they include elements like non-manual markers 
(NMMs). These are not the same practices but they are in many ways comparable from a 
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functional point of view in this particular conversational context. The intense use of NMMs 
resources in LSA argues for more attention to facial expressions in face-to-face interaction in 
spoken language. Nonetheless, more research needs to be done on this matter in future 
research to establish how the use of minimal resources may differ across different modalities. 
Similarities can be connected to the principle of minimizing effort that motivates using 
reduced forms when they will do the job, rather than using more elaborate resources to 
communicate. This principle means that individuals will employ a course of action that 
involve the least effort possible in order to solve immediate problems in everyday life (Zipf, 
2016). 
In the case of LSA, the most notable and minimal signal of trouble is marked in the 
upper part of the face by contracting the muscles of the eyebrows and bringing them together. 
Additionally, this practice is also the most commonly used type of repair initiator in the LSA 
other-initiated repair system. One of the reasons is that signers tend to look at each other’s 
faces, particularly at the eyes, when signing, and not directly at their hands. This does not 
mean they do not see the hands when signing but they see them through their peripheral 
vision (Siple, 1978). For the same reason, it is also common that the hands are located close to 
the face when signing during face-to-face interaction. 
In general, the uses of NMMs alone are sufficient in LSA to explicitly indicate that 
there is a problem in understanding a prior turn from another person. LSA uses several 
minimal visual-gestural and linguistic devices to produce open-class requests for repair. These 
include (a) one or more NMMs or (b) the combination of a manual sign for the question-word 
‘what?’, and one or more NMMs. Together with eyebrows-together (frown), leaning the head 
and upper-body forward or backward are the most common resources, and they are often 
produced simultaneously. 
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 Some of the reasons why these minimal resources might be the most frequently used 
for initiating repair in LSA conversation could be that NMMs are the minimal obligatory 
linguistic resources for marking questions (Zeshan, 2004). A second reason might be the time 
pressure of informal interactions and the fast course of interaction, motivating a need to 
resolve problems quickly: facial articulations may be faster to initiate and perform than 
manual articulations. A third reason may be a faster detection of facial signals when 
monitoring mutual understanding. 
These visual and gestural signals are often displayed when another person is signing, 
providing constant feedback without need of using manual signs in many cases. However, in 
multi-party interactions (Egbert, 1997) it is more difficult to process constant feedback from 
all the participants. Signers look at each other’s faces constantly but depending on the type of 
utterance they could also be alternating eye gaze between addressee(s) face(s) and their own 
hands. This characteristic of sign interaction might explain the higher use of NMMs in 
contrast with manual question signs. More work needs to be done to analyze the distribution 
of these practices with more detail. 
One might wonder why LSA signers use such a large set of strategies to initiate open- 
class repair. One of the interpretations is that each strategy might have very specific functions 
in relation to the organization of the repair system in LSA. Some of these functions may be 
related to the physical distance between participants. Deaf signers can communicate over a 
large distance without problems, as long as there is no visual obstacle. In those circumstances 
signs tend to be bigger (Crasborn, 2001), with possible reinforcement of a message with more 
redundant signs. In a similar way, when talking from a considerable distance speakers may 
raise their voices, repeat words and speak slower, or hyper articulate. Other functions might 
be related to different degrees of emphasis, simultaneous use of spoken (mouthing) and 
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signed language through different channels, among other reasons that have not been discussed 
here. 
Traditionally, these modality differences have been reduced exclusively to seeing and 
signing practices for signed language and hearing and speaking for spoken language. 
However, both signed and spoken languages involve more than just signing and seeing, or 
speaking and hearing. Signed language includes also mouthing and speaking,27 and similarly 
spoken language involves seeing and gesturing in everyday conversations. 
These perceptual differences greatly affect how people’s bodies are organized during 
interaction. Even though both signers and speakers use the visual-gestural channel to 
communicate, in the case of speakers the information is more distributed across hearing, 
speaking, seeing and gesturing. Face-to-face interaction is a natural condition for 
communication in any signed language. In comparison, face-to-face interaction in spoken 
communication occurs often but it is not a necessary pre-requisite to be able to interact with 
another person. Depending on the environment, speakers will use and combine different 
physical resources. When interacting in a noisy context, for instance, the participants of a 
conversation might use more visual information to understand. They can look at the 
articulating of the mouth for instance or could get closer to each other, using more gestures to 
be understood, as well as paying more attention to the manual and facial gestures to 
understand the other participant(s). 
This research extends our knowledge of use of the visual-gestural practices of open-
class requests for repair. This might serve as a base for future studies on signed language 
interaction, especially regarding the study of repair typology in signed language and visual-
                                                
27 Most deaf people are trained to speak at deaf schools. Hard of hearing children can get oral or 
bilingual education. Nowadays, the implementation of bilingual education is larger, including signed 
and spoken communication. However, oralism is a strong methodology that is still used for deaf 
education in many countries (for more details on educational situation of the deaf in Argentina see 
Behares & Massone, 1996). 
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gestural information. This chapter had the aim to describe open-class repair sequences, 
focusing on the characteristics of the repair initiators in LSA. Besides open practices to 
initiate repair, other strategies have also been described in spoken language as part of the 
repair of the OIR repertoire. What are these other strategies and how do addressees deal with 
them in LSA? These are questions for Chapter 4.   
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 4 
	
 
4 EXPLICIT RESTRICTED REQUEST FOR REPAIR28  
4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2, we examined open-class (Drew, 1997) requests for repair in Argentine Sign 
Language, LSA. Open-class requests are maximally general. They do not specify the location 
of the trouble source or the reason for the trouble. This has the effect of stopping the flow of 
the interaction to allow the resolution of a conversational problem. The unhelpful nature of 
open-class OIR’s, makes this a dispreferred kind of move during conversation for both the 
person who requests repair, and who thus momentarily stalls the conversation, and for the 
person who produced the trouble source, and who thus has to resolve the problem. But 
resolving a conversational problem is often a necessary condition for securing mutual 
understanding between the parties involved in the conversation.  
While open repair initiation leaves the nature of the trouble to be recognized and 
addressed by the person who performs the repair solution, sometimes the person who initiates 
repair chooses formats that can help narrow down the nature of the trouble (Schegloff et al., 
1977). Problems in conversation do not always involve the entire prior turn or utterance, but 
often involve only part of it. For these cases, there are ways of restricting the scope of the 
problem. These more semantically specific or ‘restricted’ formats are the topic of this chapter.  
Restricted-class requests for repair are important in everyday interaction for delimiting 
the scope of a problem to be repaired. This is an efficient strategy, not only by providing the 
nature and location of the trouble, but also by helping to minimize effort by identifying only 
the relevant segment of the prior turn instead of the entire prior turn. These strategies have 
                                                
28 A summary of this chapter has been published as Manrique, E. (2016). Other-initiated repair in 
Argentine Sign Language, Open Linguistics, 2(1): 1-34. doi:10.1515/opli-2016-0001. 
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been reported for spoken language, and here we ask if they occur in signed language 
conversation. 
Some of the most common practices of restricted-class of repair initiation involve (1) 
the use of content question words such as: ‘who?’, ‘where?’, ‘when?’, etc.; (2) the repetition 
of a reference that is unclear for some reason; and (3) the repetition of ambiguous references 
like the name of a person, place or a word that needs to be disambiguated by the producer of 
the trouble source. Extract 13 shows an example from spoken English (see Kendrick, 2015, 
for more examples in English). In line 4, Mom initiates repair indicating the location of the 
trouble source, in which the specific pronoun ‘who?’ discloses that the problem has to do with 
the person reference mentioned in the prior turn, but not the rest of the utterance. In the 
immediate following turn Bet provides a solution to repair the sequence by repeating the 
name, and in this way, treats the trouble as one of hearing. 
 
Extract 13 Virginia 11:26 
 
1  Bet:       They said that Phillips got um (0.5) knee: wa:lking                         T-1 
2               dru::nk at the reception. 
3                        (0.5) 
4  Mom:    Who:?           T0 
5                        (0.3) 
6  Bet:       Phillips,                                                             T+1 
 
In line with the previous chapter, the aim of this study is to ask the following questions: 
• Do LSA users have similar linguistic resources and conversational practices as 
reported for spoken language to restrict the scope of the trouble source in 
perceiving and understanding another person’s prior turn? 
 
• If LSA signers also use restricted formats, what are the linguistic visual-gestural 
strategies used for specifying the trouble source and how do they resolve these 
problems? 
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In what follows, this chapter first provides quantitative distribution of the formats coded from 
the LSA Conversational Corpus. Second, it describes and analyzes examples of: (a) asking for 
clarification, (b) asking for confirmation, and (c) alternative question type. Third, it 
summarizes the findings and concludes by referring to some salient points of the findings in 
this chapter. 
 
4.2 Restricted type repair initiators 
Restricted type repair initiators delimit the problem, specifying where in the prior turn or 
utterance it is located using linguistic and gestural resources as strategies to guide the 
addressee. These strategies are distributed in different subtypes in LSA data. These are similar 
to what has been described in a comparative study across spoken languages, including LSA 
(Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015; Enfield et al., 2013). These subtypes of format are: 
- Request type repetition generally produced by specific question-words, often in 
combination with partial repetition, as a conversational strategy to ask for 
specification or clarification using questioning intonation (see section 4.2.1 for 
more details). 
- Offer type provides a new candidate –usually a referential place or person noun– 
as conversational strategy to ask for confirmation using questioning intonation (see 
section 4.2.2 for more details). 
- Alternative question type gives more than one alternative to select as a strategy 
to ask for confirmation using questioning intonation (see section 4.2.3 for more 
details). 
 
‘External repair’ initiators provide new elements that were not expressed in the trouble 
source turn (T-1) (Schegloff et al., 1977:369), which can be performed by all of the 
mentioned format types for restricted OIR’s. Table 1 (section 3.2 in Chapter 3) shows the 
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percentage of restricted request cases extracted from the LSA conversational corpus. In more 
than half of the OIR cases collected and coded –213 in total– from the LSA conversational 
corpus, repair is requested with a restricted type repair initiator.  
 Repetition and offer are the most common restricted formats used by LSA signers 
when they need to provide more specific information to localize the trouble source of a prior 
turn. In comparison, request type formats such as ‘who?’, ‘when?’ and ‘where?’ are only 
produced in less than 10 percent of the cases. In the case of alternative questions, those 
offering more than one alternative as candidate of understanding are the least common 
practices found in the collection of cases with only three cases, 1 percent of the total.  
 
4.2.1 Request type (asking for clarification or specification) 
Generally, the request type is performed by the use of class-specific question-words that 
delimit more precisely the item of the prior turn to be repaired; for example, ‘who?’, 
‘where?’, and when?’. LSA signers may use content question signs when they have problems 
recognizing the reference of a name-sign, name-place or a particular sign to refer to an object 
or situation. Content question words are combined with non-manual markers, with eyebrows 
together and raised being the most frequent formats. However, the use of content question 
signs is not frequent in the LSA corpus, accounting for less than 10 percent of the cases. 
 Additionally, signers also use mouthing in Spanish for question words that can be 
produced together with or without manual question words. Mouthing can also work as an 
intensifier, and can be produced when the hands are not free. Among the different content 
question words, ‘who?’ has also been described across languages as one of the most common 
initiators of this type (Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015 ; Sidnell, 2010). Table 2 shows that in 
LSA the use of the interrogative pronoun ‘WHAT’ that occurs together with a noun to specify 
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a reference and ‘WHO’ are the most frequent formats. In contrast, specific categories for 
place and time, ‘WHERE’ and ‘WHEN’ are found only once and twice respectively. 
 
 
Table 2. Frequencies of restricted repair initiators (wh-question words) in LSA. 
 
Extract 14 shows a pursuit or expanded case with two different content question words by 
Person B. Pursuing a response occurs (see Bolden, Mandelbaum, & Wilkinson, 2012; 
Pomerantz, 1984, for more details in pursuing a response practice) when the first solution 
attempt is not adequate or sufficient to resolve a conversational problem. Thus, the addressee 
needs to initiate repair for second time to be able to get a better solution for the problem. The 
first attempt is produced in line 2 (‘WHERE’) and the second one in line 4 (‘WHO’). In line 
2, the initiation of repair ‘WHERE’ is produced once, but Person B holds it and 
simultaneously lengthens/pursues by puckering her lips forward. In line 4, the content 
question word ‘WHO’ is produced twice. The first time, Person C is not looking at Person B 
and she holds the content question word until C looks at her. Then B repeats the content 
question word in combination with mouthing ‘who?’ that she also holds until the completion 
of the solution turn in line 5.  
Summary:	Extract	14	
1 A   Well, we have one motorbike and two cars      T-1 
2 B   Where?                                                T01 
3 A   There is no motorbike, only cars               T+1 
4 B   Who? Who?                            T02 
5 A   ((Name-sign))          T+1 
Specific category Formats Frequency (n/15) 
Person Who? 5 
Place Where? 1 
Thing What X? 7 
Time When? 2 
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Extract 14 Ayrolo_843386 
 
1  A    WELL MOTORBIKE-ONE TWO-CARS                                                                         T-1 
            Well, we have one motorbike and two cars 
 
                      Q-WN              LPF 
2  B    WHERE-------------H (1.7)                                                                                  T01 
             Where?  
 
3  C    MOTORBIKE THERE-IS-NOT   CAR ((not looking at B)) ((looking at B))                      T+1 
         There is no motorbike, only cars         
 
                                                                                                               Q-ET 
4  B                              WHO---------H (0.6)        WHO----H (0.6)                       T02 
                                                                                                       mth: who?                
                                           Whose {cars}? Whose?              
 
5  C                                                                                 NS+-- H                       T+1 
                                                                                                 ((Name-sign)) 
6  B    h-bw  
       Ah!  
 
Content question words can also occur in combination with repeated material from the trouble 
source turn or previous turns specifying even more precisely the location of the problem. 
Extract 15 shows a pursuit case that in the first initiation (line 2) combines a content question 
word with repeated material from a previous turn, ‘Who is the (baby’s) brother?’, targeting an 
ambiguous person reference produced in line 1 ‘the baby’. Person B understands the question 
but she does not recognize to which baby her friend is referring. The question word ‘who?’ is 
used in combination with eyebrows together and head backward movement (Figure 41 and 
Figure 42) produced in initial and final position. This has been described as the most 
prototypical word order for questions in LSA (Curiel & Massone, 2004).  
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Summary: Extract 15  
 
 ((Chatting about B’s grandchildren)) 
1 A   Have you seen the baby?  ((previously referring to B’s grandchildren))  T-1 
2 B   Huh?, no, who’s the brother?                                                   T01 
3   A   Your granddaughter's brother                    T+1 
  4    B   My granddaughter's brother?                                T02 
  5    A   Yes, that one that one                     T+1 
 
Extract 15 ASAM _110907 
 
                                                        Q-ET 
1   A   SEE-PRO2  BABY--------------- H                                                                      T-1 
             Have you seen the baby? 
                        
                                                                   nod: NO 
                                                                      Q-ET    Q-ER 
2   B                          HUH? WHO BROTHER WHO BROTHER-H                               T01 
                    Huh? Who’s the brother?  
 
3   A   PU29---H PRO2  BROTHER GRANDDAUGHTER                                                         T+1 
             OM---H  
             Ehhh, your granddaughter's brother 
 
                                                                       Q-ER 
4   B                                   POSS-1 GRANDDAUGHTER BROTHER=                                    T02 
                   My granddaughter's brother?  
 
                nod: yes++ 
5   A   THAT THAT=                                                                                                          T+1 
             Yes, that one that one 
 
                          nod: yes 
6   B   =YES CUTE BEAUTIFUL 
             Yes he's cute beautiful 
 
  Extract 15 also shows a second restricted format of repair initiation in line 4. This is 
produced by a full repeat of the repair solution of the first initiation of repair in the extract 
(line 3): ‘My granddaughter’s brother?’ In this case, Person B is not asking for clarification 
but confirmation of the person reference that is first indicated as ‘baby’, and then it is 
                                                
29 PU: stands for palm-up. 
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reformulated to clarify the previous producing ‘your granddaughter’s brother’ instead (see 
section 4.2.1 for more details and cases of asking for confirmation). 
 
2 B: Huh? 
T0 
1 A:  Have you seen the baby? (T-1) 
 
Figure 41. ‘Huh?’, in line 2 Person B (left) first raises her eyebrows combined with a head backward 
movement. 
 
 
2 B: Who is the 
{baby’s} brother? T0 
 
Figure 42. ‘Who?’, secondly in line 2 Person B (left) initiates repair with a content question word 
combined with eyebrows together. 
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3 A:  Ehhh, your granddaughter's  
        brother (T+1) 
 
Figure 43. ‘Who?’, thirdly Person B (left) holds the content question sign (right hand) plus index 
finger, ‘brother’ on the other hand until Person A repairs the sequence. 
 
Furthermore, the general question-word ‘WHAT’ can also be used as a restricted 
format only if it is combined with additional material from the trouble source that needs to be 
further disambiguated, clarified or specified. Extract 16 presents cases of the general 
question-word (‘WHAT’) combined with repeated material from the trouble source. In line 2, 
the repeated material from the first example is a noun, ‘(what) police?’ that was signed in the 
trouble source and Person B is asking for clarification. Similar to Extract 15, it is also a 
pursuit case where the second initiation is asking for confirmation by partially repeating the 
first-offered repair solution. 
 
Summary:	Extract	16	
1 A   Hey, there was an explosion inside the police station, there    T-1 
2 B    What police?          T01 
3 A   The police there, after the guard, there opposite      T+1 
4 B   There? Opposite? I didn’t know                    T02 
5 A   Yes, opposite          T+1 
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Extract 16 Swimming_pool_1028720 
 
                                                                                              ET-H 
1 A    HEY POLICE INSIDE BOMB THERE INSIDE PU30:THERE-------H                                     T-1 
 Hey, there was an explosion inside the police station, there 
    
                                                                                           h-down----------------H 
                                                                                                            Q-ET-WN---------------H 
2 B                                                                               WHAT POLICE---------H       T01 
                                                                                                What police? 
 
3 A    POLICE-THERE BOMB THERE GUARD LOC-ONE-BLOCK OPPOSITE—H                           T+1 
 The police there, after the guard, there opposite 
 
                    h-down                                 h-bw 
                    Q-ER                                                      
4 B     THERE OPPOSITE PRO1 KNOW-NOT-ANYTHING                                                          T02 
             There? Opposite? I didn’t know 
                   
              nod: YES ++ 
5 A    OPPOSITE----H                                                                                                          T+1 
            Yes, opposite 
                                             
                                                   h-bw 
6 B    PRO1 KNOW-NOT-ANYTHING 
            I didn’t know 
 
In Extract 17 the repeated material (line 3) to initiate repair is a personal pronoun, Person B 
signs ‘they what?’ to ask for specification. It could be better translated as ‘who are they?’ or 
‘from where are they?’ 
 
Summary:	Extract	17	
1 A   They discuss what they have to do, they are good                T-1 
2       I don’t want to participate 
3 A   {Who are} they                               T0 
4 B   They {are} both from CAS        T+1 
 
 
                                                
30  PU stands for palm-up. 
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Extract 17  CAS_ 553706 
 
                                                                                 LPF 
1  A   PRO3 (DISCUSS) WHAT (DISCUSS-MOD) GOOD                                                         T-1 
       They discuss what they have to do, they are good,  
 
2        OTHER OK ARGUE  PRO1 NO 
        the rest also discuss, everything is Ok, great, but when they are arguing 
             I don't want to participate 
       
                                                                                  h-bw  
                                                                                                  Q-WN 
3  B                      PRO3 WHAT PRO3 WHAT-------------------------H           T0 
                                           Who are they/from where are they? ((lit. They what they what?)) 
                                            
4  A                                                                 PRO3-TWO CAS PRO3-TWO          T+1 
                                                                                 They {are} both from ‘Name’  
                      nod: YES++ 
5  B    OM PRO3-TWO 
        Ah, they both 	
Several pursuit cases have been described in this section. In Extract 14 we saw two 
initiators of the same type, ‘where?’ followed by ‘who?’ Extract 15 and Extract 16 presented 
upgrading, where in both cases asking for clarification occurs first, followed by asking for 
confirmation in the second initiation. The last two cases show the relation between two 
different types of restricted other-initiation of repair. In addition, an initiation of repair can 
also be upgraded from implicit to explicit initiation of repair (see Chapter 5 for more details 
on implicit initiation of repair). 
 
4.2.2 Offer type (asking for confirmation) 
Offering a candidate understanding (or a candidate seeing/hearing) is an OIR strategy that 
suggests a possible solution (e.g. a name) to an understanding problem, and it requires a 
confirmation from the person of the trouble source. In contrast with open-class initiators that 
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request a solution of a problem (‘what?’), offer type initiators (‘you mean John?’), offer a 
possible solution not mentioned previously. This solution provided by the addressee can be 
confirmed or rejected. Interactants can offer a candidate understanding of what was said when 
a reference is not clear or when it is omitted for some reason and it needs to be confirmed to 
assure mutual understanding. Another way of initiating repair that asks for confirmation is to 
fully or partially repeat the trouble source turn. As in the previous formats presented, asking 
for confirmation is also characterized by combining manual signs as candidates with non-
manual markers adding a ‘questioning’ component. 
  Extract 18 (also analyzed in section 6.3.3 in chapter 6 presented as Extract 37, which 
focuses on pursuit cases on hold-look practices) shows a pursuit case with two initiators of 
repair asking for confirmation. Two friends are having dinner in a buffet, and chatting about a 
job that Person A has begun recently. The first one is a partial repeat of the verb from the 
trouble source ‘polish?’ in combination with eyebrows together produced by Person B in line 
2 (Figure 45). But Person B appears to have problems recognizing the sign, or understanding 
what was specifically intended in line 1 (Figure 44). The second initiator is a noun that is 
offered as a candidate understanding in line 4, ‘{of} cars?’ (Figure 46), combined with raised 
eyebrows. These are different strategies marked also with distinct non-manual question 
markers. In addition, they are also resolved differently. Person A resolves the first initiation of 
repair by repeating the sign ‘polish’ twice, adding the word ‘glass’ to specify the verb. This is 
in contrast to the second repair (line 5), where Person A’s resolution is a simple confirmation 
of the candidate understanding offered.  
Summary: Extract 18 
 
1  A    I have to think, the trip goes and back, and I’m working polishing        T-1 
2  B    Polish?                                                                                                T01 
3  A    I {work) polishing glass                 T+1 
4  B    {of} cars?               T02 
5  A    Yes, yes               T+1 
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Extract 18 ASAM_244140 
                                     
1 A    PRO1 THINK GO BACK GO WORK NOTHING POLISH PRO1=          T-1 
                  I have to think, the trip goes and back, and I’m working polishing 
 
                            Q-ET 
2 B    =POLISH                                                                                                     T01 
                  Polish? 
 
                   nod: YES YES 
3 A    =PRO1 POLISH GLASS POLISH=                                     T+1 
                  I {work} polishing glass   
                
                                   Q-ER 
4 B    =CAR------H                                                                                             T02 
            {of} cars? 
 
                    nod: YES YES 
5 A                T+1 
                   Yes, yes 
 
 
 
1 A:  … I’m working polishing (T-1) 
 
Figure 44. ‘…I {work} polishing’, Person A (left), trouble source of the OIR sequence (line 1).
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2 B: Polish? T01 
 
Figure 45. ‘Polish?’, Person B, repeats a verb produced by Person A in the previous turn combined 
with eyebrows together (line 2). 
 
 
4 B: (of) cars? T02 
3 A:  … I {work} polishing glass (T+1) 
 
Figure 46. ‘{of} cars?’, Person B initiates a second repair by offering a candidate understanding in 
combination with his eyebrows raised (line 4).  
 
 
Extract 19 shows another example in which the OIR produced in line 2 (Figure 47) is made 
up of repeated material from the previous turn, seeking confirmation. In this case, Person B 
repeats a name-sign with questioning marked by putting the eyebrows together, indicating 
that he has not recognized that name. This partial repeat does not get a confirmation as 
solution but a description of the person to be recognized by B. Person B’s uptake in line 4, 
‘Ahh!’ (Figure 48) provides evidence of his understanding closing the sequence. 
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Summary: Extract 19 
 
1   A    She ((name-sign-a)) looks like name-sign-b, beautiful.            T-1 
2   B    ((Name-sign-a?)) ((Repeats name-sign))                T0   
3   A    She has short hair, and uses a lot of make up, but this other needs more          T+1 
 
Extract 19 ASAM_1161000                                 
 
1 A    PRO3 THE-SAME NAME-SIGN (FOUR/shake) THE-SAME BEAUTIFUL=           T-1 
            She ((name-sign)) looks like name-sign, beautiful. 
 
                                                        Q-ET 
2 B    =Name-sign-------H ((FOUR-shake))                                                 T0 
            Name-sign? 
 
3 A                              SHORT-HAIR [PRO3 USE A-LOT-OF MAKE-UP PRO32 NEED MORE    T+1 
                                            She has short hair, and uses a lot of make-up,  
      but this other needs more 
  
                       nod: YES/ER    YES/ER---------------------H  h-bw    
4 B     
                       Ahh, yes   yes, ahh     
 
2 B: Sign-name? (T0) 
1 A:  She looks 
like sign-name, 
beautiful. (T-1) 
 
Figure 47. ‘Name-sign?’, Person B, middle, initiates repair by repeating a name-sign produced by 
Person A in line 1.  
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3 A:  She has short 
hair, and ….  (T+1) 4 B: Ahh, yes yes  
 
Figure 48. ‘Ahh!’ Person B, middle, provides uptake of the OIR sequence in line 4. 
 
Other cases of partial and full repetition are described in the previous section (see Extract 15 
and Extract 16).  
 
4.2.3 Alternative question type (asking for confirmation) 
The alternative question is another format for initiating repair, by offering more than one 
option to be confirmed. Among the formats that have been presented, the alternative question 
is similar to candidate understanding, trying new options that have not been presented in the 
trouble source or previous turns involved in the OIR sequence. 
 Extract 20 and Extract 21 illustrate this format. In Extract 20 two women are chatting 
about the location where A’s son is working. Person A tries to indicate to Person B where her 
son is working (line 1, Figure 49) and Person B offers two neighborhoods as possible 
candidates (line 4, Figure 50).  
Summary: Extract 20 
 
1  A     Now {he} works at hotel m-a-r-i-o-t, here {in} Buenos Aires here              T-1 
2  B     Place Retiro or Recoleta place?                               T0   
3  A     No, Retiro Retiro, there square,  
    there opposite San Martin square opposite square then                T+1 
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Extract 20 ASAM _263652 
                                      
1 A    NOW WORK HOTEL M-A-R-I-O-T PT:LOC BUENOS-AIRES PT:LOC (2.0)                         T-1 
                   Now {he} works at hotel m-a-r-i-o-t, here {in} Buenos Aires here      
 
                                                                                      Q-ER    
2 B    =PLACE RETIRO OR RICO L-E-T-A PLACE NO=                                                 T0 
                  {In} Retiro or Recoleta? 
 
3 A    =NO RETIRO RETIRO PT:LOC SQUARE PT:LOC SQUARE SAN MARTIN OPPOSITE  THEN   T+1 
                   No, {in} Retiro Retiro, there {in the} square, there opposite to San Martin square  
         
4 B             RETIRO NEAR RICO L-E-T-A RICO AREA 
                           {In} Retiro near Recoleta area?  
 
      nod: YES++    nod: YES+ 
5 A    LOC:THERE 
                  There, yes yes, yes yes 
1 A:  Here, {in} Buenos Aires  (T-1) 
 
Figure 49. ‘Here, Buenos Aires’, Person A (right), produces a trouble source turn, line 1. 
 
2 B: {In} Retiro or 
Recoleta? (T0)  
 
Figure 50. ‘Retiro?’, Person B offers a candidate understanding for place reference combined with 
eyebrows raised as question marker (line 4). 
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2 B: …Ricoleta? (T0) 
3 A:  There, yes, yes (T+1) 
 
Figure 51. ‘Recoleta?’, Person B offers the second alternative for candidate understanding combined 
with eyebrows raised, (line 4).  
 
Extract 21 shows a similar case, which is also referring to locations. However, Person B in 
Extract 21 initiates repair by using pointing signs combined with name-signs for place 
reference (line 5, Figure 52-53). This case shows a place-reference as problem of 
understanding. In this example, the body configuration of the initiation of repair (line 5) 
includes two pointing signs, ‘Here?’ (i.e., Buenos Aires, Figure 52) and ‘there’ (Figure 53), 
adding ‘Córdoba?’, a province in Argentina. Both are produced with the index finger of the 
right hand (RH). Both pointing signs are produced with eyebrows raised, but changing the 
head position to mark the different options, downwards first and then backwards with the 
second alternative. Additionally, Person B maintains the second pointing sign, hand up on the 
right (‘there?’), head and eyebrows in position while producing the personal noun ‘Córdoba?’ 
with the other hand to specify the content of the pointing sign ‘there?’ Both are visually 
available by holding them simultaneously until Person B confirms one of the options. 
 
Summary:	Extract	21	
1 A    I told them everything and I went with all the papers to the National Modelo. Yes.       T-1 
5   B    Here ((Buenos Aires)) or there in Córdoba.                        T0   
6   A    I {have done it} here, here ((Buenos Aires)).      T+1 
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Extract 21 CAS_332129    
 
1 A   PRO1 SAY-PRO3 COMPLETE GO TAKE 
                                    I told them everything and I went with all the papers 
                                       
2 A   PLACE NATIONAL M-O-D-E-L-O---H  YES                                                                         T-1 
                                    to the National Modelo. Yes. 
 
                        ET                      ER+h-bw 
3 B                          BEFORE + 
                                                          A long time ago. 
 
                                                                    h-bw 
                                            Egz-B            EO 
4 A   PT-THERE----H PRO1-SA Y-------------H YES+= 
                                   There, I say 
 
                                                 h-down    h-bw        h-down    nod: YES+ 
                                                                                                         Q-ER              
5 B-RH =PT-HERE--------------- H  OR PT-THERE--------H                                                T0 
                              B-LH:                                                                  CORDOBA      
                                                                                    mth: cordoba     
                                     Here ((Buenos Aires)) or there in Córdoba?             
                                                                                                     h-down  
                                                                                                                          ET  
6 A                                                   PRO1+ HERE+++++++++++++ T+1 
                                                                                                          mth: here++++++++++ 
                                                                                   I {have done it} here, here ((Buenos Aires)). 
                                                      h-up 
7 B    NO PT-HERE 
                                 Ah, no, her
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5 B: Here ((Buenos Aires))…?  
1 A:  I told them everything and I went with all 
the papers to the National Modelo. Yes. (T-1) 
 
Figure 52. ‘Here…’, Person B (right) initiates repair with two pointing signs using his right index 
finger first in combination with eyebrows raised and head downwards (line 5, first part of the 
utterance, see Figure 53). 
 
5 B: …or there, Cordoba? 
(T0) 
6 A: Here (BA). (T+1) 
 
Figure 53. ‘…or there, Córdoba?’, Person B (right) initiates repair with two pointing signs (see 
previous frame for the first pointing sign). In this second pointing sign, he changes the position of his 
head backwards and offers a new place reference candidate with the other hand (‘Córdoba’) 
maintaining both signs held until Person A (left) confirms one of the options (‘Here, here (Buenos 
Aires)’). 
 
In both cases the participants marked their alternative questions with eyebrows raised 
and shifting their head position, maintaining still the rest of their body configuration for both 
candidates. Also, in both examples the resolution of the sequence is confirmed by selecting 
one of the options. 
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4.3 Conclusion 
Mutual understanding is essential in any linguistic system of communication independent of 
the modality of the language. The aim of this chapter has been to provide evidence that 
Argentine Sign Language (LSA) users adopt similar linguistic strategies to those identified 
for spoken conversation to delimit the scope of the trouble source when dealing with 
perceptual or understanding problems, despite modality differences. The results of this study 
indicate that LSA signers have systematic and specialized linguistic resources to delimit the 
scope of misunderstanding when needed. The data collected shows that these resources are 
distributed in three subtypes of specific format: (a) request-types that request clarification, (b) 
offer type formats that request a confirmation and (c) alternative question type formats, in 
which the person who requests repair provides the referential options to disambiguate a 
reference.  
This study demonstrates that Argentine Sign Language (LSA) has an inventory of: (a) 
content question-words like ‘who?’, ‘where?’ and ‘who?’ that are generally produced in 
request-type formats similar to many spoken languages (Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015; 
Enfield, et al., 2013); (b) the general question-word ‘what?’ may also be treated as a specific 
category of initiators of repair when it is used with a noun specifying the location of the 
trouble source; (c) repeats of part of another person’s prior turn with questioning intonation 
(it is used when interlocutors need to confirm a reference or when the addressee has problems 
understanding a particular meaning that is not clear or needs to be clarified); (d) the last 
subtype is an alternative question, in which the person initiating the repair offers more than 
one option, giving the person who produced the trouble source an opportunity to 
disambiguate among these references.  
In addition, this chapter has shown the quantitative distribution of repairs taken from 
the LSA Conversational Corpus, according to which more than half of the OIR cases 
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collected are restricted repair initiators, from which 50 percent of the cases are practices of 
asking for specification and confirmation. On the other hand, content question-word such as: 
‘who?’, ‘when?’ and ‘where?’ are less often produced, representing less than 10 percent of 
the cases. Finally, alternative questions are the least common format found in the collection 
of cases, with only 1 percent of the total. 
This study has not only looked at manual signs in other-initiated repair, but has also 
provided a detailed account of the fundamental role of non-manual markers in signed 
language conversation. All the restricted, as well as open-class cases collected in LSA are 
produced with questioning intonation as reported in many spoken languages (Couper-Kuhlen, 
2012; Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015). The spoken and visual modalities differ with respect to 
how questions are marked, and in sign languages the use of non-manual markers (NMMs) 
along with manual signs may be considered an approximate equivalent of the way spoken 
languages often mark questions by raising the tone when requesting repair; or in a few 
languages such as Icelandic and Cha’pala (Floyd, 2015; Gisladottir, 2015) with falling 
question intonation. In LSA, more than one NMM can be used simultaneously for marking 
questions, such as: eyebrows together, head nods, mouthing and leaning forward. The use of 
more than one NMM together may be used to convey other conversational meanings, 
marking stronger or more emphatic requests for information, for example, or they may be 
used when participants are not close to each other, to enhance the visibility of signs to help 
with visual problems when signing from a considerable distance. 
The different types of requests for repair reported in both the previous chapter on 
open-class formats and in this chapter would seem to support the body of literature that 
proposes a natural ordering of the different initiators according to their strength, defined in 
terms of their capacity to localizing the trouble source (Schegloff et al., 1977:369). This 
organization relates to these different formats, placing open-class on the weaker side and 
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restricted-class on the stronger side. In support of this characterization, when a repair 
sequence is not resolved at first, there is evidence that the person who requested repair has 
the possibility to upgrade her request by using a more restricted type. Initiators of repair are 
commonly upgraded from open-class formats to more restricted ones in a number of 
languages (Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015). LSA adds evidence of this tendency from the 
visual-gestural modality of communication (see Extract 13, Extract 14 and Extract 15 for 
more details), showing that this pattern is not modality-specific. 
Above all, the findings of this chapter provide a detailed description of how to 
manage specific problems in everyday conversation in Argentine Sign Language, thus 
contributing to those earlier studies on the topic of other-initiated repair practices in spoken 
language and multimodal interaction. In particular, it has highlighted the similarities of the 
conversational structure of other-initiated repair, as well as the modality differences, and how 
those affect the management of mutual understanding in everyday interaction. These findings 
and its implications for future research will be further considered in the general conclusions. 
This chapter and Chapter 3 had the aim to describe open and restricted-type of repair 
sequences, focusing on the characteristics of the repair initiators in LSA. By doing this we 
have also tried to address what is the modality effect between LSA compared with spoken 
language. These strategies, open and restricted ways of initiating repair, are explicit strategies 
that signers may use to signal problems of seeing or understanding to their interlocutors. 
Independently, of the modality differences, we can say these strategies are similar to a certain 
extend to what has been described for spoken interaction. Then, the next question we have 
asked is if there are less explicit (non)linguistic strategies of indicating breakdowns during an 
ongoing conversation. In other words, are there other linguistic formats, gestures or behaviors 
that are used systematically to signal problems of understanding in LSA? Chapter 5 addresses 
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this question presenting a non-explicit practice to indicate problems during conversation in 
LSA.  
Chapter 5 
	
5 SUSPENDING THE NEXT TURN AS A FORM OF REPAIR INITIATION31  
5.1 Introduction 
Previous research on other-initiation of repair has focused on explicit or ‘on-record’ ways of 
initiating repair on other participants’ turns. If a speech act is on-record (direct) this means 
that it is non-deniable and the addressee of the speech act is expected to respond. For 
example, if one makes a threat in on-record form (e.g., ‘If you don’t pay up I will hurt your 
family’), then one would be unable to plausibly deny (say, in court) that it had been a threat. 
By contrast, a communicative act is done ‘off-record’ ‘if it is done in such a way that it is not 
possible to attribute only one clear communicative intention to the act’ (Brown & Levinson, 
1987, p. 211). An off-record strategy (such as ‘You should probably pay up. By the way, how 
is your family? It would be terrible if something happened to them’) might be obvious in its 
communicative intention and yet that intention could be deniable. Off-record strategies are 
typically used when people want to avoid possible consequences of being held to account for 
having performed certain social actions. This is sometimes for legal reasons as in the case of a 
threat, or perhaps more often it is a way of minimizing the face-threatening nature of many 
types of speech acts (Brown & Levinson, 1987). If someone does a communicative act in an 
off-record way, they are technically leaving it open to the other person to decide how to 
interpret that act. 
In the domain of other-initiation of repair, if a person says ‘huh?’ or similar known 
other-initiation of repair (OIR) strategy then they are initiating repair in an on-record way. 
They would be unable to deny that they had intended to momentarily suspend the progress of 
                                                
31 A version of this chapter has been published as Manrique, E. & Enfield, N.J. (2015). Suspending the 
next turn as repair initiation: evidence from Argentine Sign Language, Front. Psychol. 6:1326. 
doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2015.01326.  
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the conversation in order to resolve a problem of perception or understanding. In this cha\pter, 
we aim to expand current knowledge of OIR systems by describing a systematic off-record 
practice for initiating repair. This is the freeze-look, observed here in LSA: a question is 
posed, but this question is a source of trouble for the one who is required to provide an 
answer; rather than providing an answer, the addressee produces a freeze-look, meaning that 
they hold their body and manual articulators still while gazing to their interlocutor. In these 
cases, signers continue looking at the questioner without giving any signal that an answer is 
coming soon. They do not move, and are thus not visibly gearing up to respond. We find that 
the questioner typically treats this practice in the same way as they would treat an open-class 
format of other-initiated repair (such as ‘huh?’), namely, by repeating or rephrasing the 
question. We argue that this freeze-look behavior is a dedicated but off-record practice for 
open-class other-initiation of repair in LSA. The practice allows us to distinguish between on-
record OIR and off-record OIR practices in the visual-gestural modality in a signed language, 
and it suggests a distinction in OIR strategies that might be found in other languages, 
including spoken languages.	
 
5.2 Data  
As was described in section 2.3.4 (Chapter 2), we collected 213 cases in order to form a set of 
cases of OIR for a large-scale comparative research project (see Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015; 
Manrique, 2016). The cases collected were transcribed and translated in collaboration with 
native signer consultants. From this set, 10 percent (23 out of the 213) were identified as 
cases of the freeze-look behavior we focus on here. 23 signers, 15 men and 8 women, 
between 20 and 65 years old have participated in this smaller collection of examples. These 
freeze-look cases were transcribed, glossed, annotated, and translated into English in the 
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transcription software ELAN (Wittenburg et al., 2006). The transcription consisted of sign-
by-sign translation into Spanish32 following the original sign order, done in collaboration with 
native LSA consultants. These were annotated using signed language glosses and linguistic 
notational conventions based on the Johnston  (2010) system for sign languages, drawing also 
on Jefferson’s spoken language conversation notation system (Jefferson, 2004, 2015), with 
some innovations specific to LSA (Manrique, 2011).  
 
5.2.1 Identification and coding of other-initiated repair (OIR) 
The basis for identifying and coding the freeze-look behavior for this study include formal 
criteria of the behavior, and distributional criteria in terms of the conversational sequence in 
which the behavior occurs. The formal criterion of the freeze-look action itself is that the 
body is held still and the eye gaze is directed straight at the other person. This alone is not 
enough, though: there is also a distributional criterion for this study, namely that the behavior 
occurs immediately after a question by the other person in a conversation. The freeze-look 
cases were identified for this study in the context of a larger study of OIR in LSA and other 
languages.	
 
5.2.2 Coding and transcription of freeze-look cases 
Freeze-look cases were coded for numerous features, including timing aspects and formal 
aspects. Three measures of timing of freeze-look cases were annotated on independent tiers in 
the annotation software. These timing measures were as follows: 
                                                
32 The data were transcribed in written Spanish because LSA does not have a written system for this 
purpose. Most of the signers are bilingual in spoken Spanish and LSA. They use Argentinian Spanish 
in everyday life for fingerspelling, mouthing, speaking, writing and reading. 
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(a) The length of the entire sequence (T-1, T0 and T+1); 
(b) the duration of the freeze-look.  
The time between the end of the question (T-1) and the beginning of the (near) 
repeat of the question (T+1), both produced by Person A.  
 
Table 1 (Chapter 3, section 3.2) shows the distribution and frequency of types of OIR cases in 
the collection (Manrique, 2016) and Chapter 2 (sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.6) provides the details 
on how the cases were identified and coded. 
 
5.3 Question-answer sequences 
This study focuses on question-answer sequences in unscripted sign language interaction (see 
section 1.1 in Chapter 1 for more details on question-answer sequences). As mentioned in 
Chapter 1, a question-answer sequence (e.g., ‘What time is it?’) puts the other person in a 
position where they are obliged to respond appropriately. The preferred response to a question 
is an answer (e.g., ‘9 o’clock’), but it may also be handled by a non-answer response that is 
still relevant to the question (e.g., ‘Sorry, I don’t have a watch’). Both answers and non-
answer responses are adequate as second-pair parts to questions. There are, however, more 
vague or ambiguous types of things one might do immediately after a question. For example, 
one could stay silent and not move. This could of course be taken as a complete lack of 
response, if for example Person B did not realize that Person A was talking to them at all. But 
it could also be taken as a specific way for Person B to provide a non-answer response, not 
just a failure to respond but a way of signaling that one is not going to respond. This is the 
possibility we explore in subsequent sections. 
Signers in LSA mark questions with nonmanual markers (Veinberg, 1993), as in most 
signed languages (Baker & Padden, 1978; Baker-Shenk, 1983; Sandler et al., 2011). The use 
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and the timing of nonmanuals are coordinated and linguistically constrained to the manual 
sign(s) with which they co-occur (e.g. Baker-Shenk, 1983; Pfau & Quer, 2010). The main 
nonmanual markers for questions in LSA are eyebrows together for wh-questions (‘what?’, 
‘who?’, etc.) and eyebrows raised for yes/no questions. These eyebrow positions can be 
combined with head upward or downward movements and/or upper body leaning forward. 
Another important characteristic of questions in LSA is the presence of eye gaze directed 
from the person who asks the question to the addressee of the question. It occurs during and 
after the question has been produced. At the end of the question, the questioner usually then 
momentarily suspends or holds at least one of the elements that compose the question. These 
can be manual signs  (e.g. ‘what?’, ‘who?’, etc.), or nonmanual components such as facial 
actions that indicate that a question has been produced.   
 
5.3.1 Fitted responses to questions  
When Person A asks Person B a question, Person A ideally expects an answer: this would fit 
best as a response. This is illustrated in the following example. In Extract 22 Person A asks a 
question about Person B’s children (line 1) and Person B immediately provides a fitted 
answer in the following turn (line 2). 
 
Summary: Extract 22 
 
1 A  Are your two children OK?  
2 B  Good, very good, very good 
   
Extract 22 SM - 161990 
 
                                          Q-ER 
    A    CHILDREN TWO GOOD=                  ((Question)) 
          Are your two children OK?       
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   B     =GOOD VERY-GOOD VERY-GOOD     ((Fitted answer)) 
          Good, very good, very good. 
 
5.3.2 Non-fitted response  
There are numerous ways in which someone might produce a non-fitted response to a 
question; i.e., something other than an answer. In this section we discuss three types of non-
fitted response—non-attendance, word search, and on-record repair—before giving closer 
attention to a fourth type of non-fitted response, which is the focus of this study. 
 
5.3.3 Non-response due to non-attendance 
One way of producing something other than a fitted response is not to respond at all. In 
signed language, this can happen if the addressee was not looking at the other person when 
the question was asked, or if they were interrupted or distracted by someone or something 
else when the question was asked. In these cases, there is an obvious account for why no 
response is given: it is clear in the situation that the question was not properly attended to and 
could not have been perceived or understood. In this situation, the questioner needs to secure 
the addressee’s attention before redoing the question. 
 The following example shows numerous strategies to get another signer’s attention 
when they are clearly not perceiving what is being signed to them (cf. Baker, 1977). These 
include directing the eye gaze, tapping the addressee and holding the hands up waiting for the 
addressee’s attention. In the example given below, Person A starts asking B a question (line 
1), but at that moment Person B is signing and looking at another person, C. Person A tries 
again by holding Person B’s arm to get her attention, but B continues signing to C. Then, 
Person A maintains the last manual sign she has produced still while looking at B and waiting 
for her attention. In lines 3 and 4, A re-initiates the question when B (line 4) turns her head 
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toward A. However, A has her eyes closed and looks back to C again. In line 5, A tries again 
to get B’s attention by holding B’s arm, B looks at A and A repeats the question (‘Sunset?’) 
adding the sign ‘time?’ to finish the question ‘What time is the sunset (there)?’ This refers to 
the sunset in a different region in Argentina (the Perito Moreno Glacier in the South). In line 
8, B answers A’s question after several attempts from A. In this example, it is clear that the 
lack of response from B to A’s initial attempts to ask her question is due to non-attendance 
and failure to perceive what was being signed. 
 
Summary: Extract 23 
1    A     Hey, hey, sunset?                                       ((Initiating a question)) 
2    B    ((Not looking at A))                           ((no visual attention)) 
3    A     Hey, sunset                            ((re-initiating the beginning of a question produced at line 1)) 
4    B     ((Not looking at A))                            ((no visual attention)) 
5    A     Hey, ((holds hand on B’s arm))         ((uses attention getting strategy)) 
6           ((B turns and gazes at A))                 ((visual attention))  
7    A     {What} time {is the} sunset?              ((re-initiating the question that A started at line 1 and 3)) 
8    B     Mmm, let me think, {in the} afternoon  
             I came back around six, five or six.                   ((Answer)) 
 
Extract 23 MS - 1708720 
 
                                                                         Q-ET 
1    A     HEY HEY ((holds B’s arm)) SUNSET -H (0.7) 
             Hey, hey, sunset? 
 
2           ((B turns at A with her eyes closed)) 
 
                               Q-ET 
3    A     He-SUNSET -H (0,7)  
             Hey, sunset?  
 
4    B      ((turns toward A and gazes at C again)) 
 
5    A     HEY ((holds hand on B’s arm)) 
             Hey 
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6          ((B turns and gazes at A))   
 
                               Q-ET ------------------------------------------------------- H 
7    A    SUNSET TIME-H 
            {What} time {is the} sunset? 
8    B                            G:THINK COME-BACK PRO1 G:DIFFICULT AFTERNOON AROUND SIX FIVE SIX 
                                   Mmm, let me think, {in the} afternoon I came back around six, five or six. 
 
Extract 24 shows a similar example in a dyadic interaction between two friends. Although one 
of the participants (B) is signing to A in this example, he is not maintaining eye contact all the 
time, but shifting eye gaze, closing his eyes, looking at his hands while occasionally 
monitoring his addressee. In line 1, when Person A asks Person B a question, Person B is not 
looking at A. Then, Person A maintains both hands in signing position, pointing at Person B 
(PRO2), waiting for his attention.  In line 3, once B opens his eyes and looks at A, A then 
repeats the question. B recognizes A is asking a question, drops his last sign and answers A 
(‘NO, I haven’t sent it to the office’), followed by a clarification, ‘I sent it, but I haven’t read 
it’. 
 
Summary: Extract 24 
 
1     A    Wait, what’s your topic?                                         ((Initiating a question)) 
2     B    ((Signing, not looking at A))                          ((no visual attention)) 
3     A    What’s your topic?                                         ((repeat of the question)) 
4     B    ((Looks at A))                                                 ((visual attention)) 
5     A     No, I haven’t sent it to the office.                           ((Answer)) 
6     B     Ah, OK                                                          ((information up-take)) 
 
Extract 24 JP - 234070 
 
                                                           h-up 
                                                        Q-ET 
1     A    WAIT PRO2 TOPIC PRO2-H 
                Wait, what’s your topic?  
 
2     B    ((Signing, not looking at A)) 
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                    Q-    ET h-up 
3    A     TOPIC PRO2------H 
                What’s your topic?  
4    B      ((Looks at A)) 
5    B     NO PRO1 SEND-STUDY NO PRO1 
                No, I haven’t sent it to the office. 
(…) 
             ER           nod  
6 A        PT-PRO2-H 
                Ah, OK. 
 
Visual contact and feedback play different roles in signed and spoken language conversation 
(see Baker, 1977). Constant visual feedback and mutual monitoring between parties in signed 
language conversation is indispensable to successful communication. Signers generally 
maintain more focused interactions and minimize multi-tasking activities that would divert 
visual attention from the interaction. Signers provide constant feedback and monitoring using 
manual and nonmanual attention-getting strategies (Baker, 1977). More research is needed to 
determine how different signed and spoken language everyday conversations are in this 
regard.  
 
5.3.4 Non-fitted response with signs of word search 
A second way of giving a non-fitted response to a question is to give an explicit signal that 
the response is delayed due to inability to find the words one is looking for in formulating an 
answer. Word-searching displays are common type of non-fitted response in everyday 
interaction. They indicate that the addressee is working on the answer and that the answer is 
delayed. Speakers use different vocal and gestural strategies to indicate they are working on 
the answer such as: cut-offs, fillers such as ‘um’, ‘uh’, (Levelt, 1983; Clark & Fox Tree, 
2002), and break of eye contact (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986). Signers use similar gestural 
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and visual bodily behavior to indicate problems in delivering or remembering a specific 
reference, including shifting eye gaze, closing eyes, thinking gestures, or rubbing fingers. 
Extract 25 shows multiple word searching strategies by both participants after a 
question is asked. These are: breaking eye contact, squinted eyes (line 4); giving an ad hoc 
description instead of a name (‘short hair’), holding hand/s up and closing eyes (line 5) when 
trying to retrieve a name using fingerspelling (line 8).  
 
Summary: Extract 25 
 
1 A    Hey, {do you} remember a person  
              in primary school ASO,33 famous?                                              ((initiating a question))  
2 B    Aha, mm                                                                                    ((hesitation)) 
3 A    Do you know him/her?                                                        ((pursuing the question)) 
4 B    {Ehhh?} What’s his/her name?                                         ((asking for more information)) 
5 A    Short hair, what was the name? P-e- I can’t remember.  ((providing extra information)) 
6 B     Ah, yes, yes, now he’s the lawyer here I think                       ((answer-first attempt)) 
7 A     No, no, he is from ASO.                                                       ((rejection of B’s answer)) 
8 B     ((Closing eyes, moving hands-thinking gesture))            ((word searching strategy)) 
9 A     ((holding hands up and looking at B))                                  ((pursuing the question)) 
10 B     C- Pedro ((using fingerspelling and mouthing))                          ((Answer)) 
11 A     Exactly                                                                                   ((confirmation)) 
12 B     Yes, yes. 
Extract 25 TFD - 1331595 
 
1     A    HEY KNOW TIME-AGO PRIMARY-SCHOOL A-S-O FAMOUS- 
                Hey, {do you} remember a person in primary school ASO, famous? 
2     B    -nod++     
                Aha, mm  
 
                                                                                                        Q-ET 
3     A    PRO2 KNOW PRO2-----------------------------H (0.8) 
                Do you know him/her? 
 
                                        h-up  
4     B         ((Looks-up, squinted eyes NSP34 (5.9))) Name? 
                                    What is the name? ((mouthing))  
                                   {Ehhh?} What’s his/her name?    
                                                
33 ASO is a deaf association in Buenos Aires.  
34 NSP: non-signing position.	
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                                                                    ((closing-eyes)) 
5     A    SHORT-HAIR  NAME-H          P-E- FORGET 
                Short hair, what was the name? P-e- I can’t remember. 
 
                h-backwards 
6    B     YES++  HERE++ LAWYER SEEM LAWYER-H 
                Mth:a-H now++  lawyer      
                Ah, yes, yes, now he’s the lawyer here I think. 
7    A                                                     NO  ASO 
                                                                No, no, he is from ASO. 
 
8    B     ((Closing eyes, moving hands-thinking gesture)) 
 
9    A    ((holding hands up and looking at B)) 
                
                 ((Closed-eyes------ H  Opened-eyes)) 
10 B     C-  P-E-  P-E-D-R-O/Pedro  
                 C- Pedro ((using fingerspelling and mouthing)) 
 
11 A                                     EXACTLY ((Touching B’s arm)) 
                                                 Exactly 
12 B     nod++ 
                Yes, yes. 
 
In examples like this one, a signer’s observable thinking behavior is a way of overtly 
accounting for the failure to provide an answer to a question. As it also indicates that the 
signer has indeed understood the question, it does not elicit a repetition of the question. 
 
5.3.5 Non-fitted response: on-record repair 
A type of non-fitted response that is always possible is an explicit, on-record other-initiation 
of repair (Schegloff et al., 1977; Schegloff, 1982; Hayashi et al., 2013; Dingemanse & 
Enfield, 2015). If one has not heard or understood a question, it is always possible to ask for 
repetition or clarification of the question rather than attempt to answer it. Other-initiation of 
repair is a way of dealing with online problems of hearing and understanding during 
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interaction so as to maintain and secure mutual understanding, alignment, and affiliation. It is, 
however, dispreferred, as it halts the progress of talk during a conversation, derailing it 
momentarily (Stivers & Robinson, 2006). 
Extract 26 shows an explicit initiation of a repair sequence after a question as illustrated 
in Figure 1 by Person B. It is done using an open-class format (‘what?’) in line 2. There is 
also a restricted-type of repair initiation (‘inside?’) by Person A, in line 5. 
 
Summary: Extract 26 
 
1 A  I haven't seen him anymore, he disappeared, he travels a lot                 T-1 
2 B  What?                                                                                                         T0  
3 A  Your son, the oldest, he has left?                                                           T1 
4 B  {The} oldest works {at a} ship, {he} works {at a} ship                               T-11 
5 A  Inside?                                                                                                   T01 
6 B  Inside, yes, yes                                                                                       T+11 
Extract 26 MS - 161970 
 
                                               Q-ET  
1 A  WHY OLDEST  LEAVE-PAST SEE DISAPPEAR LEAVE LEAVE LEAVE=       ((Question)) 
          Why did the oldest leave?  
          I haven't seen him anymore, he disappeared, he travels a lot  
 
                                  Q-ET 
2 B  =WHAT-----------H                                                                        ((on-record OIR))         
What?                    
 
                                                        Q-ET             nod 
3 A  PRO2 SON OLDEST  LEAVE:PAST G:surprise                                          ((near-repeat)) 
          Your son, the oldest, he has left? 
 
4 B                                 OLDEST SHIP SHIP WORK                                       ((confirmation)) 
                                         {The} oldest works {at a} ship, {he} works {at a} ship  
                                                                    
                         Q-ER 
5 A  [INSIDE INSIDE                                                                                        
          Inside? 
                                          
                           nod 
6 B  [INSIDE INSIDE Mouth:YES YES 
          Inside, yes, yes 
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B: What? 
eyebrows 
together and 
lowered       
head forward 
H
O
LD
 
WHAT  
                          
Figure 1. ‘What?’, Person B, on the right, initiates an open-class type of repair on A's prior turn in line 
2, producing a manual sign for content question-word (‘what’) and nonmanual components (bringing 
her eyebrows together and leaning forward). 
 
In this example, Person B displays an explicit initiation of repair using both manual signs 
(content question-word ‘what’) and nonmanuals (eyebrows-together and leaning forward). 
Person B holds these until Person A resolves the problem by near-repeating the trouble source 
(i.e., the question). In the solution turn, Person B makes the implicit question more explicit, 
and more specific (by clarifying the person referent, ‘Your son, the-oldest’). Another 
initiation of repair in this example is done using a restricted format (line 5; for the 
terminology restricted-class versus open-class, see Figure 1, above, and (Dingemanse & 
Enfield, 2015). It is produced with a combination of manual markers (the hand sign for 
‘INSIDE’) and nonmanual markers of yes/no questioning (raised eyebrows and head moving 
downwards).  
 
5.4 Freeze-look: a notable absence of response 
We now turn to the type of non-fitted response that we refer to as a freeze-look. We argue that 
this type of response is a non-official or off-record way of initiating repair. In a collection of 
cases of other-initiated repair in LSA (Manrique, 2016), the freeze-look practice makes up 
around 10 percent of all cases. The freeze-look, which effectively prompts a questioner to re-
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do their question, is performed by an addressee by holding their hands and body in position 
and looking directly at the questioner at a time when it is expected that they should be now 
responding to the question. This suspended or frozen body posture is maintained until the 
signer of the trouble source redoes the question (e.g., by repeating or rephrasing), or until the 
person producing the freeze-look upgrades by initiating an on-record other-initiation of repair 
(see below). 
 
The definitive characteristics of the freeze-look are the following: 
 
a. At the relevant moment, the addressee of a question (Person B) is normatively 
expected to produce a relevant response (an answer to a question, or something 
related). 
b. The addressee looks directly at the Signer of the question (Person A).  
c. The addressee temporarily holds their entire body posture in a still or frozen 
position. 
d. It is clear that the addressee has seen that they were just addressed by A; and 
they are not otherwise signaling any difficulty in responding. 
e. Person A then redoes the question (e.g., by repeating or rephrasing). 
 
(See diagram 4 for a representation of the freeze-look response sequence).  
 
            
repetition Q?!
B!
t!
freeze-look-response!
question?!A!
A!
trouble source (FPP) 
implicit'repair'ini,a,on''
solu,on''
 
Diagram 4. The typical freeze-look response sequence, including the question produced by A, as 
trouble source and first pair part (FPP), the freeze-look as a noticeable absence of response turn and 
the (near) repeat of the question as solution turn provided by the person who earlier produced the 
trouble source. 
 
We argue that the freeze-look is an implicit or off-record practice for initiating repair. Other 
ways of initiating repair such as asking ‘what?’ are on-record because they use symbolic 
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means to explicitly state that there is a problem of perception or understanding and that this 
problem now needs to be resolved; the speaker is officially committing to their intention to 
momentarily suspend the progress of the interaction, in spite of possible negative or face-
threatening effects of this (Brown & Levinson, 1978). By contrast, the freeze-look is off-
record because it does not explicitly encode the intention to initiate repair, just as ‘It’s cold in 
here’ does not explicitly encode the intention to get somebody to shut the window. 
Nevertheless, as we argue below, the freeze-look is highly effective as an other-initiator of 
repair, but it still technically leaves the interpretation open, thus making a display of giving 
the recipient some freedom to decide how to interpret the utterance (Sifianou, 1999). 
We now present examples of the freeze-look phenomenon. In Extract 27, Extract 28, 
Extract 29, and Extract 30, Person B produces a freeze-look after Person A has asked them a 
question. Person B suspends her/his signing body posture, maintaining it still from the 
beginning of Person A’s question until near the end of the re-doing of the question as depicted 
in Figure 54. The key point we wish to make here is that in all these cases Person A treats B’s 
freeze-look behavior in the same way as they would treat an explicit open-class format of 
other-initiation of repair, namely by immediately re-doing the question (with or without some 
adjustment). In all these cases, once the question is re-done, B can then produce a fitted 
response. 
In Extract 27, Person A responds to Person B’s freeze-look with a slightly modified 
repetition of their question, changing the order of the utterance followed by holding his palms 
up at the end ‘eh?’, and adding more information by specifying a place name (‘Santa-Fe’, a 
province in Argentina) (see Figure 55). 
 
Summary: Extract 27 
 
1 A  Hey, I was wondering, has (name-sign) moved?                                                         T-1 
2 B  ((freeze-look-response))                                                          T0 
3 A  I was wondering, has (name-sign) moved to Santa Fe?                                              T+1 
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Extract 27 CH-LR - 57000 
 
                                               ET-G:MM 
1 A    HEY  PRO1-ASK SN MOVE                                                                                     T-1 
       Hey, I was wondering, has (name-sign) moved? 
 
2 B              ((Freeze-look response))  (1.9)                                                                     T0 
 
                                                 ET-G:MM 
3 A    PRO1-ASK SANTA-FE MOVE-                                                                     T+1 
                   I was wondering, has (name-sign) moved to Santa Fe? 
 
1. A: Hey, I was wondering, 
has (sign-name) moved? (T-1) 
2. B:(((‘Freeze-look’     
          response)) (1.9 s.) (T0)   
 
Figure 54. ‘Hey, I was wondering, has (name-sign) moved?’, Person A, sitting on the right, asks a 
question to Person B, sitting on the left (line1). Person B produces a freeze-look response instead of a 
fitted answer (line 2) that last for 1.6 seconds. 
3. A: I was wondering, has (sign-
name) moved to Santa Fe? (T+1) 
 
Figure 55. ‘I was wondering, has {name-sign} moved to Santa Fe?’, Person A, repeats the question 
(line 3) produced in line 1 by modifying the order of the utterance and adding more information by 
specifying a place name. 
Duration in seconds 
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In Extract 28, Person B produces a freeze-look response to A’s question, holding still both 
manual and nonmanual signs for 1.6 seconds from the beginning of the question until the end 
of the re-doing of the question represented in Figures 56 and 57. Person A responds to Person 
B’s freeze-look in the same way they would respond to an on-record OIR strategy, namely by 
immediately offering a repeat of the question. 
 
Summary: Extract 28 
 
1  A    {Has} he taken {something from} you?                                                            T-1 
2  B    ((freeze-look-response))                                                                                T0 
3  A    {Has} he taken {something from} you?                                                            T+1 
Extract 28 TFE - 278908 
                                      
                                    h-down 
                                        Q-ER  
1    A TAKE PRO3 TAKE PRO2                                            T-1 
            {Has} he taken {something from} you?  
 
2    B           ((Freeze-look response))            (1.6)                                                 T0 
 
                                    h-down  
                                         Q-ER      
3    A  TAKE PRO3 TAKE PRO2                                             T+1 
              {Has} he taken {something from} you?       
     
   ((continues in a freeze-look body position until the end of the repeat of the question line 3)) 
              
4    B  GIVE PAY-MONEY PU---H 
             He has paid, {I don’t know}.  
              
																					nod																		
5    A  eyes-blink 
              Ah, Ok. 
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1. A: {Has} he taken 
{something from} you? (T-1)  
2. B:(((‘Freeze-look’ 
response))  (T0) 
(1.6.) 
 
Figure 56. (left) ‘{Has} he taken {something from} you?’, Person A, sitting on the right, asks B a 
question (line 1). Then, Person B, sitting on the left, displays a freeze-look response for 1.6 seconds 
(line 2). 
 
3. A:  {Has} he taken 
{something from} you? (T+1)           
 
Figure 57. (right) ‘{Has} he taken {something from} you?’, Person A, sitting on the right, repeats the 
question to B (line 3). In parallel, Person B, sitting on the left, continues with the same freeze-look 
until Person A finishes the repetition of the question (line 3) and then answers the question. 
 
In Extract 29, two friends are chatting about vacations in the Perito Moreno Glacier in the 
South of Argentina. Person A has vacationed there and Person B plans to visit. There is a 
seeing problem produced by an overlap: both participants are signing at the same time. B’s 
freeze-look occurs when Person A asks the question again: Person B stops signing, 
maintaining her nonmanual configuration illustrated in Figure 58. The eventual response from 
Person A is a re-doing of the question in line 6: a partial repetition, with a change in the order 
of signs in the utterance shown in Figure 59. Person B then produces a fitted answer (in line 
7) as the repeated question is coming to an end. 
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Summary: Extract 29 
 
4   A  Haven’t I showed you the pictures?      T-1 
5   B  ((freeze-look response))                                                                        T0 
6   A  The pictures, have I showed you them?      T+1 
Extract 29 MS - 919570                  
 
1 A    VERY-COLD VERY-COLD SEE-PRO3(glaciers) VERY-CLOSE  
                   It’s very cold, but you can see (the glaciers) very close 
 
2       PICTURE PRO1-SHOW-PRO2----------H  ((Seeing problem)) 
                                                                            NOTHING?]  
           Haven’t I showed you the pictures?  
 
3 B                            CLOSE---------------H? 
                             (Can you see them) close?  
 
4 A     PRO1-SHOW-PRO2 PICTURE-H (0.x) picture?((Holding ‘PICTURE’))    T-1 
       Haven’t I showed you the pictures?  
 
5 B     ((Freeze-look response))     (1.4)                                                      T0 
                                                          
  	 	 	
6 A    PICTURE PRO1-SHOW-PRO2-PRO1-H?              T+1 
      The pictures, have I showed you them? 
 
7 B                YES YES              T+2 
                        Yes, yes 
 
8 A    SEE-PRO3p VERY-CLOSE 
      You can see them very close. 
 
 
4. A:  Haven’t I showed 
you the pictures? (T-1) 
5. B:(((‘Freeze-look’ 
response)) (1.4.) (T0)    
 
Figure 58. (left) ‘Haven’t I showed you the pictures?’, Person A asks a question to Person B, sitting 
on the right. Person B suspends her body position producing a freeze-look. 
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6. A:  The pictures, 
have I showed you 
them? (T+1) 
 
Figure 59. (right) ‘The pictures, have I showed you them?’, Person A, sitting on the left, repeats the 
question and Person B continues maintaining the freeze-look until towards the end of the repetition of 
the question, when she provides a fitted answer to A. 
 
Extract 30 shows a similar case, beginning with an attentional problem: Person B is not 
looking at Person A, and Person A has to secure B’s attention in order to proceed. Once 
Person B’s visual attention is on Person A, Person A then asks B about another person using a 
sign name (SN), in line 3. From the beginning of A’s question in line 3, Person B produces a 
freeze-look, looking directly at Person A and holding still his signing position. Then in line 5, 
Person A repeats the sign name of the person he has asked about. Note that in this case, B’s 
freeze-look is held for some time after the end of Person A’s repeated question, and is 
released only when Person B begins providing a fitted response.  
 
Summary: Extract 30 
 
3   A  Do you know NS?                                                                               T-1  
4   B  ((freeze-look response))                                                                     T0 
5   A  Name-sign?                                                                                       T+1 
Extract 30 CH-LR - 105018 
 
1 A  HEY  
          Hey ((trying to get B’s attention)) 
 
2 B  ((Stops signing movement, holding the last previous sign))  
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                    Q-ET  
3 A  KNOW SN-H (1.1)                                                                                   T-1 
     Do you know ((name-sign))? 
  
4 B  ((Freeze-look response)) (2.1)                                                                 T0  
 
                  Q-ET                                                                                                                                                                                                   
5 A  NS---H                                                                                                  T+1 
          ((Name-sign?))  
 
6 B  ((Continues in freeze-look position)) 
 
7 B  NO NO 
        No, no ((Drops freeze position to no signing position)) 
 
The sequences in Extract 29 and Extract 30 illustrate the kinds of seeing problems that are 
common in signed language interaction, and they show that these problems can occur in the 
run-up to a freeze-look sequence. The two examples have a similar structure: Person A asks 
Person B a question, but B is not attending and fails to respond; A then secures B’s attention 
before repeating the question; B produces a freeze-look response; and finally A repeats the 
question and a fitted answer can be given, thus closing the sequence and allowing the 
conversation to move forward. These cases help us see a distinction between non-response 
due to absence of attention (not seeing that one had been asked a question at all) and the open 
signal of non-response that we term the freeze-look. The key difference is revealed in how the 
non-response is treated by Person A. If the non-response is simply due to B’s lack of 
attention, then A will then secure the required attention in some way. If the non-response is in 
the form of a freeze-look from B, then B will repeat the question. Because B is looking 
directly at A when they produce a freeze-look, then the problem cannot be one of attention or 
perception; instead, because B is studiously not responding, the implication is that they cannot 
respond, and this will most likely be because they have not clearly comprehended what was 
just asked. The simple solution is for Person A to repeat the question: precisely the response 
that they would have produced had Person B asked ‘What did you say?’  
	 	 Chapter 5 		
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5.4.1 Pursuit cases: from implicit to explicit OIR 
If we are correct in claiming that the freeze-look is an off-record way to do other initiation of 
repair, this implies that it is at the weak end of the scale of repair strategies (Schegloff et al., 
1977:369). This would lead to the following prediction: If a freeze-look response to a 
question does not elicit a repetition or clarification of that question, the person who produced 
the freeze-look can then upgrade to a more explicit or on-record initiation of repair. This 
prediction is borne out in the LSA corpus. Almost 50 % of the freeze-look action cases (11 
out of 23) are upgraded to an explicit on-record OIR (while the opposite ordering is not 
observed). In most of the observed cases, a freeze-look is upgraded to an open-class format of 
other-initiation of repair (such as ‘what?’), but it may also be upgraded to a restricted format 
(such as ‘who?’, ‘where?’). We now look at some examples. 
In Extract 31 Person B’s first response (in line 2) is a freeze-look, but the second 
version of the question produced by Person A in response (in line 3) does not appear to be 
adequate. Rather than giving an answer to the question, Person B instead upgrades to an 
explicit way of initiating repair (i.e., a head tilt that can be translated as ‘huh?’). The problem 
is eventually resolved, with Person B able to answer the question in line 6. 
 
Summary: Extract 31 
 
1  A    Who is the Chinese (person)?                                                               T-11       
2  B    ((freeze-look-response))                                                                      T01 ((off-record))                                                                             
3  A    Who is the Chinese?                                                                             T+11 
4  B    Huh?                                                                                                    T02 ((on-record))                                                                                                                                                                
5  A    The Chinese?                                                                                       T+12 
6  B    Chinese? Ah, Diego, Diego from the supermarket.                                T+22 
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Extract 31 SP - 381107 
 
                               h-up 
                             Q-ET 
1  A    CHINESE WHAT  ((Chinese is a sign name))                                              T-11 
          Who is the Chinese?         
  
2  B                    ((freeze-look response))          (0.5)                                         T01                     
 
                             h-up 
                      Q-ET 
3  A    CHINESE WHAT                                                                                        T+11 
          Who is the Chinese?                    
 
          h-tilt 
           Q-ET                                                                                                                     T02 
4  B  
          Huh? 
                          
                   Q-ET 
5  A    CHINESE                                                                                                  T+12                                                                     
          Chinese?  
 
                 Q-ET                                                                h-up 
6  B    CHINESE   Diego CHINESE-Carlos   SUPERMARKET=                                   T+22 
          Chinese?  Ah, Carlos, Carlos from the supermarket 
 
In Extract 32, Persons A and B are chatting about B’s son, who is working on a cruise. Person 
A asks B if there are many tourists travelling on the cruise (line 1). After a freeze-look from 
Person B, A repeats the question, with changes to the word order. At this point, rather than 
answering the question, in line 4 Person B initiates repair more explicitly, with a sign that 
combines puckering of the lips and leaning forward of the head (also roughly translatable as 
‘huh?’), along with mouthing of the Spanish word ‘como?’ Finally, in line 5, Person A 
resolves the sequence by partially repeating the question ‘tourism?’, adding mouthing to the 
partial repetition. 
 
Summary: Extract 32 
 
1 A  Are there many tourists?                                                          T-11 
2 B  ((freeze-look response))                                                                  T01 
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3 A  Are there too many tourists?            T+11 
4 B  Huh?              T02 
5 A  Tourism? 
6     Are there many tourists coming?           T+12 
7 B  Many tourists coming 
8     Yes, a lot             T+22 
 
Extract 32 MS - 362670 
 
                                               h-down 
                                                     Q-ER 
1 A    VISIT TOURISM  COME=                                                                 T-11 
            Are there many tourists? 
 
2 B    =((freeze-look response))  (0.5)                                     T01 
                                                  
                                                       h-down 
                                                           Q-ER 
 
3 A    =COME COME TOURISM- H ((Holding last sign-Tourism))              T+12 
       Are there too many tourists?  
 
4 B                      LPF-H-blink ((Holding head and lips))     T02 
                                                         Mth: como? 
                                            Huh? 	
                                    Q-ER 
5 A    =TOURISM-H 
      tourism?((mouthing))  
      Tourism?  
 
6                    TOURISM TOURISM, COME COME?           T+12 
                   Are there many tourists coming? 
 
7 B                  Tourism tourism PU come come 
                                TOURISM TOURISM 
                   Many tourists coming  
 
8       YES A-LOT  T+22 
      Yes, a lot 
 
In Extract 33, Person A asks a question using only mouthing (in line 1), in response to which 
Person B produces a freeze-look response as shown in Figure 60. Person A does a repeat of 
the question, again using mouthing. Person B’s response is now a more explicit type of OIR 
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using several NMMs. He produces an open-mouth gesture (resembling the interjection 
‘huh?’), raises his eyebrows and moves his head upwards (see Figure 61), while holding the 
manual signs produced in the previous turn to explicitly initiate repair. Then, Person A uses 
fingerspelling to resolve the problem in line 5. Mouthing is a common cause of understanding 
problems in LSA that is often resolved by using fingerspelling instead (Manrique, 2016).  
 
Summary: Extract 33 
 
1 A    ((A mouths a company’s name))                                                           T-11 
2 B              ((freeze-look response))   T01 
3 A    ((A repeats mouthing of a company’s name))                                        T+11 
4 B    Huh?                                                       T02 
5 A    Ehh, Cele (...) ((use of fingerspelling))                                                   T+12 
6 B    Hey, ((company’s name)) no, it’s not open anymore                              T+22 
 
Extract 33 BT - 51450 
 
1 A    Mth-((company’s name))-H                                                                  T-11 
            ((Company’s name)) 
  
2 B            ((freeze-look response)) (2.3)    T01 
                                                                                             
3 A    mth: ((company’s name))-H                                                                  T+11 
            ((Company’s name))             
           
                        h-up 
                                 Q-ER               
4 B     ((holding hands from previous turn))     T02 
             OM-A:    
             Huh?  
                                 
5 A     H- ((hesitation)) C-E-  L-E mth: (…)                                                     T+12 
             Ehh, Cele (…) 
 
                                         h-up 
6 B                       PT-HEY                         NO+ THERE-IS-NOT        T+22 
                                        Mth: ((company’s name)) 
                                             Hey, ((company’s name)) no, it’s not open anymore 
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1. A:  ((mouthing company’s 
name)) (T-1) 
2. B: ((‘Freeze-look’ 
response)) (2.3) (T01)  
 
Figure 60. (left) ((‘Company’s name’)), Person A, the woman sitting on the left side of the table, asks 
a question to Person B, the man in the white t-shirt sitting on the right side of the table. At the end of 
the question, Person B produces a freeze-look (line1 and 2) for 2.3 seconds. 
 
4. B: Huh? (T02) 
3. A:  ((mouthing company’s name))  
(T+1) 
eyebrow
s raised 
 
head-up 
hands-held still 
open-mouth 
gesture 
 
Figure 61. (right) ‘Huh?’, Person B, after Person A repeats the question, initiates a more explicit type 
of OIR using several NMMs. He produces an open-mouth gesture (resembling ‘huh?’), raises his 
eyebrows and moves his head upwards, while holding the manual signs produced in the previous turn 
(see Figure 60) to explicitly initiate repair. 
 
5.4.2 Timing of freeze-look 
Our study focuses on the function of the freeze-look in a specific context (immediately after a 
question) and identifies a specific function in that context (it elicits a repair of the question in 
the form of a repeat or near-repeat). In addition to measuring the effects of the freeze-look by 
examining the responses it elicits, we also measured aspects of the freeze-look timings. A first 
measure to note here is the response latency, i.e., the time between the end of the trouble 
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source by Person A (with B producing a freeze-look) and the beginning of their repair or 
(near-)repeat of the original question. See Figure 62: 
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Figure 62. Response latencies from onset of B’s freeze-look to beginning of A’s repair turn. 
 
This shows that the freeze-look has a rapid effect in interaction: when a person finishes their 
question, and finds that they are faced by their addressee (still) producing a freeze-look, then 
they will quickly follow up with a repeat or near-repeat of the question.  
A second timing measure to note is the absolute duration of freeze-look behaviors. In 
our LSA data, there is a range in duration from 0.3 seconds to 6.3 seconds, with 69 percent 
between 0.5 and 3 seconds. See Figure 63: 
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Figure 63. freeze-look durations in LSA data set. 
 
This suggests that freeze-looks can continue well past the onset of the repair that they 
elicit, in T+1. This is indeed the case: They tend to be released not at the moment at which the 
subsequent repair turn begins, but rather at the moment at which Person B is ready to produce 
their next utterance. This will either be when B upgrades to a stronger OIR because the repair 
was inadequate for some reason (which happens about 50% of the time), or it will be when B 
produces an uptake or similar turn that signals that the subsequent repair turn was a satisfying 
resolution of the problem (see Floyd et al., 2016, for a description of this timing pattern in a 
three-language comparison, involving LSA and two spoken languages; the form of the freeze-
look and hold in spoken languages is similar to signed language, as it involves the same 
manual and facial articulators, being used for co-speech gesture). 
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5.5 Conclusion 
The evidence we have presented from LSA shows that the freeze-look behavior—the act of 
keeping the whole body in a still position while looking directly at the person who has just 
asked a question-functions as an open-class OIR, and additionally that it is off-record and 
somewhat weak in nature. Our claim that a freeze-look is a kind of OIR is supported by the 
fact that it gives rise to the same functional outcome as other known types of OIR: namely, it 
leads to a re-doing of the first utterance (e.g., a repeat or a reformulation). Table 3 
summarizes the possible patterns of response and counter-response after a question that have 
been reviewed in this study, showing explicitly the functional identity or similarity of the 
freeze-look and other available OIR strategies: 
 
 A: (T-1) B: (T0) A: (T+1) 
1 Question Gives answer Continuation 
2 Question OIR Repeat or (near-)repeat a question 
3 Question Non-attention Secure attention 
4 Question Thinking face (word search) Waits for answer and/or helps B 
5 Question Freeze-look Repeat or (near-)repeat 
Table 3. Possible patterns of response and counter-response after a question, showing functional 
similarities between freeze-look and on-record OIR strategies. 
 
Our claim that the freeze-look is an off-record strategy of OIR is firstly based on its 
intrinsic semiotic properties: it does not use symbolic resources (i.e., conventional signs such 
as lexical items that have semantic entailments) to explicitly encode that there is a problem of 
understanding; instead, it uses non-symbolic resources (i.e., indexical signals of the kind that 
occur in animal communication; on these semiotic distinctions see Enfield, 2013). Secondly, 
its status as off-record is consistent with the fact that it appears to be weaker than other 
available OIR options (just as an indirect request is weaker than a direct request). One sense 
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in which it is weak is that it only seems to succeed half of the time it is used: in 50% percent 
of cases, a freeze-look is followed up by a stronger OIR. The common upgrading of a freeze-
look to an explicit OIR (such as ‘what?’) shows that it occupies a position in a paradigm of 
alternative types of OIR. This was shown in the cases presented in this Chapter. In each of 
those cases, Person B initially produces a freeze-look response to Person A’s question, 
leading to a re-doing of that question; however, the solution appears to be inadequate, and 
Person B then upgrades with a stronger, on-record open-class OIR, indicating that Person A’s 
first re-doing of the question did not resolve the problem. This ordering of Person B’s chosen 
strategies for OIR in these sequences provides evidence in favor of the argument that the 
freeze-look is a weak type, which sometimes needs to be upgraded or strengthened. We 
propose that this can be captured by placing the freeze-look at the extreme weak end of a 
continuum of types of conversational repair (from cf. Schegloff et al. 1977; Sidnell, 2010). 
Schegloff et al. (1977) rank the OIR formats in terms of their strength in identifying the 
trouble source of the OIR sequence. Open-class repair initiators (Drew, 1997) have been 
placed on the weakest end, as they leave open the identification of the trouble source; often, 
the entire previous turn needs to be re-done by the signer/speaker of the trouble source. On 
the strongest end of the continuum are understanding-check formats such as repetition of part 
or all of a previous turn that invite confirmation that what one just heard or understood was 
correct. Our proposal for expansion of the continuum is illustrated in Diagram 5. 
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Diagram 5. Types of other initiation of repair laid out on a continuum from weak to strong (after 
Schegloff et al, 1977; Sidnell 2010) with the freeze-look behavior placed at the extreme weak end of 
types of conversational repair. 
 
We do not want to imply that the off-record OIR function is the only function of the general 
behavior of holding the body still while looking at one’s interlocutor. The findings of our 
study apply exclusively to the function of this practice in a specific position in a 
conversational sequence: i.e., just after a person has been asked a question. Further research is 
needed to investigate other functions that this behavior may have in other defined types of 
context, both in LSA, and cross-linguistically.  
Finally, our data have come from a sign language, and so one might ask: Is this practice 
exclusive to sign language? It may not be surprising that we have noticed the freeze-look 
phenomenon in sign language conversation, given that visual behavior is obviously the 
exclusive focus of attention in this type of language. But users of spoken languages also have 
a rich set of visual resources at their disposal (McNeill, 1992; Kendon, 2004; Goldin-
Meadow, 2005; Enfield, 2009b). The freeze-look behavior can in principle be produced by 
anybody in a face-to-face setting, and so we may ask whether it is also used for other-
initiation of repair in spoken languages. Preliminary research suggests similar behavior in 
spoken languages (Floyd et al., 2016). At least this is a hypothesis to be tested. If the freeze-
look turns out to be systematically used in spoken language interaction as well, then this study 
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will have made a contribution not only to research on sign languages and on practices for 
other-initiation of repair in conversation, but it will have taken insights from research on 
signed language as pointers to an underexplored realm of possibility in spoken language: the 
systematic use of visible bodily behavior as part of the system of language use. 
In relation to freeze-look practices, which imply a non-signing static body position, in 
the next chapter, we look into similar practices that are used by holding a body signing 
position when a repair is initiated. These are conversational strategies employed to pursue a 
response from addressees, as a way of indicating there is an unresolved problem pending.
Chapter 6 
	
 
6 ACCOMPLISHING MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING THROUGH                          
HOLD-LOOK BEHAVIOR 
6.1 Introduction 
As has been described in the general introduction of this thesis, sign languages convey 
linguistic information through different body parts including manual and non-manual markers 
(NMMs; using the head, eyes, face, and torso). In addition, they can be used simultaneously, 
even maintaining some of them active while holding the others in ‘a stationary position and 
meaningfully disengaged at particular moments in interaction’ (Floyd et al., 2016). Unlike the 
’freeze-look’ behavior described in Chapter 5, ‘hold-look’ behavior accompanies the delivering 
of an explicit OIR. Each of these bodily actions may be used actively in different directions and 
configurations (left/right, forward/backwards, up/down and other configurations of hand and 
facial signs and gestures for instance). These practices are often used both independently and in 
combination in sign language discourse. In addition, they can also be held in stationary 
positions, displaying a variety of functions during face-to-face interaction.  
 Previous chapters have focused on the linguistic visual-gestural resources that 
Argentine Sign Language (LSA) signers display for requesting repair of another’s person prior 
turn. The aim of this chapter is to broaden the study of OIR (Schegloff et al., 1977; 
Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015) by focusing on hold-look as a systematic practice for 
accomplishing OIR after it has been initiated, ‘in which relatively dynamic movements are 
temporarily and meaningfully held static’ (Floyd et al., 2016). This chapter expands on how 
one Person (B) manages to get another Person (A) to provide a repair solution in order to 
resolve the repair sequence by accompanying the request for repair with a hold-look at turn-
final position.  
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 After initiating repair, Person B maintains the bodily linguistic elements held visually 
available to the addressee (A) and gazes directly at Person A’s eyes until A resolves the 
conversational problem. Once Person A shows bodily evidence that he or she is starting to 
resolve the problem, Person B, who initiated repair, may disengage the hold-look behavior. In 
other cases, B may not disengage the hold-look position initially, and instead, pursue her/his 
request until A provides a satisfactory answer.  
 
The question we are trying to answer in this chapter is:  
• How do signers who request repair signal that they are satisfied with the repair solution 
provided by another person?  
 
The aims of this chapter are: 
• To describe a specific practice, hold-look at turn-final position of T0 of the repair 
sequence,  
• to look at the timing of hold-look behavior in relation to sequence resolution of request 
for repair,  
• to provide both qualitative and quantitative analyses of the timing of hold-look, 
• and to demonstrate that the bodily conversational practices of hold and look are 
essential to accomplish mutual understanding when dealing with conversational 
problems in sign language. 
 
This chapter begins by giving a brief overview of the previous studies on hold or near similar 
practices in signed and spoken languages. The second section of this chapter examines a set of 
cases in extracts from LSA, in which some of the cases are performed with only one initiator of 
repair. In addition, we have also analyzed pursuit cases where more that one initiator of repair 
is used in order to accomplish mutual understanding, generally, upgrading from weaker to 
stronger formats (e.g. from open-class to restricted-class). The third section presents 
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quantitative results based on timing measurements of the full collections of cases coded for this 
study. Finally, we conclude by summarizing the main findings, highlighting some 
interpretations based on the results, as well as implications for future research. 
 
6.2 Everyday interactional studies 
In recent decades, growing possibilities for making high quality video corpora of people 
engaged in everyday language use have made possible advances in the study of nonverbal 
interaction in spoken languages. However, very little has been investigated in relation to 
phenomena like hold in face-to-face interaction in signed language (see section 2.2.5 in 
Chapter 2 for more details on previous studies on hold in sign linguistics). Some initial 
observations of bodily hold have been made in connection with repair sequences in a small 
collection of cases in LSA (Manrique, 2011). This thesis significantly increases the collection 
of cases and expands the analysis (see also Manrique, 2016). In addition, this previous study 
(Manrique, 2011) has led to further work in the topic, comparing LSA and two unrelated 
spoken languages, Italian and Cha’palaa, suggesting commonalities across signed and spoken 
languages concerning the function and timing of turn-final holds (Floyd et al., 2016) on which 
this chapter builds. Groeber & Pochon-Berger (2014) have also observed a similar usage in 
Swiss German Sign Language regarding question-answer sequences in the context of teaching. 
 Bodily hold-look behavior at turn-final position is not exclusive to repair sequences, 
neither in spoken language nor in signed language. On the contrary, this behavior has been 
noticed in other sequential contexts in everyday conversation such as: question-answer 
sequences, other-initiated repair sequences, sequences in which speakers confirm a shared 
understanding, and request-response sequences, in both signed and spoken languages (Floyd, et 
al., 2016; de Vos, et al., 2015; Groeber & Pochon-Berger, 2014; Sikveland & Ogden, 2012; 
Manrique, 2011, 2016; Stivers & Rossano, 2010). These kinds of behaviors are characterized 
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by pursuing a response from the addressee in conditional relevance turn positions (see section 
Chapter 1, section 1.1 for more details on the conditional relevance principle). 
 Studies of nonverbal communication in spoken conversation have also noticed similar 
hold practices. Previous studies of gesture in different languages of spoken interaction have 
described hold behavior in similar conversational contexts as those seen in sign languages. 
Clark (2005) describes the bodily actions of a pair of English speakers working together 
coordinating the manipulation of objects when building Lego models, who use bodily hold at 
phases in their communicative and practical actions when there was some relevant action that 
was still unfinished. Sikveland and Ogden’s (2012) look at Norwegian conversation focusing 
on the maintenance of gesture in coordination with speech at the end of turn and describe such 
strategies for achieving shared understanding. Rossano (2012) refers to a similar action in 
Italian interaction, in which eye gaze maintenance coincides with sequence continuation and 
eye gaze withdrawal with sequence closure. Li (2014) describes a similar mechanism in 
Mandarin Chinese, including both hold actions more generally, as well as a specific bodily 
behavior of leaning forward when asking a question, maintaining this posture until an answer is 
provided by the addressee, and then retracting this posture. The conversational function of 
bodily hold seems to be linked to next-relevant turn, such as question-answer sequences 
(Rossano, Brown, & Levinson, 2009; Stivers & Rossano, 2010; Rossano, 2012), at moments in 
conversation when it is relevant for the other participant to provide a response. In the case of 
repair sequences in LSA, the hold-look at turn-final position has a similar function, to press the 
addressee to resolve an understanding problem. 
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6.2.1 Hold in this study 
This chapter builds on a previous cross-linguistic study where we measured the timing of hold 
in relation to sequence closure of OIR, comparing two spoken languages with LSA (for more 
details on Cha'palaaa and Italian see Floyd et al., 2016). In this chapter, however, only the 
results on LSA will be reported. The use of conversational hold in this study is associated with 
a specific conversational context, other-initiated repair sequences, and more specifically, the 
turn-final position of repair initiations (i.e. the T0 turn of the earlier chapters). The main 
contributions of this chapter concerning the study of hold behavior includes more in-depth 
qualitative information from an extended description and analysis of this practice in a sign 
language, as well as quantitative information about: (a) the distribution of use of the different 
bodily configurations and (b) the timing of the hold in relation to the sequence closure of repair 
practices.  
 
6.2.2 Definition  
Manual hold has also been described as one of the articulatory phases of sign language 
involved in the production of signs (e.g. Kita, van Gijn, & van der Hulst, 1998). Gesture 
studies have introduced a way of decomposing manual articulations that incorporates three 
phases: preparation, stroke and retraction, adding hold as an optional phase that could be 
produced before or after any of the mentioned phases (Kita, 1990; McNeill, 1992). In this 
study, we have considered the definition of hold given by Floyd and colleagues (2016) as ‘any 
meaningful maintenance of a stationary bodily configuration in contrast with a dynamic 
disengagement or retraction, regardless of the exact nature of the configuration.’ 
We have used the gestural phases described by McNeill (1992) to clearly identify the 
different points or phases of the signs and gestures. We look at hold of bodily configurations 
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used at the end of OIR turns, which are maintained in the space awaiting resolution in a 
consecutive turn from the addressee. The articulatory phase we measured has been referred to 
as a post-stroke hold (Kita, 1990; McNeill, 1992), in which the stroke phase of a sign or 
gesture is held for a longer period before it retracts to the so-called resting or home position, 
after which the signer may sign with a new preparation phase. It is important to clarify that 
these definitions have been used to specifically refer to manual gesture. In this study we not 
only include manual signs and gestures, but also non-manual markers and gestures (e.g. facial 
expression, head and torso movements) to measure bodily held components, which often occur 
in combination. In fact, all of the cases coded for LSA include more than one bodily 
component held together in the turn-transition space. 
In this study, we refer to bodily hold in the context of LSA OIR sequences with the 
term hold-look. This is because of the essential role that eye gaze plays as part of this practice, 
being obligatory in the OIR sequences of LSA. It is a key component to accomplish repair, 
being a fundamental part of the OIR configuration, acting at the post-stroke hold position as 
guide orienting the sequence in relation to the next relevant action that is requested to the 
person responsible for repairing the conversational problem.  
 
6.3 Analysis of hold-look practices in other-initiated repair sequences 
The general structure of the repair sequences looked at in this study includes the same main 
structure mentioned in the previous chapters: T-1, T0 and T+1, after which the sequence can be 
considered successful if B no longer pursues a response. In addition, in this study we also 
focused on the expansion of the sequence, including the uptake turn, T+2, if such a turn occurs 
in the sequence. In some cases, when the repair solution is not confirmed in T+2, the repair 
sequence may be extended to additional turns, in such cases using T+2 position for pursuing 
subsequent attempts at repair (Pomerantz, 1984; Bolden, Mandelbaum & Wilkinson, 2012). 
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When this occurs, it results in more than one T0 initiation. As a consequence, T+1 becomes the 
new trouble source of the extended sequence, and signers may prolong their hold duration into 
the next turn for a second attempt at resolving the sequence. The hypothesis we have applied 
based on these cases is that in extended pursuit cases the hold-look at turn-final position 
disengagement will occur together with any turn that accomplished sequence closure, not 
always necessarily with the first T+1 turn in the sequence (see Diagram 6 for a schematic 
presentation). 
 
A 
B 
t 
T0 (OIR) 
Who? 
A Sibby’s sister 
T+1 (RS) 
Schegloff et al., 1977 
Sibby’s sister had 
 a baby boy 
T-1 (TS) 
Oh! 
T+2 (Uptake) 
B 
Sequence closure 
 
Diagram 6.OIR sequence including T+2 (sequence closure). 
 
We based our analysis on individual cases in relation to the number of sequence closures, and 
not, as in the previous chapters, on the number of repair initiations. This adjustment facilitates 
the procedure for testing hold duration changes in expanded repair sequences. The standard for 
timing measurements was to use the onsets and offsets of the turns involved in the sequence as 
reference points. The aim of this section is to illustrate and analyze the phenomenon of hold-
look with a set of cases from LSA. This section is divided in three parts. First, we will show a 
case where solely NMMs are used. Second, we will show two examples of more complex cases 
where both manual and NMMs are used. Third, we will present pursuit cases of OIR and 
describe how hold-look works in those cases where the OIR sequence is expanded. 
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6.3.1  Non-manual markers as requests for repair 
Extract 34 below illustrates an OIR case in which three friends are chatting about the 
experience one of them had at a high school for hearing students. The OIR sequence is initiated 
with an open-class repair (Drew, 1997) using only NMMs. In line 4, Person B initiates an 
open-class repair on A’s prior turn by looking at the person of the trouble source (Person A), 
leaning forward and bringing her eyebrows together with her head slightly tilted (see Figure 
65-66). 
 
Summary: Extract 34 
      3     A    Was any interpreter in the classroom?                                                           T-1                                                                                 
      4     B    Huh?                                                                                                         T0 
      5     A    Was there any interpreter or nothing?                                                           T+1                                                                                                                                          
      6     B    No, there wasn’t                                                                                           T+2 
 
Person B holds still the bodily posture just described until the addressee, Person A, provides a 
repair solution (T+1) by partially repeating T-1 with some modifications (Figure 66). In line 6, 
immediately after the solution turn is delivered, Person B responds to it by disengaging the 
hold-look bodily posture (see Figure 67). By answering the initial question in line 6, B resumes 
progressivity of the ongoing conversation. This last turn (T+2) has the double function of 
confirming mutual understanding by providing a fitted answer to the question that was 
produced in the trouble source, and at the same time, results in the closure of the repair 
sequence. 
Person B disengages her posture by releasing and changing the bodily posture of her 
torso, head and eyebrows by leaning backwards, moving her head downwards and lowering her 
eyebrows. Simultaneously, Person B answers Person A with a side-to-side headshake ‘no’ and 
answering ‘there wasn’t’ with a manual sign. 
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Extract 34 Ayrolo_1556882 
 
                                                                                        Q-ER                                                                 
1 A    PRO2   PRO2 LATER FINISH HIGH-SCHOOL PRO2     
          Did you manage to finish high school? 
 
                                                headshake-no 
                                           not-looking-at-A  looks-at-A 
2 B     HIGH-SCHOOL PRO1 FIFTH PRO1 FOURTH   
          At high school I finished fifth, no I finished fourth year 
 
                                                                                                    Q-ER 
3 A     INTERPRETER PRESENT-------H THERE-IS-NOT PRO2                                   T-1  
          Was any interpreter in the classroom? 
 
          Q-ET-LF-H-sided--------------H 
4 B     Huh? ((brings right hand downward on her lap and closes her hand))             T0 
          Huh?  
                                                                                        Q-ER  
5 A                                        INTERPRETER PRESENT NOTHING                                T+1 
                                             Was there any interpreter or nobody? 
                                        
                                                                               hn-no 
                                                                               LB-HD-ET 
6 A                                                              THERE-IS-NOT ((hand-up))                   T+2 
                                                                   No, there was (no-one) 
 
3 A:  Was any interpreter  
         in the classroom?  (T-1) 
Person B does not 
look at Person A until 
the end of his 
question. 
 
 
Figure 64. ‘Was an interpreter in the classroom?’, Person A asks Person B a question while B is signing 
and not looking at Person A (line 3).   
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4 B: Huh? (T0) 
B hold-look utterance 
looking directly at A’s eyes  
eyebrows—together  
head side position 
leaning forward position 
 
 
Figure 65. ‘Huh?’, Person B realizes that Person A has been signing and initiates an open-class repair 
by changing her bodily configuration leaning forward, looking directly at A’s eyes and bringing her 
eyebrows together (line 4).  
 
5 A:  Was there any   
         interpreter or nothing?  (T+1) 
((B keeps her hold-
look position until the 
end of A’s solution 
turn)).  
 
 
Figure 66. ‘Was there any interpreter or nobody?’ (line 5), Person A near repeats the question first 
produced in line 3, while Person B was signing in overlap and not looking at Person A.   
6 B: No, there  
            wasn’t any (T+2) 
((B leans backward 
and moves her head  
downwards)).  
 
 
Figure 67. ‘No, there was (no-one)’, (line 6) Person B confirms understanding of the question posed 
first in line 3, and rephrased it a second time in line 5 by providing a fitted answer to the question. The 
trouble source of this case is caused by a seeing problem. 
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In line 3, Person A asks a question to B in overlap while B is signing and not looking at A (see 
Figure 64). This persists until the end of A's utterance when Person B looks back at A and 
recognizes that A has signed something to her that she has missed. As soon as B notices A’s 
overlapping turn, B initiates repair (line 4, Figure 65). 
To sum up, in this case we have seen an example of the complex bodily configurations 
that can be held simultaneously after initiating repair on another’s person turn. What makes this 
case special is the fact that the person who initiates repair does not use a manual sign or gesture 
but instead uses other bodily resources to manage problems in interaction (see Chapter 3 for 
more details on OIR formats initiated with NMMs). This case shows a conversational problem 
that is clearly caused by a seeing problem (Manrique, 2016), in contrast with commonly 
described hearing problems in spoken conversation (Schegloff et al., 1977). 
 
6.3.2  Manual and non-manual markers as requests for repair  
The following extracts repeat examples first shown in Chapter 4.  Here we draw specific 
attention not to the repair itself, but to what happens in the transition spaces following it. 
Extract 35 shows an example of a hold-look bodily practice at turn-final T0 position, in an 
instance in which two friends are chatting about work at a deaf association (Figure 68). In line 
2, Person B initiates repair with a restricted-class repair initiator using both manual and NMMs 
(see Figure 69 below and Chapter 4 for more details on restricted-class formats). The 
composite utterance of this turn displays Person B changing his head position at T0, in this case 
in a raised and tilted-back position, while continuing looking at the Person A (the person of the 
trouble source). This is accompanied by simultaneously holding the eyebrows together 
combined with a wrinkling of the nose to mark the interrogative construction. In addition, it 
also includes a manual sign articulated with the right hand, the interrogative pronoun ‘what’. 
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Similar to spoken English and other languages, the general question-word ‘what?’ can also be 
used as a restricted format if it is combined (as here) with additional material from the trouble 
source that needs to be further disambiguated, clarified or specified. All these manual 
articulations and NMMs are held stationary in the space simultaneously until after the repair 
solution is provided. 
 
Summary:	Extract	35		
1   A    They discuss what they have to do, they are good                                                        T-1 
         3  A    {Who are} they/{from where} are they?                                           T0 
         4  B    They {are} both from CAS                                                                                              T+1 
5  A    Ah, they both                                                                                                                T+2 
 
Extract 35 CAS_ 553706 
 
                              LPF 
1  A    PRO3 (DISCUSS) WHAT (DISCUSS-MOD) GOOD                                                               T-1 
             They discuss what they have to do, they are good,  
 
2        OTHER OK ARGUE  PRO1 NO 
        the rest also discuss, everything is Ok, great, but when they are arguing 
             I don't want to participate 
       
                                                                                                                       h-bw  
                                                                                                                       Q-WN 
3  B                      PRO3 WHAT PRO3 WHAT-------------------------H                  T0 
                                          Who are they/from where are they? ((lit. They what they what?))     
                                            
4  A                                                                 PRO3-TWO CAS PRO3-TWO                 T+1 
                                                                                       They {are} both from CAS ((deaf association)) 
             
                  nod: YES++ 
5  B    OM PRO3-TWO  
             Ah, they both 
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!
1 A:  They discuss what they have  
         to do, they are good (T-1) 
 
Figure 68. ‘They discuss what they have to do, they are good’, Person A (left) informs Person B (left) 
about a group activity he participated in (line 1). 
 
!
2 B: {Who are} they?  (T0) 
B hold-look 
utterance 
eyebrows--together 
wrinkled nose  
head position 
hand sign (what?) 
 
 
Figure 69. ‘….What…?’, Person B initiates repair in line 4 by using manual question pronoun ‘what?’ 
and nonmanual signs (wrinkled nose, eyebrows together and upward head tilt.) holding them until 
Person A resolves the sequence. 
 
4 A:  They {are} both from  
         ‘Name‘?  (T-1) 
((B keeps holding 
his hand gesture 
from (T0), but 
releases facial 
markers first 
displaying an 
information uptake 
through his facial 
expression)).     
5 B: Ah…! (T+2) 
 
Figure 70. Person A disengages hold position of nonmanuals first, maintaining manual hold position 
(‘What?’). 
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5 B: Ah, they both (T+2) 
((A keeps holding 
his hand gesture 
from (T+1) and 
looking directly at 
B’s eyes until B 
provides the next 
information 
uptake turn)).  
 
Figure 71. ‘Ah, …both’, Person B, on the right, displays information uptake and confirms the repair 
solution in line 5 by manual (‘…both’) and nonmanual signs (head down and wide open mouth) by 
disengaging manual and nonmanual signs.  
 
In line 5, B disengages the NMMs before the manual sign, as the face moves into open-
mouthed position for the display of information uptake (‘ah!’, Figure 70). The manual sign is 
disengaged shortly afterwards as B confirms the repair solution by repeating part of it in T+2 
('they both', Figure 71). Information uptake is the second main type of T+2 turn with which 
OIR sequences are commonly closed. The first type resumes progressivity from T-1 (see 
Extract 34). Interjections like ‘ah’ and ‘oh’ are common ways to indicate the trouble’s 
resolution in spoken languages. LSA uses mouthing resembling spoken interjections from 
Argentinian Spanish like ‘¿ah?’, ‘¿eh?’. These are often combined with raised eyebrows and 
head movements upwards. In contrast with Extract 34, the location of the trouble source in 
Extract 35 is not open, and it is not caused by a general seeing problem but rather by a 
particular person’s reference problem that Person A needs to further specify in order to resolve 
the sequence. 
Extract 16 shows a similar case of hold-look behavior with manual and NMMs in a 
multi-party conversation where the participants are enjoying a day at a swimming pool. One of 
the participants directs a question to another one asking about a fire that occurred recently close 
to the camping club where they are at the moment. Likewise, the request for repair in this case 
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is initiated with a restricted-class repair initiator. In line 2, Person B initiates repair by changing 
his head position at T0 to a head-down position. Simultaneously, B brings his eyebrows 
together and holds them while continuing looking directly at A. These bodily components are 
also common markers of interrogative constructions in LSA that can be emphasized with a 
wrinkled nose. The composite utterance of T0 is completed with a general question word 
(‘what..’) combined with repeated material from the trouble source ‘(what) police?’. The 
repetition of one referent of the trouble source is a strategy for narrowing down the location of 
the conversational problem. All the bodily components mentioned are held together in the 
space where Person A has visible access until A shows evidence that the repair solution is 
forthcoming. 
Person B holds an OIR bodily configuration until the end of the repair solution turn. 
The NMMs are held for longer. B produces two manual signs, first WHAT together with the 
rest of NMMs, and then ‘POLICE’; the latter is held along with the NMMs as B looks directly 
at A. Immediately after the end of T+1, B disengages the NMMs to initiate repair again for 
additional confirmation of understanding, lowering his head completely and raising his 
eyebrows. These changes of head and eyebrow postures are followed by manual signs that are 
not held together with the NMMs just mentioned. In this example, the nature of the trouble is 
also related to lack of reference of a place. It is a pursuit case, featuring multiple repair 
initiations, in which the second initiation asks for confirmation by partially repeating the first-
offered repair solution.  
Extract 16 presents a pursuit case with two requests for repair, where the second 
initiation is upgraded, showing how holding configurations may be modified over the course of 
an interaction; Person B first asks for clarification, and then for confirmation in the second 
initiation, holding position in the intervals after each repair initiator.  
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Summary:	Extract	16	
1 A   Hey, there was an explosion inside the police station, there    T-1 
2 B   What police?          T01 
3 A   The police there, after the guard, there opposite      T+1 
4 B   There? Opposite? I didn’t know                         T02 
5 A   Yes, opposite          T+1 
Extract 16 Swimming_pool_1028720 (p, 89) 
 
                                                                                                ET-H 
1 A    HEY POLICE INSIDE BOMB THERE INSIDE PU:THERE-------H       T-1 
            Hey, there was an explosion inside the police station, there 
                                                                                                                          
  
              h-down------------------------------------------------------H 
              Q-ET-WN---------------------------------------------------- H 
2 B     WHAT POLICE--------H  T01 
             What police? 
 
3 A              POLICE-THERE BOMB THERE GUARD LOC-ONE-BLOCK OPPOSITE--H T+1 
                      The police there, after the guard, there opposite 
 
               h-down------H  h-bw 
               Q-ER--------H                                                       . 
4 B     THERE OPPOSITE PRO1 KNOW-NOT-ANYTHING                                                                  T02 
             There? Opposite? I didn’t know 
                   
               nod: YES ++                                                    . 
5 A     OPPOSITE----H  T+1 
             Yes, opposite 
                                             
                                                        h-bw 
6 B     PRO1 KNOW-NOT-ANYTHING T+2 
             I didn’t know 	
Both Extracts 37 and 16 show similar OIR formats. However, there is an interesting 
difference between them related to head positions. Even though they use the same OIR format 
and almost the same bodily configuration, Person B in Extract 37 raises his head while in 
Extract 16 case B lowers his head. This leads to the question of what the difference is between 
the uses of these two types of movements. We can observe that the difference has to do with 
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the context and the position of the participants, as well as the position of their heads before an 
OIR. As it can be seen in Extract 35, the participants are seated and their heads are 
approximately at the same height. In comparison, in the Extract 16 the participants are 
standing, and Person B is considerably taller than Person A. In that case, in order to maintain 
eye contact Person A has to move his head downwards. 
The different formats presented in the cases considered above, including both open and 
restricted class formats, and those using exclusively NMMs or as well as those combining both 
manual and NM signs, are all complex formats in terms of their visual and linguistic-bodily 
components. In the coding of these cases, we have considered all the visual bodily resources 
that the signers display, according to the description of different observed repair initiator 
formats in the previous chapters. 
However, in this study we complement the analysis of formats with an analysis 
focusing on the timing of the repair solution and information uptake relative to the repair 
initiator as a key element of how people achieve mutual understanding in sign language 
conversation. When information uptake is not displayed by the person who initiated repair, a 
hold can be upgraded from an open-class format to a more restricted-class format, a pattern that 
has been described for spoken languages as well (Schegloff et al., 1977; see the next section for 
more details on pursuit sequences). 
 
6.3.3  Hold-look in pursuit of other-initiated repair sequences  
We have defined the repair sequence with three main turns: trouble source (T-1), repair 
initiation (T0) and repair solution (T+1). We have also referred to T+2 turns produced by 
Person B to confirm understanding; this occurs in some cases but not in all of them. Most of 
the cases collected were successfully resolved in terms of resuming progressivity in 
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conversation after the repair solution turn. However, when the solution provided by A is not 
sufficient, B may pursue a repair solution by initiating repair again, often, by narrowing down 
the location of the problem. As result, the repair sequence is expanded, also delaying the end of 
hold-look turns, which are oriented to the continued conditional relevance of the sequence. 
Two examples will now be presented to illustrate this point. 
Extract 36 presents a pursuit case where three friends are chatting about the means of 
transport they will use to go to a party. In these cases, repair is initiated twice, in which hold-
look is performed with manual and non-manual signs composite utterances. Person B initiates 
an open-class request for repair (line 2, Figure 72.) upgrading to a restricted-class format (in 
line 4, Figure 73.). The NMMs components of the first initiator are eyebrows together 
intensified with a wrinkled nose and lips puckered forward (line 2). This utterance also 
includes a manual sign, the interrogative pronoun ‘what?’  
 
Summary: Extract 36 
 
   1 A     Well, we have one motorcycle and two cars                                                     T-1                                                                                 
   2 B     What?                                                                                                   T0 
   3 C    There is no motorbike, only car                               T+1                                                                                                                                          
   4 B     Who?                T+2 
   5 C     John, John 
   6 B     Ah! 
Extract 36 Ayrolo_843376 
1 A     WELL MOTORCYCLE-ONE TWO-CARS                                                             T-1  
             Well, we have one motorcycle and two cars  
 
                  h-tilt 
               Q-ET-NW____________PLF  (puckered-lips-forward) 
2 B     WHAT-----------Hold (1.7)                                                                         T0 
             What?  
3 C     MOTO THERE-IS-NOT CAR                                       T+1                 
There is no motorbike, only car  
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             Q-ET-------------H 
4 B    WHO-------------H           (0.9)                                                                  T02 
             Who ((mouthed in Spanish)) 
             Who? 
 
5 C    SN-H    SN-H (1.3) ((looking at A))                                                           T+1  
              John, John 
 
6 B     H-Up                                                                                                            T+2 
              Ah! 
       
 
All these components that are part of a complex composite utterance are performed 
looking directly at Person A, and are held simultaneously in the space after the end of the turn. 
In line 4, B initiates repair for second time, changing the manual sign from ‘what?’ to ‘who?’, 
maintaining the eyebrows held together from the first OIR. In addition, B raises her head up 
and mouths the Spanish question pronoun ‘who?’ (in Spanish ‘¿quién?’). These bodily 
elements are also held until the repair solution is provided in line 5.  
This case occurs in a multi-party conversation and the repair solution is not provided by 
the producer of the trouble source, Person A, but by another participant with whom A shares 
information about the topic discussed. In the second initiation of repair the NMMs are the same 
as in the first initiation and only the manual sign changes, also adding emphasis by mouthing 
the word ‘who?’ in Spanish. 
 In line 6, B disengages the bodily components of the utterance held by releasing her 
arm-hand to a resting position (see Figure 74). Simultaneously, she nods confirming in this 
way mutual understanding with her interlocutors. 
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Figure 72. ‘What?’, Person B on the right initiates an open-class repair type by the manual sign 
‘what?’, bringing her eyebrows together and wrinkling her nose. These linguistic lexical and prosodic 
components are maintained until Person C, middle, provides a repair solution Extract 37, line 2. 
 
 
Figure 73. ‘Who?’, Person B, right, upgrades her repair initiation format to restricted type produced by 
the manual sign ‘who’ combined with eyebrows together, head tilt and mouthing of the Spanish wh-q 
word ‘¿quién?’, Extract 37, line 4. All these linguistic components are produced simultaneously.  
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Figure 74. ‘Ah!’, Person B provides information uptake by nodding and by releasing her bodily posture 
by lowering her right arm and articulating the mouthing ‘ah’, Extract 37, line 6. 
 
Extract 37 (also shown in chapter 4, section 4.2.2 as Extract 18 as an offer type 
example) shows another pursuit case where two friends are having dinner and chatting about a 
job that Person A has begun recently in the buffet of a deaf club (Figure 75). Similarly to the 
previous case, two repairs requests are initiated consecutively, but in this case they are both 
restricted-class formats. First, Person B initiates a restricted-class format on A's prior turn 
using a partial repeat of the main verb of A’s utterance referring to one of the activities he has 
to do in a new job: ‘polishing?’ (Figure 76). The repeat is produced immediately after B 
displays eyebrows together as question marker. But B appears to have problems recognizing 
the sign, or understanding what was specifically intended.    
 
Summary: Extract 37 
 
1   A    I have to think, the trip goes and back, and I’m working polishing          T-1 
2   B    Polishing?                                                                                              T01 
3   A    I {work) polishing glass                       T+1 
4   B    {of} cars?             T02 
5   A    Yes, yes                                                            T+1 
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Extract 37 ASAM_244140 
                                     
1 A    PRO1 THINK GO BACK GO WORK NOTHING POLISH PRO1=         T-1 
                   I have to think, the trip goes and back, and I’m working polishing 
 
                                Q-ET 
2 B    =POLISH                                                                                                     T01 
                   Polishing? 
 
                                                      nod: YES YES 
3 A    =PRO1 POLISH GLASS POLISH=                                                T+1 
                   I {work} polishing glass   
               
                                  h-down  
                                      Q-ER 
4 B    =CAR------H                                                                                            T02 
              {of} cars? 
 
                      nod: YES YES 
5 A               T+1 
            Yes, yes 
 
In line 4, in the second repair initiation, B choses a different strategy for initiating repair 
(Figure 77). In the first case, the composite utterance displays a repeat of a sign, a manual verb, 
due to a referential problem, specifically locating the trouble source of the sequence. The 
second initiator introduces a new noun offering a candidate understanding, ‘{of} car?’, making 
it relevant to confirm this understanding. However, the fact that B initiates repair again in line 
4 is evidence that A's first answer was not satisfactory enough to repair the current 
understanding problem. Besides the manual candidate sign just mentioned, B moves also his 
head downward and raises the eyebrows as a question marker commonly used for yes-no 
questions in LSA.  
Person B first disengages one of his hands, while maintaining the other one in the space 
along with the eyebrows in the same bodily position. The second repair initiator is produced at 
the end of the repair solution, changing the components being held into a second repair 
initiation without going back to resting position first, using the same hand that was being held 
stationary to produce the candidate understanding. Once the candidate is confirmed, B 
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simultaneously disengages all the bodily elements, including the head, eyebrows, and hand 
signing positions, returning to resting position.  
These two different strategies are marked with distinct non-manual question markers, 
and they are also resolved differently. Person A resolves the first initiation of repair by 
repeating the sign ‘polishing’, adding the word ‘glass’ to specify the verb's meaning, making 
explicit both the agent and patient of the verb. This is in contrast with the second repair (line 
5), where Person A’s solution is simple confirmation of the candidate understanding offered. 
 
1 A:  … I’m working polishing (T-1) 
 
Figure 75. ‘…I’m working polishing’, in the end of line 1 Person A (left), trouble source of the OIR 
sequence. 
 
2 B: Polish? T01 
 
Figure 76. ‘Polishing?’, Person B, repeats a verb produced by Person A in the previous turn combined 
with eyebrows together (line 2). 
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4 B: (of) cars? T02 
3 A:  … I {work} polishing glass (T+1) 
 
Figure 77. ‘(of) cars?’, Person B initiates a second repair by offering a candidate understanding in 
combination with his eyebrows raised (line 4). 
 
The last three cases described above add evidence to the natural ordering of repair 
initiators formats (Schegloff et al., 1977). Pursuits in repair sequences commonly show the 
same ordering of repair initiator formats, with an open-class initiator as the first T0 and a 
restricted-class initiator as the second (and often final) T0 (Schegloff, et al., 1977:369; Clark 
& Schaefer, 1987:23; Svennevig, 2008). As a result, in cases with pursuits at the turn-final 
T02 position, the duration of the hold-look is longer compared to single repair initiator 
sequences. 
 
6.4 Quantitative results of timing measurements 
In addition to the microanalysis of hold-look behavior at turn-final position in relation to 
other-initiated repair sequences, a quantitative method has also been applied to analyze the 
timing of hold-look in other-initiated repair sequences. 
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6.4.1 Data: sampling procedure 
A collection of 40 cases was randomly selected for timing measurements, taken from the 
beginnings, middles and ends of recordings. The cases were collected from a sample of 10 
minutes from each of 14 different recordings, totaling 140 minutes. The interactions were 
selected from dyadic and multi-party conversations among adults, family and friends of 
different ages and genders. 
Timing measurements were carried out, recording the relative onset and offset times 
of the turns that are part of the repair sequences in each case collected. Time-aligned 
annotations were created in ELAN to calculate aspects of the following turns in the repair 
sequence:  
(a) the repair initiator (T0) 
(b) repair solution (T+1) 
(c) and sequence closure, if there was one (T+2). 
 
Every turn was measured from the start of the preparation phase and not from the beginning 
of the stroke. The reason for this measurement strategy is that the addressee can see the 
preparation phase of a sign or gesture by another person, and so may potentially react to it. 
This contrasts with spoken language, where the auditory information that is perceived for the 
most part is analogous to what is called the stroke phase in visual articulation. In spoken 
languages, the preparation phase for speaking, occurring inside the mouth and vocal tract, is 
not as easy to perceive as signers' preparation to sign. In other words, in sign language repair 
sequences Person B can already get evidence of the forthcoming repair solution from person 
A from the preparation phase, before the repair solution is actually articulated.  
The main measurement that was taken was the duration of the hold-look after the 
repair solution had begun. In most of the cases analyzed more than one bodily element was 
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held. In these cases, the duration of the hold was measured till the disengagement of the last 
held element. 
 
6.4.2 Timing of holds relative to the repair sequence closure 
We were interested in when and why the hold-looks ceased. The OIR sequence may either 
close at the T+1 position (repair solution) or at a T+2 position (when there is information 
uptake or sequence continuation by B). We took two temporal measurements relative to the 
start of these two turns: The timing of the end of the hold-look relative to the start of T+1 (the 
repair solution, see diagram 7), and relative to the start of T+2 when information uptake or 
continuation occurred (see diagram 8).  
The start of T+1 and T+2 was measured from the start of the preparation phase, as 
explained in the previous section (6.4.1). Since we were interested in how long the hold-look 
extended into the response to T0, the hold-look was not measured from the start of the hold, 
but from the moment of the preparation phase of T+1 and T+2 until the hold is released or 
ended. The measurement of the disengagement of the hold-look was based on the longest-
held element in the bodily configuration that was part of T0. 
 
A 
t 
T0 (OIR) 
A 
T+1 (RS) 
T-1 (TS) 
B HOLD-LOOK 
end of T0 
start of T+1  
Diagram 7. Measure 1: the duration of the hold-look between these two points (end of hold-look 
following T0 and start of T+1 from the preparation phase). 
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T+2 (Uptake) 
A 
t 
T0 (OIR) 
A T+1 (RS) 
T-1 (TS) 
B HOLD-LOOK 
end of T0 
start of T+2 B 
 
Diagram 8. Measure 2: the duration of the hold-look between the end of the hold and the start of T+2 
(where present) from its preparation phase. 
 
The distribution of the duration of the hold-look ends relative to the start of T+1 is 
shown in the density plot35 in Figure 78. The end of the hold-looks timed from the start of 
T+1 occurred in a time window of 0 to 4s after the onset of T+1, and predominantly occur 
between approximately 700ms and 1s. In all the cases, the hold-looks were not disengaged 
before the beginning of T+1. 
These results show a marked tendency of disengagement of the hold-look behavior 
only once there is visual evidence that the repair solution is initiated, in process or finished. 
The hold-look mechanism acts as a pursuit of the repair solution by both requesting repair by 
holding the manual and NMMs elements with which the sequence was initiated, and by 
gazing at the addressee responsible for the repair solution. 
                                                
35 Density plots display the estimated probability density function (y-axis) of a continuous random 
variable (x -axis), and have a purpose similar to that of histograms. However, whereas histograms 
group observations into a discrete number of bins, density plots provide a continuous estimate of the 
distribution of a variable. The density plots shown in this chapter were computed using 
the density function in R with default parameter settings (Jombart, 2008).  
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Figure 78. Density plot of the timing of hold ends relative to the start of T+1 in LSA. 
 
By holding the bodily configuration of T0 still, Person B signals to Person A that the 
sequence is unresolved and, as consequence, that he or she waits for a response in the form of 
a repair solution.  Once A provides a suitable repair solution or shows visual bodily evidence 
that the solution is forthcoming, B is likely to disengage the held configuration, thus 
indicating that B takes her pursuit of repair to have been successful. 
However, not all the sequences are closed by T+1, the provision of repair: for 
example if T-1 (the trouble source) was a question, then when the question is repaired, there 
is still need of an answer in T+2. In this case we can ask when the hold-look is dropped 
relative to the beginning of T+2. What we find in these cases is that the hold-look is held 
right up till the start of T+2, but mostly abandoned rapidly thereafter. Figure 79 shows a 
scatter plot of this type of case, presenting the measurements of the timing of the end of the 
hold-looks relative to the start of T+2. The plot shows a high correlation between the end of 
the hold and the start T+2 relative to T0 (both use the same scale on the x and y axis).  
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Figure 79. Represents the timing of hold ends relative to the start of T+2 in Argentine Sign Language 
(LSA) by plotting the end of the holds against the start of T+2 relative to T0. 
 
Although signers generally disengage the hold-look when signing resumes, this is not 
always the case as shown in Figure 79. Signers often maintain a held bodily articulation such 
as a hand, eyebrows, body position while signing with the other hand or providing an 
information uptake turn by nodding ‘yes’ for example and maintaining a manual sign held. 
This case is shown in Extract 35, as can be observed in the following figures (80 and 81). 
Figure 80 shows T0 and Figure 81 shows T+2 displayed by B.  
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!
2 B: {Who are} they?  (T0) 
B hold-look 
utterance 
eyebrows--together 
wrinkled nose  
head position 
hand sign (what?) 
 
              
4 A:  They {are} both from  
         ‘Name‘?  (T-1) 
((B keeps holding 
his hand gesture 
from (T0), but 
releases facial 
markers first 
displaying an 
information uptake 
through his facial 
expression)).     
5 B: Ah…! (T+2) 
 
 Figure 80. See Extract 35 (p.156) for more details           Figure 81. See Extract 35 this Chapter.  
on this example.  
 
In Figure 80, Person B provides an information uptake turn while holding the sign 
‘what’ with his right hand, which he has maintained from T0. Comparing both figures, it can 
be seen that Figure 78 shows a wider distribution than Figure 79 Person A may deliver the 
repair solution (T+1) fast or take more time to handle it. Similarly, Person B may accept T+1 
as satisfactory by disengaging the hold-look bodily configuration quickly at the start of T+1, 
or may take longer waiting until after the end of T+1 when B closes the sequence performing 
an uptake turn (T+2). In this last case, the uptake turn is produced along with hold 
disengagement.  
 The Floyd et al. (2016) study shows similar results of bodily hold behavior across 
signed and spoken interactions. However, the relative precision of dropping the hold-look at 
the beginning of T+2 is not observed in spoken languages, perhaps because the bodily 
behavior does not interfere with linguistic output. Generally, though, even though deaf and 
hearing participants use their bodies to communicate, the distribution of use may vary 
depending on the language and language modality (Floyd et al., 2016).  
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6.4.3 Types of visual bodily behavior 
In the previous section we have provided the results of timing of turn-final position of hold-
look at T0 relative to the beginning of T+1 (Figure 78.) and T+2 (Figure 79.). In this section 
we provide more detailed information about the different bodily actions that were held during 
and after an initiation of repair, as well as the frequency of use of these practices for 
requesting and achieving mutual understanding. The following bodily movements were coded 
for each case: eye gaze, head direction rotated to the left or right, head position (up/down), 
body leaning, eyebrow position, manual gesture, and signs. These practices were often use 
alone, but also combined when initiating repair.  
 The visual bodily configurations held according with their frequency of use are shown 
in Figure 82: 
 
97.50%'
92.50%'
72.50%'
62.50%'
32.50%'
27.50%'
0%'
gaze' eyebrow''
posi7on'
manual'sign' head'
posi7on'
leaning'
upper'body'
head're>
direc7on'
manual'
gesture'
LSA'(n=40)'
LSA'(n=40)'
 
Figure 82. Frequencies of visual bodily practices held until OIR sequence closure. 
 
These bodily actions are publically available for the producer of the trouble source during 
articulatory production. Person B, after a solution is provided, may disengage the held 
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components by either confirming understanding or re-initiate repair again pursuing a better 
solution.  
Eye gaze and eyebrow positions (lowered-together and raised) are the bodily 
configurations that have the highest frequency of use as holds when initiating repair to 
another person. In this study, held eye gaze means looking directly at another person’s eyes; 
generally, it is used along with specific and fixed eyebrow and head positions. Eyebrow 
position is a grammaticalized marker of interrogativity in LSA, as well as in many other sign 
languages (Baker-Shenk, 1983;  Zeshan, 2004; Dachkovsky & Sandler, 2009; de Vos, et al., 
2009). In addition, it is a common practice to request repair in sign language (Manrique, 
2016). This practice has also been noticed for interrogative sentences in spoken language (see 
Ekman, 1979; Flecha-García, 2010).  
In relation to these components, head position (up/down/side) is also commonly held 
among LSA signers when initiating repair. Eyebrow position and head positions work often 
together, marking contrast between them (e.g. head-down and eyebrow-raised) or oriented to 
the same direction (e.g. head-up and eyebrow-raised). Head positions have a versatile 
function in sign language interaction when for instance emphasizing different types of 
utterances often working in coordination with other NMMs as a kind of frame for facial signs 
and gestures.  
Head re-direction toward the addressee is less commonly used among signers in the 
data sampled. A possible explanation for this behavior it that in sign language conversation 
signers look at each other’s faces continuously during face-to-face conversation, especially 
during dyadic conversation. In general, signers use head re-directions more often for initiating 
a conversation and to interact in multi-party conversation.  
In comparison, speakers use head direction more often because they do not need to 
look at each other’s faces to interact, changing their head direction regularly while 
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maintaining a conversation without missing part of the speech in non-problematic 
environmental conditions. In addition, speakers can perform other activities while talking 
(e.g. working on a computer, checking a mobile phone, cooking, etc.). However, when there 
is a breakdown during a conversation speakers need to pay more attention to re-directing the 
position of their heads (see Floyd et al., 2016 for more details on this action in spoken 
conversation). For instance, if the environment is not ideal to chat because it is noisy, 
speakers may use different strategies such as: face each other to talk, get closer to the other 
interlocutor(s), look at the speaker’s mouth to get extra linguistic information when 
articulating, as well as co-speech gesture, etc. In similar situations, this behavior could also be 
connected with leaning forward in spoken interaction to try to increase the perception of the 
speech signal (Rasmussen, 2014).  
 Leaning forward toward the addressee is also a common action when initiating repair 
and is maintained at turn-final position while gazing at the addressee in LSA. Similar to other 
bodily components, it is used and held to show attention to the other parties during 
conversation. Leaning backwards is also a common action in LSA, but it occurs less 
frequently than leaning forward.  
Manual signs are also used generally when initiating repair, but are less frequent than 
eyebrow position (see chapter 3 for more details and examples on its usage when initiating 
repair). The Floyd et al. (2016) study describes a higher frequency of manual gesture held in 
relation to repair sequences in the case of the spoken languages they analyzed. 
Among the various bodily actions described in this study, eye gaze and eyebrow 
positions have a primary role in managing and achieving mutual understanding in everyday 
conversation.  
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6.5 Conclusion 
Nonverbal communication has been demonstrated in the last decades to have an enormous 
influence on mutual understanding. In this chapter, we looked at one of these bodily 
behaviors, the hold-look practice that accompanies requests for repair in Argentine Sign 
Language (LSA). We have examined ‘the timing of hold-look at turn-final positions in 
relation to the closure of repair sequences in sign language’ (Floyd et al., 2016). In order to 
investigate the timing of holds, we have focused on: the bodily elements that are held, how 
often they are held, and for how long these components have been held in relation to the 
consecutive turns. In this study, we have used not only qualitative analysis and description, 
but also provided quantitative evidence that hold-look behavior is fundamental for the 
accomplishment of repair sequences in LSA, used as conversational strategy to efficiently get 
another person to manage understanding problems during conversation.  
We have found in this study that eye gaze is an essential and obligatory component of 
hold-look behavior in LSA. Maintaining still eye gaze during troubles of perceiving or 
understanding has the double function of targeting the person responsible for repairing the 
conversational problem, and at the same time, requesting its immediate resolution. Person B 
initiates repair and maintains the hold of the visual bodily components and looks directly at 
Person A, who is responsible for repairing the sequence. The person who initiates repair 
(Person B), disengages the bodily components held at the end of T0 once: (a) Person A shows 
bodily evidence that a repair solution is forthcoming, (b) at any point during the solution turn 
(T+1), or (c) at the time the repair solution has been fully delivered. Hold disengagement 
provides the first evidence that an OIR sequence has been resolved. Information uptake (T+2) 
can also provide clear evidence that a sequence is solved after hold disengagement by 
confirming understanding and closing the sequence.  
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Almost all OIR cases in the LSA data (97%) presented hold-look behavior at turn-
final position in the repair initiation turns. The few cases that did not present bodily hold 
maintenance at the end of OIR were due to the fast resolution of the repair sequences. Based 
on this, we argue that the use of this hold-look is normative in the conversational context of 
repair in LSA interaction. Note that this hypothesis needs to be tested in other sign languages 
to have a more thorough understanding of this phenomenon. However, it has been 
demonstrated in previous research that this practice is not obligatory for initiating and solving 
repair sequences in spoken interaction (see Floyd et al., 2016). One obvious reason for this 
finding is related to modality specificities. For instance, hearing interlocutors could be 
engaged in other parallel activities without looking at each other as has been shown in 
telephone conversation (Drew, 1997; Egbert, 1996; Schegloff et al., 1977).  
Hold-look plays a fundamental role in sign language, orchestrating bodily linguistic 
components towards unresolved conversational problems, specifically as a strategy to 
accomplish mutual understanding in face-to-face conversation. These findings have 
significant implications for the understanding not only of other-initiated repair practices, but 
also for face-to-face conversation in general. The importance of nonverbal communication, 
illustrated in this chapter through the practice of hold-look, demonstrates once more the 
relevance of looking at both sign language and nonverbal communication in spoken language. 
More work needs to be done in both signed and spoken interactions to dig into other 
conversational contexts where hold-look may occur, as well as other functions. Further 
general implications of these findings will be addressed in the general discussion in Chapter 
7. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
Mutual understanding is essential for communication in everyday life. Other-initiated repair 
(OIR) is one of the key tools for maintaining mutual understanding. Problems of 
understanding have been extensively studied in a range of disciplines, with social-
interactional approaches like Conversation Analysis (CA) making notable contributions by 
emphasizing the relevance of naturally occurring conversation for empirically approaching 
the issue of mutual understanding. One limitation of this approach has been its traditional 
focus on spoken elements, and an increasing interest in more multi-modal, cross-linguistic 
and cross-modal research will help to better understand human communication independent 
of the modality being employed. This thesis has aimed to make a contribution to our 
knowledge of human communication by offering an in-depth empirical study of Argentine 
Sign Language (LSA), a language of a type that had previously not been studied in depth 
from an interactional perspective. This thesis adds to a better understanding of signed 
languages, and in particular of how deaf signers manage and achieve mutual understanding, 
complementing the existing sign language research. 
 Adopting the methodologies of CA, interactional linguistics, and corpus-based 
quantitative research, this thesis has examined how mutual understanding works in sign 
language. We have described a diverse and complex set of visual-gestural linguistic formats 
used to deal with troubles of perceiving and understanding in everyday communication. The 
formats described constitute an organized system of options that exist for LSA users. We have 
seen that formats are selected depending on interactional needs in specific contexts of 
interaction, and thus we see evidence suggestive of an integrated OIR system in LSA.  
The set of conversational formats described in this dissertation are based on a large 
corpus of video recordings of naturally occurring conversations in LSA. Chapters 3 and 4 
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described explicit open and restricted formats of OIR respectively. Chapter 5 focused on the 
freeze-look response, a previously undescribed form of OIR that implicitly signals troubles in 
conversation. Chapter 6 looked at the timing of ‘hold-look’ behavior displayed at the end of 
T0 relative to the start of T+1, and the start of T+2 in OIR sequences, as a fundamental 
conversational practice used to achieve mutual understanding in the visual and gestural 
modality of communication. 
 
7.1 Summary of findings 
This study has presented and described a systematic bodily-visual inventory of distinctive 
types of OIR in LSA. This system displays essentially the same range of functionality as other 
repair systems found in unrelated spoken languages, such as Russian, Murrinh-Patha, Siwu, 
Lao, Cha’palaa, Icelandic, English, Yélî Dnye, Italian and so on (see descriptions of these 
languages in Baranova, 2015; Blythe, 2015; Dingemanse, 2015; Dingemanse et al., 2015; 
Enfield, 2015; Floyd, 2015; Gisladottir, 2015; Kendrick, 2015; Levinson, 2015; Rossi, 2015). 
There are of course some non-universal aspects to these systems-for example, we noted that 
formulaic uses such as ‘Sorry?’, ‘Pardon me?’, etc., found in many other languages, are not 
found in the LSA conversational corpus. But in general, the findings are in line with the 
proposed universal character of the OIR system of language use that allows us to secure and 
maintain mutual understanding in everyday interaction, independent of linguistic or cultural 
context (Dingemanse et al., 2015; Dingemanse et al., 2013; Levinson, 2006; Schegloff, 2006). 
This thesis has described an organized system of resources that provides expressive 
options for LSA signers. Selection of one or another strategy is made depending on the 
contextual and conversational difficulties a signer may face, allowing them to achieve mutual 
understanding when breakdowns occur in everyday conversation. The chapters presented 
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above each deal with distinct elements of the larger set of OIR types, which together form a 
flexible system of linguistic-pragmatic tools for dealing with troubles of perceiving or 
understanding in face-to-face interaction. 
 Chapter 3 contributed to our understanding of open-class strategies for requesting 
repair by expanding the known inventory of verbal formats (such as ‘what?’, ‘huh?’, ‘sorry?’, 
and so on) to the visual and gestural domain. The focus of Chapter 3 was on explicit open-
class initiators for repair, as the pivotal turn in repair sequences. The chapter gave evidence of 
the use of minimal resources of nonmanual markers (NMMs) for requesting repair. These 
may involve the use of a single element of facial expression (intonational question marker) 
such as the contraction of eyebrows (raised or lowered), or a composite of minimal NMMs 
(e.g. eyebrows and head actions together). In spoken languages, minimal repair initiators 
include elements like interjections (e.g., ‘huh?’). NMMs and interjections are not the same 
practices but they are in many ways comparable from a functional point of view. Minimal 
conversational usages like these would appear to be motivated by a principle of minimizing 
effort that motivates using reduced forms when they will be good enough for the job, rather 
than using more elaborate resources.  
When manual signs are used for initiating repair they always occur in combination 
with NMMs. LSA users use the unrestricted question-word ‘WHAT’ for OIR, as many 
spoken languages do (Enfield et al., 2013). None of the formulaic strategies for open-class 
repair such as ‘sorry?’ or ‘pardon me?’ were identified in the LSA conversational corpus 
2011-2014. LSA has lexemes equivalent to both ‘sorry’ and ‘pardon’ as part of its inventory 
of signs, but they are not commonly used as repair initiators. While no cases were found in 
the LSA corpus of casual conversation, they may be used in more formal interactions.  
Of all the nonmanual resources used in other-initiated repair in LSA, the most notable 
and minimal signal to request repair is marked on the upper part of the face by contracting the 
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muscles of the eyebrows and bringing them together. This practice is also the most commonly 
used single type of repair initiator in LSA, among all manual and nonmanual markers. One of 
the reasons for that is that signers tend to look at each other’s faces, particularly at the eyes, 
when signing, and not directly at their hands. This does not mean they do not see the hands 
when signing, but they see them through their peripheral vision (Siple, 1978). For the same 
reason, it is also common that the hands are located close to the face in signed conversations.  
Because users of spoken languages can also use eyebrow movements communicatively, more 
work needs to be done to compare the use of this strategy across signed and spoken 
interactions. 
Chapter 4 concentrated on the ‘restricted’, or semantically more specific, set of 
formats for initiating repair. In contrast to open-class initiators of repair described in Chapter 
3, restricted OIR formats delimit the scope of the problem in the trouble source turn. This 
chapter classified subtypes of restricted OIR formats in three groups. These are presented 
from weaker to stronger formats: first, the ‘request type’, for requesting specification of a 
particular part of a trouble source turn, including content question-words such as ‘who?’ and 
‘where?’; second, the ‘offer type’ requests confirmation by (near) repetition of part of the 
prior turn; and third, the alternative question type requests disambiguation between at least 
two possible understandings. In addition, this chapter described the quantitative distribution 
of the LSA data, according to which more than half of the OIR cases collected are restricted 
type repair initiators, from which half of the cases are practices of asking for specification and 
confirmation. Content question-words (less than 10% of the total) and alternative questions 
(1% of the total) represented the least common formats in the sample collected.   
Chapter 5 identified an implicit practice of OIR that we have termed the ‘freeze-look’ 
response. This bodily behavior is characterized by a noticeable absence of response after a 
question has been asked. Instead the addressee holds their bodily position still, while looking 
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directly at the questioner. The person who produced the trouble source treats this behavior in 
the same way they would treat an open-class OIR, namely by re-doing the prior turn.  
 Chapter 6 looked more closely at the timing of bodily holds in the context of repair 
sequences. As in the freeze-look sequences analyzed in Chapter 5, bodily holds often 
accompany OIR. These holds signal that an unresolved turn (the repair solution) is pending 
and needs to be attended to. In this study, we focused on the function and timing of this 
behavior in relation to the two subsequent turns (T+1 and T+2). We found that bodily holds 
that accompany OIR are maintained until after the full resolution of the OIR sequence. 
 
7.2 The utility of the LSA Conversational Corpus 2011-2014 
 
‘The “informal” dimension that is built into the definition of conversation is particularly 
noteworthy. This definition means that a true conversation is characterized by its 
“naturalness,” i.e. the interlocutors are behaving in a way typical of their social statuses 
and psychological states, given the social and physical environment in which they are 
placed. An attempt to obtain a high level of informality should, then, be part of every 
design studying conversation interaction’ (Markel, 1975:192).  
 
One contribution of this thesis is its creation of a new conversational corpus in a sign 
language, the Argentine Sign Language (LSA) Conversational Corpus (2010-2014). Section 
2.3.1 (Chapter 2) provided details of the data collection and corpus, including a description of 
the language, the social settings in which the data were collected, and the participants, as well 
as the ethical procedures and conventions for annotation and glossing. The creation of this 
corpus was motivated by the fact that the study of sign language conversation based on 
naturally occurring contexts is an almost unexplored area of inquiry in the sign language 
literature (but see de Vos et al., 2015), as well as in the social interaction literature. This novel 
type of sign language corpus is a significant new addition both to existing conversational 
corpora from spoken conversation, and to existing corpora from other sign languages in semi-
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spontaneous and pre-arranged settings (Crasborn & Zwitserlood, 2008; Nishio et al., 2010; 
Schembri, 2008; among other corpora). 
The corpus contains over 100 hours of non-elicited video recordings. The corpus was 
collected in naturally occurring settings of interactions using two high quality video cameras. 
A total of 96 deaf adults (both male and female) participated. All were fluent in LSA. The 
conversations were both dyadic and multi-party. Over 7 hours of selected fragments from 
different recordings were annotated in Spanish, and half of these were also glossed and 
translated in English, and annotated in more detail for closer research attention.  
The LSA conversational corpus has demonstrated its richness as a resource for research 
on a wide variety of conversational practices including phenomena that can be studied at 
various linguistic levels (phonology, prosody, intonation, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
discourse). The high number of OIR cases found—ranging from 6 to 42 cases per 10 minute 
segment, is clear evidence of the informal and naturalistic nature of the settings recorded, and 
constitutes the highest rate and number of cases among a collection of corpora for research on 
OIR in languages from around the world (Dingemanse & Enfield, 2015). The LSA corpus 
will have lasting value for research on a very broad array of phenomena; it has also been used 
in research on question-answer sequences, request sequences, attention-getting strategies and 
word-search practices. Numerous conversational sequence types have already been identified 
in the corpus, as part of a project to investigate linguistic and cultural variation in sequence 
types: the types identified include basic adjacency pairs without expansions (e.g., question-
answer sequences), generic pre-expansions (e.g., summons-answer sequences), specific pre-
expansions (e.g., pre-tellings, pre-requests), post-first insert expansions (e.g., OIRs), pre-
second insert expansions (e.g., non-OIR insert questions), minimal post-expansions: 
sequence-closing thirds (e.g., ‘oh’ after a QA sequence), and non-minimal post-expansions.  
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7.3 Modality effects: from talking and hearing to signing and seeing in 
interaction 
This study has also contributed to research on the similarities and differences between signed 
and spoken interaction, in relation to the maintenance of mutual understanding. OIR has been 
characterized by previous research as a systematic everyday practice that provides people 
with options for initiating repair when there are problems with ‘speaking, hearing or 
understanding’ talk (Drew, 1997; Schegloff, 1992, 2000; Schegloff et al., 1977; Sidnell, 
2006). This study has expanded this traditional monomodal definition by looking at the 
visual-gestural modality, thus extending the function of OIR to also deal with problems of 
‘signing, seeing and understanding’ in conversation. OIR is common in social interaction and 
should not be reduced exclusively to vocal/auditory communication, but rather should be 
understood as a multimodal communicational process that involves not only talking in 
interaction, but the use of people’s entire bodies, in both signed and spoken conversation. 
In spoken communication, face-to-face interaction occurs often, but it is not a pre-
requisite to being able to interact linguistically with another person. Modality can affect how 
people’s bodies are organized during interaction. Hearers distribute their attention between 
auditory and visual input, while signers use only visual perception between participants to be 
able to communicate (Baker, 1977; Baker & Padden, 1978; Emmorey et al., 2009; Muir & 
Richardson, 2005; Siple, 1978). Traditionally, these modality differences have been reduced 
exclusively to ‘seeing and signing’ for sign language, and ‘hearing and speaking’ (only) for 
spoken language. However, both signed and spoken languages involve more than just signing 
and seeing, or speaking and hearing. Sign language, for example, includes mouthing when 
interacting among signers, and speaking when deaf signers interact with hearing speakers, just 
as spoken language also typically involves facial expression and gesturing alongside speech. 
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Modality differences do not mean that signers are unable to choose from a rich 
repertoire of options for requesting repair. This thesis has shown that they have a range of 
expressive options, with their choices made depending, for example, on the location of 
participants, and the specific conversational context. Signers use a variety of body articulators 
in coordinated ways to produce visible linguistic information:  these include hand movements, 
facial expressions, eye gaze, head and body postures and mouth action signs (Baker, 1977; 
Baker-Shenk, 1983; Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1999; Boyes-Braem & Sutton-Spence, 2001; 
Liddell, 2003;  Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006; Vermeerbergen et al., 2007). Other-initiated 
repair can be produced by any of these articulators or, more commonly as we have seen in 
LSA, by a combination of them in complex composite utterances.  
In relation to modality differences, this study has described cases that are caused by 
seeing problems, in contrast with the commonly described hearing problems that occur in 
spoken language. A common trouble source identified in this study and related to seeing or 
perceptual difficulties relates to mouthing; such difficulties are often resolved by using 
fingerspelling to repeat the word or phrase that was not well perceived or seen. Fingerspelling 
is a resource unique to sign language use, which has been characterized in phonological, 
morphological and semantic terms in sign languages (Battison, 1978; Brentari, 1994; 
Schembri & Johnston, 2007; Sutton-Spence, 1999), but it remains mostly unexplored in 
research on conversational structures and practices.  
 
7.4 OIR system in LSA: from implicit to explicit strategies for signaling 
problems in understanding 
One of the more significant findings to emerge from this study concerns a previously 
undescribed practice of other-initiated repair: the freeze-look response (see Chapter 5). The 
description and analysis of this practice highlighted the distinction between explicit and 
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implicit forms of expression, in turn contributing to an expansion of the traditional typology 
of OIR formats. The freeze-look is an implicit or off-record way of indicating problems of 
understanding, by maintaining the whole body in a still position while looking directly at the 
person who produced the trouble source. It can be characterized as a notable absence of 
response or feedback, and is interpreted as problematic, especially after a question has just 
been asked, where a response would normally then be due. This problem is resolved in the 
same way as explicit OIR. With further research, it may turn out that this practice is common 
in other languages, both signed and spoken, as well as other conversational contexts beyond 
the question-answer sequences focused on in Chapter 5. More work needs to be done to 
distinguish levels and types of (in)directness in signed and spoken conversations in relation to 
bodily behavior. For instance, NMMs such as raising the eyebrows or bringing them together 
are clear signals of problems in understanding, but it appears that they may be made more 
explicit by adding a head movement, and more explicit again by also adding a manual sign 
such as ‘WHAT’. 
 
7.5 The function of bodily holds in pursuing repair solutions 
This thesis has shown that an essential component of conversational repair practices is the use 
of bodily holds (see Chapter 6). ‘Hold’ is defined for this study as any meaningful 
maintenance of a stationary bodily configuration (in contrast with a dynamic disengagement 
or retraction, regardless of the exact nature of the configuration). Holds are an important 
resource in the repair system in LSA. They are produced in more than 90 percent of OIR 
cases. This is not exclusive to LSA, nor to sign languages: LSA has been compared directly 
with two unrelated spoken languages, where holds were functional in repair in all three 
languages, but where there was a considerably higher frequency of use in LSA (see Floyd et 
al., 2014; Manrique, 2011). It is a common practice in sign language to suspend or hold a 
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linguistic element on one hand, or with another part of the body, while continuing signing 
with the other hand. In this dissertation, the functional analysis of holds has been expanded 
for the study of OIR in LSA. We have seen that holds, as part of the OIR system, are a cross-
linguistic resource available to both signers and speakers in face-to-face interaction, 
especially in situations where the participants are not involved in other parallel activities.  
The evidence from repair practices shows that one of the key conversational functions 
of bodily holds is to display an orientation to the not-yet-resolved status of a conversational 
problem (Floyd et al., 2014). With this function, a bodily hold is always accompanied with 
eye gaze toward the person or object of the trouble source as a strategy to pursue resolution of 
the OIR sequence (Stivers & Rossano, 2010). This bodily behavior by the person who 
requests repair displays that the solution of a problem is pending; the bodily configuration is 
usually retracted once a resolution of the trouble source is given.  
 
7.6 Quantitative findings 
This study has described the quantitative distribution of other-initiated repair formats based 
on a collection of 213 cases drawn from 3.5 hours of the LSA Conversational Corpus (2010-
2014). The results demonstrated a significant difference in the distribution of open-class 
versus restricted-class OIR strategies, with the latter nearly twice as frequent as the former. 
An even bigger difference was noted between explicit and implicit strategies. More research 
needs to be done in relation to implicitness/explicitness level in repair sequences to obtain a 
more fine-grained description in that domain.  
Regarding the frequency of use of various formats, non-manual markers such as 
eyebrow actions were found to be considerably more frequent in LSA than comparable 
expressions such as the unrestricted question-word ‘what’. Within the restricted strategies, 
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repeating the problematic part of the previous turn and offering a candidate understanding for 
checking mutual understanding were found to be much more frequent than restricted 
question-words such as ‘who?’, ‘when?’, and ‘where?’. Alternative questions are the least 
frequent strategy for OIR in LSA with only 1% of all cases. In addition, formulaic requests 
for repair like ‘sorry?’ or ‘pardon me?’ were not observed in the sample.  
In a comparison with 11 other unrelated spoken languages surveyed for a cross-
linguistic comparative study, LSA showed a higher frequency of use of repair initiators. They 
were produced at a rate of between 6 and 41 cases per 10 minutes stretch of video recorded 
data. This suggests an exceptional degree of attention to the maintenance of intersubjective 
mechanisms in LSA conversation, perhaps related to a constant need for visual access as a 
fundamental condition for mutual understanding. Besides quantitative differences between the 
languages, we have also found differences in the variety of strategies used, suggesting ways in 
which language modality has an important influence on repair strategies. 
 
7.7 Final remark  
This dissertation has provided a detailed description of the management of seeing and 
understanding problems in everyday conversation in LSA. This has contributed to the existing 
literature on OIR practices, almost all of which has dealt with spoken languages. This thesis 
has addressed modality effects in OIR, and how those affect the management of mutual 
understanding in everyday interaction, based on a conversational corpus of unprecedented 
scope in a sign language. What is needed now is systematic comparative research on the 
distribution of visual-gestural practices across spoken and signed languages, and a more 
interdisciplinary and integrated theoretical approach to the study of language, communication 
and social interaction. The relevance of studying body-to-body practices in conversation is 
clearly supported by the current findings. This research has extended our knowledge of use of 
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the visual and gestural practices for other-initiation of repair during everyday conversation. It 
is hoped that this can serve as a point of reference for future studies on sign language 
interaction. 
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Samenvatting 
Het systeem van anderinitiëring van herstel (Schegloff, 1992, 2000; Schegloff, et al., 1977) speelt een 
cruciale rol in menselijke interactie. Het waarborgt het wederzijdse begrip ongeacht het semiotische 
systeem (Enfield, 2009). Het herstelwerk werd traditioneel gedefinieerd op basis van gesproken taal 
als strategieën die gericht zijn op problemen in spreken, luisteren en begrijpen. Het herstel kan 
geïnitieerd en uitgevoerd worden door de spreker zelf of door de luisteraar (Schleghoff et al., 1977). 
Het overgrote deel van onderzoek in het relatief nieuwe veld van de gebarentaal taalkunde is vooral 
gericht op het grammaticale aspect en niet op het interactionele. Tot nu toe was het een open vraag of 
er inderdaad een set van taalkundige middelen bestaat voor de uiting van problemen in perceptie en 
begrip in een gebarentaal op basis van observaties binnen een natuurlijke setting. 
 Het doel van dit proefschrift is om nieuwe inzichten te verschaffen over de analyse van een 
gebarentaal, met daarin een specifieker doel om een beter begrip te krijgen van het herstelwerk in 
interactie als een back-up mechanisme voor mogelijke bedreigingen voor gespreksvoortgang. Dit 
proefschrift onderzoekt hoe gebruikers van Argentijnse Gebarentaal (Lengua de Señas Argentina of 
LSA) omgaan met problemen in het gebaren, zien en begrijpen (in plaats van spreken, luisteren en 
begrijpen) en hoe ze oplossingen ervoor vinden in natuurlijke interactie. Het proefschrift maakt 
gebruik van een omvangrijk corpus van video-opnames van informele gespreken (dyadische en met 
meerdere deelnemers) tussen volwassen vrienden in dovenverenigingen in Buenos Aires, Argentinië. 
Het doel van dit proefschrift is om zowel kwalitatieve microanalyse als kwantitatieve beschrijving te 
verschaffen van een set van taalkundige strategieën en pragmatische middelen (met daarin hun gebruik 
en organisatie) die gebarentaalgebruikers toepassen wanneer zij geconfronteerd worden met 
problemen in perceptie en begrip. De focus is op herstelwerk in LSA als een visueel en gebarensystem 
dat omvat manuele gebaren, niet-manuele gebaren, mondgebaren (oftewel mouthing) en hoofd- en 
bovenlichaambewegingen. 
 Hoofdstuk 2 presenteert het LSA gesprekscorpus, dat ook als inleidende achtergrond fungeert 
voor de overige hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift. Het bevat een korte beschrijving van de 
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grammatica van de LSA voor zoverre het relevant is voor herstelwerk in deze taal. Verder geeft het 
uitleg over de ethische procedure en over het codingschema dat gebruikt werd voor de 
dataverzameling en -selectie. Hoofdstukken 3 t/m 6 zijn gebaseerd op gepubliceerde artikelen. 
Hoofdstukken 3 en 4 beschrijven expliciete (open en restricted) formats voor anderinitiëring van 
herstel terwijl hoofdstuk 5 vertelt over een tot nu toe onbeschreven impliciete strategie voor het 
signaleren van problemen in gesprek. Hoofdstuk 6 bestudeert het gebruik van een fundamentele 
gespreksstrategie voor het verkrijgen van wederzijds begrip in de visuele en gebarenmodaliteit. 
 De focus van hoofdstuk 3 ligt op de beschrijving en analyse van expliciete open-class 
herstelstrategieën. Het begint met een beschrijving van minimaal expliciete strategieën zoals de 
uitsluitend nonmanuele markers (NMMs), de samengestelde formats van nonmanuele markers en 
vragende intonatie en manuele gebaren die gebruik maken van de open vraagwoorden met een 
betekenis vergelijkbaar met die uit gesproken taal (bv. ‘Wat?’). Het resultaat van dit hoofdstuk is een 
subset van mogelijkheden die de luisteraar heeft om herstel te initiëren wanneer een probleem zich 
voordoet in het zien van de semantische inhoud van een uiting of in het begrijpen van de voorafgaande 
beurt in het gesprek in zijn geheel. Open-class zijn de zwakste herstelstrategieën en staan in contrast 
met de restricted formats. 
 Hoofdstuk 4 gaat verder in op de restricted strategieën voor anderinitiëring  van herstel die de 
omvang van de trouble source met betrekking tot de voorafgaande beurt van de gesprekspartner 
afgrenzen. Dit hoofdstuk classificeert restricted formats in drie typen die zijn georganiseerd 
afhankelijk van hun begrip van zwak tot sterk. De eerste groep is van het type verzoeken. Ze 
verzoeken om een verduidelijking van een specifieke gedeelte of een verwijzing in de voorgaande 
beurt (trouble source) met inhoudelijke vraagwoord (bv. ‘wie?’, ‘waar?’ enz.). De tweede groep is van 
het type aanbod die een bevestiging vereist door de gehele voorgaande beurt of en deel ervan te 
herhalen. In de laatste groep vallen strategieën voor anderinitiëring van herstel van het type alternative 
vragen. Ze vragen om verduidelijking tussen ten minste twee alternatieven die niet expliciet zijn 
gepresenteerd in de problematische voorgaande beurt. 
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 Hoofdstuk 5 bestudeert een impliciete strategie die ik de freeze-look response heb benoemd. 
De analyse omvat alleen vraag-antwoord sequenties om deze strategie dieper te kunnen onderzoeken 
en om impliciete en expliciete strategieën met elkaar te kunnen vergelijken.. De freeze-look is een 
langdurig oogcontact dat geobserveerd kan worden nadat een vraag is gesteld. Kenmerkend voor de 
freeze-look is dat er verder geen respons gegenereerd wordt op de zojuist gestelde vraag. In plaats 
daarvan houdt de persoon zijn/haar lichaamspositite helemaal stil en kijkt de gesprekspartner aan. De 
spreker van de problematische beurt behandelt de freeze-look op dezelfde manier als een open-class 
herstelstrategie door zijn problematische beurt over te doen.  
 Hoofdstuk 6 gaat over een fundamentele strategie voor het verkrijgen van wederzijds begrip 
die aanwezig is in alle formats van anderinitiëring van herstel in LSA. Dit is de hold-look. Het is 
lichamelijk gedrag van degene die herstel initieert en het volgt de initiatie van herstel onmiddellijk op. 
Het duidt erop dat de persoon de oplossing van het probleem afwacht (repair solution) en dat het 
probleem in beschouwing genomen dient te worden. In deze studie behandel ik de functie en timing 
van dit gedrag in verhouding tot de twee daar opvolgende beurten (T+1 en T+2). 
 Ten slotte, in hoofdstuk 7, sluit ik het proefschrift af met een samenvatting van de 
hoofdresultaten en hun implicaties voor ons begrip van strategieën die gericht zijn op het behoud van 
wederzijds begrip in een taal van een andere modaliteit. 
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APPENDIX A: abbreviations of sign languages mentioned in this thesis 
ASL: American Sign Language 
Auslan: Australian Sign Language 
BSL: British Sign Language 
FinSL: Finnish Sign Language 
IPSL: Indo-Pakistani Sign Language 
LIBRAS: Brazilian Sign Language 
LIS: Italian Sign Language 
LSA: Argentine Sign Language (Lengua de Señas Argentina) 
LSQ: Quebec Sign Language 
NGT: Sign Language of the Netherlands (Nederlandse Gebarentaal) 
SSL: Swedish Sign Language 
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APPENDIX B: transcription conventions 
Transcription conventions for sign language interaction 
 
CAPITAL LETTERS = sign glosses  
Egz = eye gaze 
EO = eyes wide opened 
ER = eyebrows raised 
ET = eyebrows together 
F-I-N-G-E-R-S-P-E-L-L-I-N-G = finger spelling is indicated by hyphen between letters  
G: gesture = followed by a description of the meaning of the gesture, e.g. G:I-don’t-mind   
G:MM = mouth  closed and corners turned down. 
H = hold  
(sign x)--------H = approximate duration of hold (sec) 
h-down = head downwards 
h-tilt = head tilt 
h-bw = head backwards  
HEY-signer (A/B) = When a signer use getting attentional strategies to call another signer’s attention. 
HYPHENATED-WORDS = represent a single sign and more than one English word  
LOC = locative 
lowercase letters = mouthing translation  
LPF = lips puckered forward 
MOD = idioms 
mth:(reference) = mouthing reference  
NEGATIVE-VERB = glossed with the negation in a post verb position, e.g. KNOW-NOT 
nod = head nod  
NSP = non-signing position    
NW = nose wrinkled 
OM = mouth wide open 
POSS-1 = possessive 1st person (mine) 
PRO1 = PRO: pronoun, 1: first person, 2: second person, 3: third person 
PT = pointing 
PU = palms up 
Q = question  
SN (description) = sign name  
+ = repetition of a manual sign or it can also be used as indication of a simultaneous production of NMMs, for 
instance: a head downwards and eyebrows movement (ET+h-bw). 
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Conventions adapted from oral transcription in spoken languages based on Gail 
Jefferson (2004; 2015:xiii-xvi).  
 
 [ ]      Square brackets mark the start and end of overlapping speech. It has been adapted in   
LSA extracts to indicate only the start of overlapping utterances between participants 
([) using one bigger bracket for both turns instead of single ones for every turn. 
 
(0.5)   Parentheses indicate numbers to measure pauses in seconds. It has been adapted in 
LSA extracts to indicate the duration of final-turn hold and ‘freeze-look’ response (see 
Chapter 5 and 6 for definitions).    
 
((text))Double parentheses contain additional comments about actions noted in the transcript, 
including non-verbal actions.  
 
(…)     Intervening material.  
 
=         ‘Latching’: no gap between participants’ turns. 
 
{    }   Curly brackets  indicate added text added by the transcriber that is not present or has 
not been produced in the original language. This additional text helps to make the 
translation in English easier to understand. 
 
-          The hyphen after a word or part of a word is used as a cut-off marker. 
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APPENDIX C: Spanish consent form  
 
Consentimiento para participar en estudio sobre Lengua de señas de Argentina (LSA) 
Proyecto de Socialización Humana y Sistemas de Lenguas en Uso  
(Human Sociality and Systems of Language Use)   
Formulario de consentimiento para participante adulto 
Usted ha sido consultado para participar en un estudio de investigación realizado por Elizabeth Manrique, cuyo 
supervisor es el Dr. Nick Enfield, del Instituto Max Planck para Psicolingüística (MPI) en Nijmegen, Holanda.  
Propósito de estudio 
Este proyecto ha sido diseñado para estudiar la lengua en uso en las actividades cotidianas de sus propias 
comunidades. Los videos serán usados sólo para propósitos de estudio e investigación (por ejemplo, desarrollo 
de proyectos de investigación sobre comunicación, educación, interacción social en diferentes comunidades, 
presentaciones en conferencias, y publicaciones impresas o electrónicas). 
Confidencialidad 
Cualquier información que sea obtenida en relación con este estudio y que pueda ser identificada con usted se 
mantendrá confidencial y sólo será abierta si usted da su consentimiento mediante su firma en este formulario o 
si fuera requerido por la ley.  
Identificación de los investigadores 
Si tiene cualquier pregunta o preocupación acerca de la investigación, por favor no dude en contactar al Dr. Nick 
Enfield. Tel.: (+31) 24-3521275, oficina 275, MPI, Departamento de Lenguaje y Cognición (Language and 
Cognition department), PO Box 310, 6500 AH, Nijmegen, Holanda. También, puede contactarse con Elizabeth 
Manrique. Tel.: (+31) 24-3521586, oficina 302, MPI (idem anterior), o en Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Tel.: 4307-
0297. Cel.: 1168955206. 
Derechos de los participantes 
Usted puede retirar su consentimiento en cualquier momento e interrumpir su participación sin ningún tipo de 
penalización. Con la firma de este consentimiento usted no está renunciando a cualquier tipo de reclamo legal, 
derechos o recursos relacionados con su participación en este estudio de investigación.  
Firma de sujeto de investigación  
Entiendo los procedimientos descritos anteriormente. Mis preguntas han sido contestadas con total satisfacción, 
y me comprometo en participar en el proyecto “Socialización humana y sistemas de lenguas en uso”. Una copia 
de este formulario me ha sido entregada. 
________________________________________   
________________________________________   
Nombre del Participante      Firma 
o representante legal de la institución      
FIRMA DEL INVESTIGADOR 
A mi juicio, el participante da su consentimiento en forma voluntaria y conciente, y posee la capacidad legal para 
otorgar su consentimiento al estudio mencionado del que ha sido informado para su participación. 
______________________________________   
Firma del Investigador y fecha de participacion     
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